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INTRODUCTION AND PROBLEM STATEMENT 

The first case of AJDS was documented over 20 years ago and more than 15 years ago, 

HIV was identified as a causative agent for A D S .  Since then, the epidemic has spread 

through out the world but at a very uneven pace. It is estimated that aver 60 million 

people worldwide have lived with HlVlAIDS over the last 15 years and over 20 million 

of these have died (Shisana & Simbayi, 2002: 15). At the beginning of 2003, the infection 

rate in the world stood at 43 million and 25 million of these cases were in sub-Saharan 

Africa (World Health Organisation, 2004). Despite advances made in terms of providing 

information about HlV prevention, the disease continues to spread. Globally, sub- 

Saharan Africa has been the hardest hit region; with the Southern African Development 

Community (SADC) being home to over 24 million A D S  sufferers (UNAIDS & WHO 

report, 2004). South Afiica has in the past, earned itself the unfortunate reputation of 

being the one country in the world with the highest number of people living with 

HIV/AIDS even though this has begun to change (Mail & Guardian, 2006). As is stands, 

over 5 million South Africans are KTV positive and 1 million die every year due to AIDS 

(Statistics South Africa, 2606). It is without a doubt, HIV is today the biggest threat to 

South Africa's development and economic growth. 

So hr, HIV has been treated as a medical problem that can be managed through medical 

intervention. Shisana argues that if this were m l y  the case, there would be no 

discrepancies in the infection statistics around the globe {2000:15). The World Health 

Organisation (WHO) and United Nations A D S  Agency revealed lhat in 2002, Australia 

and New Zealand combined had an infection rate of only 15 000, compared to the 28,5 

million in Sub-Sahara Africa {UNAlDS & WHO report, 2004:15). This nleans that the 

subSaharan region is home to over 70% of those infected with the virus, while 

representing only 10% of the world's population. One OF the most populated regions in 



the world, Asia bad an infection rate of 2.5 million in 2003, out of a population o f  more 

than 1.5 billion. This indicates that subSaharan Africa indeed has a serious problem. 

Research has suggested that factors that influence the rate of infection vary, one of  them 

being the level of education and literacy in a region. In light of this information, Sub- 

Saharan Africa could tben be said to be at a disadvantage as over me third of the 

population is illiterate (UNAIDS & WHO. 2004: 20). 

HN is a global epidemic that respects no cultural, economic, social and religious 

boundaries, each and very part of the globe has felt its impact. It has been reported by 

UNAlDS & WHO that in 2003 almost five million people became newly infected with 

HIV, the greatest number in any one-year since the beginning of the epidemic. Globally, 

the number of people livins with HIV continues to grow - from 35 million in 2001 to 38 

million in 2003. Ln 2003, AIDS killed almsi three million people while over 20 million 

have died since the first cases of AIDS were identified in 1981. This 20 million accounts 

for about 5% of the world's population (UNAIDS & WHO, 2004: 24). 

In 1998 when UNAIDS issued a map showing global infections, it was evident that there 

is no place in m t h  untouched (Whitehead & Sunter, 200055). The majority of people 

living with HW, 95% of the global total, live in the developing world (UNAIDS & 

WHO, 2004:28). According to Whitehead & Sunter (2000:55), this proportion is set to 

grow even further as infections rates continue to risedue to the following factors: 

poverty 

lack of education 

inequality 

Authors such as Shisana (2000), Whitehead & Sunter (2000) and Crewe (2002) have 

argued that while M V  can be medically defined and treated; the solution in curbing its 

spread lies in behaviour modification instead of medical treatment md interuention. 

Shisana argues tbar "HW is a behavioural problem that can be solved through change of 

attitude, perceptions and consequently the behaviour o f  individual members of society" 

(2000:153. Crewe (2002: 15) also argues that unless people change their attitudes, 



behaviours and perceptions, the epidemic will continue to spread at huge propodions. 

Globally, there has never been an epidemic that matches the devastating effects that HIV 

has, HN infection rates have spiraled out of control in sub-Saharan Africa and the ripple 

effects will undoubtedly still be felt in the years to come. 

1.2 Motivation for the study 

In various research studies around South Africa, it has been confirmed that the level of 

education and socio-economic conditions very much contribute to  one's susceptibility to 

HIV infection (Maharaj, 2001:246). This claim is justified by the h c t  that the most 

infected groups in society are those with very little education, who do not have formal 

skills, who occupy the so called "lower levels" o f  the economic hierarchy and who are in 

some way or another linked to the migrant labour system (Shisana, 2004: 34; Dladla c/al,  

200 I :89 and Maharaj, 2001 : 245). This would mean that within the South African social 

landscape, the people that are most susceptible to contracting HW are p p l e  with little 

formal education, who have no skills and are migrant labourers. There is a strong 

correlation between HTV transmission and mobility; in many cases, most unskilled and 

semi-skilled male workers are migrant labourers who leave their families in the rural 

areas to come work in the city (Depament  of Labour, 2003 and Barker, 2002). This 

results in most male workers having dual relationships, a girlfriend in the city and a wife 

back home. This pattern of relationships has inevitably led to the high levels of HN 

infection among those workers that are either unskilled or  semi-skilled (Dladla ef a/, 

2003: 81). 

Within the Vaal Triangle region, the Emkfeni Local Municipality is one of the biggest 

employers o f  unskilled and semiskilled workers and the majority of those workers are 

migrant labourers (Emfuleni Local Municipality, 2004). In essence, this would mean that 

the majority o f  the workers within the local municipality most likely to contract HN. 

This risk is hrther exacerbated by the fict that those who are migrant labourers are away 

from their families, they live in single sex hostels and their lifestyle is h a t  of sexual 

irresponsibility. The Emhleni Local Municipality is thus ficed with a potential time 

bomb where he people who are most crucial to their mandate of service delivery are at a 



very high risk o f  contracting W. Irl order to avert this potential disaster, one would 

need to educate workers of the dangers of HIV, educate them about ways to avoid being 

infected and also give them rhe necessary information that would enable them to make 

responsible sexual choices. 

Local government plays a crucial role in the South African democratic landscape. It is 

the one level of government that is closest to the people, it has its pulse on what is 

happening on the local scene and i t  is the first port of call for service delivery. Service 

delivery is in turn dependent on a healthy and productive workforce, in order to deliver 

on the promise o f  services to the communities that it services; the Emhieni  Local 

Municipality thus needs to ensure that its workers are indeed informed about HlV/ATDS. 

Ultimately, in order for this information to be useful, it has to take into account people's 

beliefs and attitudes are said to be the main determinants of behaviour in terms o f  vlking 

preventative measures where KIV is concerned. This knowledge would then have to be 

translated bto behaviour modification where needed and making responsible sexual 

choices that reduce the chances of contracting HIV. 

Very little research has been done within the local government sector t o  ascertain the 

level of HIV awareness among employees. As  a result, most local governmen!s around 

the country have under-es~imated the crisis that they are dealing with when it comes to  

HIV. The South African Local Government Association has made it clear that there is a 

war against W and i~ is a war that employers need to win in order to deliver services to 

different communities. In its mission statement on HIViAIDS, the Emhleni  Cbcal 

Municipality has declared that it acknowledges the existence of HW and it will do 

anything that needs to be done in order to educate its employees regarding the virus As a 

result, the municipality has a unit that is dedicated to KIV prevention campaigns and 

supporting those who are already living wih  the virus. For the purposes of this study, the 

researcher has chosen h e  Emhleni Local Municipality as the population for conducting 

research. The focus fell solely on those workers who are in semi-skilled and unskilled 

positions. 



Municipalities in South Africa are one of the major employers of unskilled and semi- 

skilled labour. They provide the most basic of services and efficient service delivery to 

communities has been a priority for municipalities. Given the increasing number of 

infections in the unskilled and semi-skilled sectors of the population, service delivery has 

been somehow hampered by the incidences of high absenteeism due to prolonged 

diseases as a result of HIV infection (South African Local Government Association, 

2004). Despite efforts made by SALGA to promote HTV education in the workplace, 

more and more municipal employees are getting infected with the virus. The researcher 

believes the municipality is ideal for research as there have not been many researched 

cases in the local government sector, particularly on HIV/AZDS. There are also a number 

of reasons why the researcher has chosen to focus on the local municipality. 

Firstly, according to the statistics released by the municipality; about 60% of the 

workforce is the semi-skilled and unskilled and over 50% of them in these ranks are 

migrant labourers (Emfuleni Local Municipality, 2006). Pertinent literature and research 

concerning the sociology of HIV infection in South Mica suggests that the migrant 

labour system has been one of the major contributing factors towards the spread of HIV 

in South African urban and rural areas (Barker, 200235). It is therefore the aim of the 

researcher to find out more about the attitudes and behaviour of these employees. h 

examining anitudes, it is also the aim of the researcher to investigate the attitudes of 

employees towards their HlV infected colleagues. Secondly, these semi-skilled and 

unskilled workers are highly traditional and hold on strongly to their beliefs; as a result, 

these workers have been very weary of taking the western explanation of HIV very 

seriously. In light of the HTV prevention programs aimed at these workers, it would be 

interesting to examine the influence that these programs have in changing people's 

perceptions towards HlV. Thirdly, research has indicated hat sectors of the population 

with low literacy rates are the most a f f~ ted  by the virus as they have little or no 

knowledge and understanding about the disease. This makes the municipality an ideal 

ground for testing out his theory as the majority of the labourers have little or no formal 

school education. Lastly, the researcher has chosen the municipality because very little is 



known about attitudes and perceptions that influence employees in terms of how they 

respond to the virus. 

13 Research problem 

It is beyond a doubt that there has been a significant effort made to educare people 

a b u t  the dangers and prevention of HIV. South Africa has particular case in the sense 

that the disease is spreading because people are still holding on to heir  traditional 

perceptions that in turn inform their attitudes and behaviours. 

HlV prevention programs that are currently in place here in South Africa have been 

gravely criticised for taking a blanket approach when it comes to disseminating 

information on the virus. Very few if any of the prevention programs in place take into 

account the audience &at the information is directed at, A crucial criticism by Nattrass 

(2004:45) is that HIV prevention programs in South Africa fail because they have not 

begufi ro understand fie social demography, the economic inequality and the politics 

i at surround lhe epidemic. In order for any information to have the intended effect, 

those who deliver the information should do it in such a way that the intended audience 

can identify with what is being said. It is also imperative if the information being 

broadcast seeks to change behaviour; then people's attitudes, perceptions and responses 

should be taken into account. 

The reasons for the spread of HlV in South Africa are many but the most crucial one 

relates to the way in which p p l e  respond to the epidemic; based on their knowledge, 

attitudes and perceptions that they have towards HW. It is very hard to change 

people's perceptions even when those perceptions lead tu behaviour that puts one's life 

at risk where W / A L D S  is concerned. It has been argued by writers such as Crewe 

(2C)02$, Shisana (2004) and Maharaj (2001) that it is very hard to  change people's 

perceptions when it comes to HIV/AIDS, especially if those people have very little 

education. 

There seems ta be a reciprocal understanding that people with high levels of education 

lead healthier and inuch more productive lives. They have acwss to information; they are 



exposed to different view points and as such, are able to absorb new information and 

transform it into knowledge with ease. For  his sector of the population, HN prevention 

programs are usefbl sources o f  information. The opposite applies to thaw who are 

illiterate or semi-titerate. Absorbing new information and translating it into knowledge is 

never an easy task and is often met with scepticism. This has been precisely the case 

when it comes lo information a b u t  W I N D S .  It has been estabiished h a t  hose w i h  

limited education still believe AIDS was spread deliberately by the apaaheid forces to 

decrease the African population, others believe that AIDS can be c u r d  by the use of 

traditional medicine and there still is a large number of people who believe that HIV does 

not exist at all (Shisana, 2004:35), When examining sexual behaviour, it is imperative to 

marry beliefs and attitudes because to a large extent, perceptions held by people towards 

H N  have ultimately inform their attitudes towards sexual behaviour 

Recent reports in the financial publications have indicated that South Africa in particular 

is losing millions of rands in productivity every year due to employes  who are 

constantly sick as a result of HIV related diseases (Moodley, 2005). In light of the 

increastng infections each year, this situation is not about to get better. This is one of the 

primary reasons why there should be a focus on employees, especially in the blue-collar 

segment of the economy, in order to ascertain training needs that will be crucial in 

curbing the spread o f  the virus. 

1.4 Coals and objectives 

The primary aim of the research is to investigate the knowledge, perceptions, attitudes 

and behaviours of emp1oyees in the local municipality. 

1.4.1 Specific objectives 

The primary objective of this study is to examine the attitudes, perceptions and 

behaviours of unskilled and semi-skilled workers within the local municipality. Specific 

objectives of the study are: 



T o  investigate the extent to which traditional belief systems inform attitudes. 

perceptions, and behaviours of the employees towards HIV/AIDS. 

T o  explore how people's attitudes and perceptions regarding the virus and how these 

perceptions influence their behaviour. 

To investigate to what extent is the HIV awareness programs sun by the 

n~unicipal ity effective. The municipality has a dedicated team of health workers 

responsible for educating municipal employees on all aspects of the virus 

(Emfuleni Local Municipality, 2004). It is therefore the aim o f  the researcher to 

investigate whether training provided to labourers has managed to educate them 

about the virus visu-vis their change in sexual behaviour. 

T o  assist the municipality in identifying training needs o f  its workers when i t  

comes to HIV education and to make recommendations based on the outcomes of 

the study. 

1.5 Theoretical background 

Behaviour is often thought to be an individual act that is done in isolation and that there 

is always an explanation behind such actions. When i t  comes to HIV/AIDS, it has 

always been assumed that risky behaviour is intentional and that people engage in such 

behaviour knowingly. According to the theory of reasoned action, intention to do a 

particular behaviour and the motivating factors behind this intention are able to better 

explain human behaviour. The heoretical framework in this research will be based on 

the theory of reasoned action and its application to ATDS preventative behaviour. The 

theory o f  reasoned action is a theory that attempts to explain behaviour in tenns o f  the 

intention to d o  a particular behaviour, the factors motivating factors behind the 

intention and also the behaviour that results (Terry, Gallois & McCamish, 1993:l). For 

the purposes of this research project, an attempt will be made to understand the 

knowledge, atlitudes and perceptions that workers have when i t  conles to HIV/ALDS. It 

is therefore fitting to use a thmry that examines attitudes and intentions in 

understanding behaviour. The use of  this theory has also been motivated by the 

realisation that knowledge of the determinants of beliaviour has implications for the 

genera! understanding sexual behaviour as well as the development of intervention 



programs to encourage people to engage in safe sexual practices. Overall, 

understanding determinants o f  behaviour is significant for the successful 

implementation o f  prevention programs. 

The basic premise of rhe theory of reasoned action is that people make behaviourat 

decisions of the basis of reasoned consideration of the available information (Ajzen, 

1988:45). The  theory can therefore be said to be a deliberative processing theory to  the 

extent that behaviourat decisions are seen to be the consequence OF the person's 

systematic consideration and deliberation of the information available (Terry, Gallois & 

McCarnish, l993:8). Sexual behaviour is irself determined and influenced by many 

factors, the theory of reasoned action is therefore appropriate in that it does not only 

examine the resultant behaviour but also looks at factors and deliberations that lead to 

the final behaviour being performed. 

The theory of reasoned action has been widely used in studies that attempt that attempt 

ro understand human behaviour particularly in AIDS preventative behaviour. Like any 

other theory, rhe theory of reasoned action has its own shortcomings but i t  does 

nonetheless provide a Framework within which human behaviour can be understood and 

interpreted. 

I d  School of thought 

In social research, theories challenge our understanding of the social wortd and the 

systematic gathering of data is extremely crucial to this practice. There are different 

schools of thought that one can approach research from; for the purposes of this study, 

the researcher will approach the research from the subjective school of thought. 

Subjectivity in research refers to the panicular attention that is paid to people's 

consciousness in terms of thinking m d  acting (May, 1997: 13). Subjectivity as a school 

of thought focuses on the meanings that people give to their environment., as a 

researcher within the school of thought the central interat  is focused on people's 

understandings of their social environment (May, 1997:13). 11 is from this approach 

that he researcher will attempt to understand how people give meaning to their 



behaviour and perceptions towards the virus. In understanding the meaning attached to 

behaviour and perceptions, the researcher can then begin to understand the role that 

knowledge and the social environment play in shaping people's responses to the 

epidemic. 

1.7 Researth design and methodology 

The study was qualitative so as to fully understand the perceptions held by the workers, 

one needs lo conduct an exploratory study that will seek to explicate the research 

question at hand. In this study, the researcher has chosen to make use of a 

questionnaire that has been designed specifically for the purposes of this study. The 

advantage of using a questionnaire in this study is that the researcher will be able to 

nmuure the attitudes and behaviours of the workers through the formulated questions 

m a y ,  1997:84). The participants were asked a set of standard questions; this ensured 

that there is standardisation in the study. Another advantage of this research design was 

its ability to provide understanding of the workers knowledge, attitudes and perceptions 

towards H N  and how he i r  responses towards the epidemic have been shaped. 

1.7.1 Data collection 

Data was collected through interviews where a questionnaire was used as guiding tooI. 

Participants had the liberty to express their opinions about HIV and their responses 

were not necessarily limited to the questions contained in the questionnaire. For the 

purposes of this study, that data is presented in the form of text and all the data gathered 

will be useful in understanding the responses given. 

1.7.2 Data analysis and interpretation 

In analysing data, the information was organised into categories based on the recurrent 

themes and cuncwts in order to formulate a clear picture of the workers attitudes and 

knowledge with regard to HlV/AIDS. In other words, the researcher used the process 

of coding in analysing data. Coding refers to a process where responses obtained are 

studied, analysed and then put into similar categories (Neuman, 2000:45). This process 



requires an understanding of what is being said in order to have appropriate categories 

h a t  are truly representative of what m s  said. Firstly, open coding will be used; this is a 

process where the mass data obtained from the responses were be condensed into 

categories. Following open coding, the researcher then used axial coding where 

different cases that illustrate themes were clearly identified. The advantage of using a 

two stage coding process is to enable the researcher to formulate a story that connects 

and integrates all categories that have been identified (Babbie, 2002:65). 

Data interpretation was in line with the theoretical framework as outlined in chapter 

two of  the study. The theury of reasoned action was US& as the main theory against 

which the study is to be understood. The aim of using theory is to better understand 

how behaviour is influenced by the environment, intention and the approval from 

others. 

Deploy men t of contents 

Chapter 2 provides an overview of  existing literature, with the aim of elucidating 

some of the more complex issues concerning the sociology of HIV transmission. 

This chapter will outline some of the theoretical discussions that have attempted to 

analyse the gravity of the epidemic. Different countries will be looked at, with the 

intention of drawing comparisons where prevention campaigns are concerned. 

The third chapter addresses the epidemic in South Africa. The state of the epidemic 

will be examined, the economic and broader impact of HlVlAIOS on government 

will be closely looked at and lastly a model based on the theory for reasoned action 

used for understanding behavioural determinants when it comes to HIV/AU)S will 

be used to understand employees' attitudes and responses to HW. 

A discussion on the methodology used to carry out the study is carried in Chapter 

4. Various operationalisation steps are discussed; these include sampling, 

questionnaire administration, and data analysis. 

The findings of the study are dealt with in Chapter 5 of the thesis. 



Chapter 6 provides an analysis and interpretation of the findings. This analysis of 

findings is in line with the theory and model of behavioural determinants as 

discussed in chapter 2 

The concluding chapter will be Chapter 7 which offers an overview of the study, 

outlines the limitations of the study and puts forward recommendations that can be 

used by the municipality for future policy planning and prevention programs. 

1.9 Conclusion 

HIV/AIDS has had devastating effects the world over. No part of the world has been 

left untouched and the epidemic is still continuing to have destroying lives. The world 

has been waging a battle that has up to now, proven to be difficult to win. Resources 

have been directed at fighting the spread of the epidemic and the world is yet to see 

their positive effects. For the past two decades, the world has been faced with a 

calamity so titanic; it has shaken the very foundations of human stability and social 

security. In order for the battle against HlV to be won, each possible effort should be 

directed towards curbing the rapid spread of the pandemic. 

In this chapter, the researcher has tried to introduce the study by identifjing the reasons 

that indeed warrant an investigation into the knowledge, attitudes and perceptions of 

workers where W / A I D S  is concerned The researcher has also identified the school 

of thought within which the study will be located in order to gain a clear understanding 

of the meaning the workers attach to their attitudes than in turn inform their responses. 

Research methodology and design to be followed have been explained; data collection 

processes to be followed in data analysis and interpretation have also been explained. 

Finally, a synopsis of what is to be expecred in consequent chapters w a s  provided. 



CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW AND THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 

2.1 Introduction 

It is without a doubt that HIV has the potential to bring the world to its knees. It is very 

rare that a disease can affect each sphere of life; HIV brings along various challenges in 

terms of political, economic and developmental policies. In the medical fraternity, HIV 

has continued to baffle scientists as there is no known cure or vaccine. In order to fully 

understand the damaging effects of HN, one needs to understand the virus; what it is, its 

origins, modes of transmission and how it multiplies in the body, Furthermore, one needs 

to have a theoretical framework that can help explain the rate at which the virus has 

spread and also understand facilitators behind this spread. Behaviour has been identified 

as the single fhctor that is directly responsibIe for the spread of the v i m  in the world. 

The theoretical framework will then be used to understand why behaviour has not 

changed and why people still choose to engage in high risk behaviour. 

It goes without saying h a t  each part of the world has been adversely affected by the HIV 

epidemic, how the world has responded has left much to be desired. HN has ceased to 

b a biological disease; it has instead become a disease of society. The researcher will 

provide an overview of the major issues surrounding the Hns epidemic, an explanation of 

the virus will be provided and a theoretical fiamework will also be dealt with. In essence, 

treating HIV should be examined holistically and all the important factors should be 

taken info account. In an attempt to understand HIV, this chapter wiIl also deal with some 

of the factors that act as impediments and that render prevention programs ineffective. 

2.2 Understandiog HIV/AIDS 

This section will attempt to outline to provide a basic explanation of what E-IIV is; its 

origins and also the way which it is tmnsmitrd. 



2.2.1 What is HIV/AIDS? 

HlV stands for Human Immunodeficiency Virus; this is a slow acting virus that enters the 

body mainly through blood and body fluids. The HI Vtrus is an incredibly small 

organism; it is roughly one ten-thousandth of a millimetre in length, it cannot be seen 

with he naked eye but is powerful enough to destroy lives (Bamett & Whiteside, 

200255). In order for the virus to live, it has to enter the body and attach itself to host 

cells; the virus then multiplies in the body by attacking a panicular set o f  cells in the 

human immune system. KN attacks a group of cells known as CD4 cells; the virus 

specifically attacks the CD4 positive T cells which organise the body's overall immune 

response to foreign bodies and infections {Shisana, 2M)9:45). When a person becomes 

infected, he virus enters the body and attaches itself to the T cells; the virus then gets a 

chance to multiply in the body in the body through attacking immune cells called 

microphages. These microphages are cells that engulf foreign invaders and ensure that 

the body's immune system will recognise them in the future. Once the virus has 

penetrated the wall of the CD4 cell it is safe from the immune system because i t  mpies 

the cell's DNA and therefore cannot be identified and destroyed by the body's defence 

mechanisms (AFSA, 2006). 

During the time when a person is infected with HTV there begins a battle between the 

body's immune system and the virus. Initially, the body is able to fight the virus but after 

some time the virus mutates, it also multiplies at a very fast rate and the viral load 

becomes too much for the immune system to handle. The body then goes through 

different stages where the immune system is weakened immensely and in the end breaks 

down. When this time comes, one develops AIDS, which stands for Acquired Immuno 

Deficiency Syndrome; ATDS is the end stage consequence of H N  infection. One thing 

that needs to be noted about ATDS is that it manifests itself through a group of symptoms 

that combine to demonstrate a particular condition or disease. A formal diagnosis of 

AIDS is usually made after an individual with HnT infection begins to present a group of 

symptoms or  when there is a development of a number of life threatening opportunistic 

diseases such as Kapsi  lr sarcoma, /ymphoma lr, cryytococc~l meningitis and 

pne~mrocysfic cavinni pnelrnlonin {Mngomezulu, 2002:28). These illnesses o r  secondary 



infections are said to be opportunistic diseases because they transpire in persons whose 

immune systems are compromised (Tonks, 1 996:3 8). 

2.2.2 Origins of HIV 

There is an African proverb which says when a snake enters a house, one has to kill the 

snake first and then ask where the snake came from (Nyembezi, 195438). If one was to 

liken KIV t o  a poisonous snake, then one would have seen it appropriate for the world to 

kill the snake and then proceed to ask where it came from. The problem however is that 

H N  is unlike any other snake; HTV is indeed a different kind of snake and the world 

needs to understand its origins in order to successfully kill it. 

Over the past three decades, there has been an extensive debate about where HIV comes 

from and how it came to infect humans. Scientists believe that HIV began after an ape 

and monkey version o f  the virus known as simian imn~rmdcficirncy vinis (SIV) crossed 

barriers from chimpanzees to humans (Mngomezulu, 200237). Recently, there have 

been reports that the origin of SIV has been traced to chimpanzee colonies in the remote 

parts of Cameroon (Mail & Guardian, 2006). The spread of disease fiom animals to 

humans has not been unique to HIV; the problem with HTV is  that it has managed to 

spread rapidly amongst humans because it has proper "receptors" within the human body. 

The question of when and how HIV entered human population has been a source of great 

debate and this debate has not done any good in terms of putting people at ease. The 

speed with which the HIV replicates in the body has made it impossible to control and at 

present, *ere is still no clear answer about how HIV came to be a human virus. 

Presently, all that is known is that the virus entered the blood of humans at some point 

and then spread through sexual contact fiom person to person. 

There are various hypotheses that have been put forward as to how the virus came into 

contact with human blood. It has been assumed that the virus crossed over to humans 

through the consumption of bush meat by some tribes in North Africa; another 

supposition is that SIV crossed the species barrier through ritualistic behaviout and it has 

also been said that SlV might have crossed over to humans through contaminated needles 



in rural clinics (Bamett & Whiteside, 2002:37). The above scenarios are not diffjcult to 

imagine and at times, have managed to be  the most widely discussed methods o f  through 

which the virus crossed the species barrier. 

There is still no clear answer of how HIV entered the human species; however the state 

of the pandemic dictates that the world should direct all possible resources towards 

mitigating the impact of the epidemic. The time has now come for the world to kill the 

snake and ask questions later. 

2.2.2 Modes of HIV transmission 

HN is a virus can only be transmitted though the exchange of contaminated body fluids 

and for a person to be infected, the virus has to enter the body in sufficient quantities. 

As thus, it is highly unlikely that the virus can be transmitted through saliva. The virus 

can also pass through an entry point in the skin or mucous membranes into the blood 

stream. Unlike viruses such as cold and influenza, HIV is a very delicate virus that dies 

if it exposed ro air { N S A ,  2006) The main modes of transmission are: 

Unsafe sex 

Transmission From infected mother to child 

Use of infected blood or blood products 

Intravenous drug use with contaminated needles 

Other modes of transmission involving blood such as open wounds 

(Source: Department of Health, 2006) 

The most common mode of transmission has been unsafe sex, during the early stages of 

the epidemic the primary mode of transmission was through homosexual intercourse 

but in recent times, both homosexual and heterosexual intercourse are responsible. The 

mode in which HN is transmitted has been one of the enabling factors towards the 

spread of the epidemic. Shisana (2004). Crewe (2002) and Crothers (2001) argue that if 



sexual body fluids were not the carriers of the virus, the infection rates would be much 

lower than they are today. It remains to be seen whether the future developments of 

vaccines will be able to bring the virus under control. 

In the following sections of this chapter, the researcher will attempt to paint a clear 

picture that will elucidate some of the pressing issues around HIV/AlDS and the 

researcher will also show the effect the HIV pandemic has had around the world. As 

the grip of epidemic has not been the same in countries of the world; an attempt will be 

made to investigate the factors behind this discrepancy. Socio-economic factors that 

arise from the epidemic will abo be discussed; such a discussion is an endeavour to 

demonstrate that the world cannot talk about issues of economic growth, social equality 

and development without addressing the epidemic. It is also an attempt to show that the 

diffusion path of HN has put Africa at a disadvantage because it is the one continent 

that has felt the devastating effects of AIDS more than any other continent in the world. 

23 AIDS in the world: Dimensions of the epidemic 

The world is now well into the second decade of the most devastating pandemic in the 

history of modem civilization. Since 1990, the total number of X-UV infections has 

increased tenfold and the epidemic is nowhere near its possible peak. The whole world 

is feeling the effects of the epidemic but of all the continents, Africa has been the most 

seriously and dramatically affected. The people of Africa are watching helplessly as 

more sons and daughters die everyday because of AIDS. Across the continent, there 

are now over 25 million people living with H W / A I D S ,  health care systems are rapidly 

becoming AIDS care systems and close to ten million orphans are looking for a home 

(UNAIDS & WHO, 2004:35), In Southern African countries. 20 percent of the adult 

population is infected and in less than a decade life expecmcy has dropped from well 

over 60 to less than 45 years. In addition, the pandemic has been gradually extending 

throughout Asia, from Thailand to China and to India. In the Ukraine, Russia and the 

rest of Europe, the pandemic is now expanding at an exponential rate due to the social 



conditions ideal for the spread of the virus, such as high levels of intravenous drug use, 

political and social instability; collapse of financial systems and continuing wars 

(UNALDS & WHO, 2004: 14). 

In some countries, prevention programs have achieved considerable success, bur for the 

most part acrws the world, h e  response to the pandemic has been delayed, 

inappropriate or insuficient. The response of the international community has been, at 

best, indifferent and at worst disgraceful. The world still has no real idea what 

promotes and secures behaviour change, how to turn sceptical populations into 

believing ones, how to address the needs of young people. 

Table I : Regional statistics of HIV infections. 

Country Adult prevalence Adults living with Adult and child 
rate (%) H-IVIAIDS deaths 

Sub-Saharan 
Africa 
2005 
2003 
North Africa 
2005 
2003 
Asia 
2005 
2003 
Oceania 
2005 
2003 
Latin America 
2005 
2003 
Caribbean 
2005 

24.5 million 
23,5 million 

8.3 n~illion 
7.6 million 

1.6 million 
1.4 million 

2.0 million 
1.9 million 

2003 1.5 310 000 28 000 
North America & 
Western Europe 
2005 0.5 
2003 0.5 

2.0 million 30 000 
1.8 million 30 000 

Source: UNAlDS epidemic update, 2006. 



The previous table is an illustration o f  the different infection panems of the epidemic. 

The overwhelming number of people, 95% to be exact, living with HIV are in the 

developing world (UNAIDS, 2006134). The most conspicuous and disturbing observation 

about the table above is that Sub-Saharan Africa is the region with the most infections, 

with over 30 million people being infmted with the HI Virus. This proportion is set to 

QrOW even further a s  infection rates continue to rise in Sub-Saharan African countries, 

where there are several bctors that h e 1  the spread of the virus Parker ,  2002:35). These 

factors are: 

Poverty 

Under-developed infrastructure 

Poor health systems 

Lack o f  education 

Social and sexual inequality 

Limited resources for prevention 

According UNAIDS, the epidemic is under control in industriaiised countries largely due 

to the fact that enabling factors that have contributed to the spread of the virus in the 

developing world are largely absent. The number o f  new cases of HW and A D S  related 

deaths has fallen significantly because o f  the availability of antiretroviral therapy for 

most of those diagnosed (Bamett & Whiteside, 2002:35). In the United States, A D S  

related deaths have declined by over 54% from 1998 to 2003 while in Western Europe 

the figure stood at 42% during the same period (UNAI'DS, 2004:35). In developing 

countries, however, there is a varied depiction of the epidemic with some countries 

making progress and some still digging themselves further in the trenches in terms of 

increasing infection rates. In the subsequent sections in his chapter, the researcher will 

take an in-depth look at various regions around the world in order to examine where they 

stand in respect of the epidemic. 



23.1 Asia and the Pacific 

Asia is known in economic circles as the powerhouse of the world economy and as such, 

any changes in economic activity inevitably affect trends in the global economy. India 

and China alone account for over half of the world's population and they have a 

combined population of over 23 billion people. As the UNAIDS table indicates, Asia is 

one of the regions that is starting to feel the crippling effects of the epidemic, even though 

countries are affected differently. In countries like Singapore, Korea and Pakistan 

infection rates have not reached alarming rates even though they are showing an increase. 

In 2002, almost 1 million people in Asia and the Pacific acquired IUV, bringing the 

number o f  people living with the virus to an estimated 7.2 million, this is a 10% increase 

since 2001 (Barnett & Whiteside, 2002:45). A hrther 500 000 people are estimated to 

have died of AIDS in the year 2004 due to AIDS related diseases and infections (Bhatia, 

Swami, Parashar & Justin, 2005). It is reported that about 2.1 million young people, aged 

15-24, are living with HIV/AIDS and this figure has been reported to be on the increase 

although infection figures are comparatively low (Bhatia el a/. 200535). 

One of the hardest hit countries in Asia has been India; the country has an adult HIV 

prevalence rate of less than 1% but this figure is misleading as it offers little indication of the 

serious sitll2ltion facing the country. An estimated 4 million people were living with 

HlV/AII)S at the end of 2003; making India one of the most infected countries in the world 

(UNAIDS & WHO, 2MM: 56). As a result, there has been an intensified drive to promote 

the use of condoms as a protective measure and to discourage high-risk behawour. 

According to Bhatia si a!, changing people's perceptions and attitudes towards HIV and 

condom use is extremely hard, especially in situations where those perceptions are being 

inculcated by society itself (2005:35). There is still mistrust and disbelief where HIV 

transmission is concerned, in the case of India, there ere individuals who still believe that 

HIVIAn)S doesn't exist and as such see no reason to protect themselves. It was also 

found that w h i b  there were others who believed that HIV/IUDS does exist and were also 

informed of how to prevent transmission, this knowledge did not necessarily translate 

irrto expected behaviour change (Bhatia et nl, 2005:40) 



In response to the growing number of infections in India, the government has intensified 

prevention campaigns and these programs have not only centred around promoting 

condoms but they have sought to challenge the very attitudes and perceptions that have 

led to the rapid and unchecked spread of the virus (UNATDS & WHO, 2004:56). 

Behavioural studies in Mia suggest that prevention efforts directed at specific populations 

such as female sex workers, young people and injeding drug users are paying dividends, in 

the form of higher NIV/AIDS knowledge levels and incrwed condom use (Bhatia er at, 

2005:45). Various research studies around the world have shown that in order for 

prevention programs and campaigns to be useful, they should not only seek to educate 

people about the virus but they should also have the hll political backing of the 

government (Parkhurst & Lush, 2004: 191 3). This is certainly the case in India and the 

prevention campaigns are fast becoming effective. 

232 Latin America and the Caribbean 

As in other developing countries, the epidemics in Latin America and the Caribbean are 

well established. Several Caribbean island states have worse epidemics that any other 

country outside sub-Saharan Africa (Barnett & Whiteside, 2002: 55). The countries with 

the highest HIV rates in the region are found in the Caribbean, according to figures 

released by the W A D S  & WHO, over 7% of pregnant women in Guyana tested kITV 

positive (2004:45). 

Brazil is experiencing a major heterosexual epidemic but there are very high rates of 

infection among injecting drug users and those with hon~osexual relations. h Mexico, 

Argentina and Columbia, HTV infection is confined largely to theses groups. HIVfArDS 

has now become a leading cause of death in some Latin American countries with Haiti 

remaining the worst affected, with an estimated national adult HN prevalence of over 

6% (UNAIDS, 2006:445). These prevalence rates d o  not necessarily mean that the whole 

region is in a state of emergency, they do nlean however that h e r e  is an increase in HN 

infection rates and this should be addressed accordingly. 



Despite many constraints, the region has made admirable progress in provision o f  

treatment and care, with Brazil continuing to show the way. Though now guaranteed in 

many countries, access to antiretroviral lreatment is still unequal across the region, due 

largely to drug price discrepancies (Barnett & Whiteside, 2002:45). Prevention 

programs among injecting drug users have contributed to a substantial decline in HN 

prevalence in this poputation in several large metropolitan areas. In addition, a national 

survey has shown increasing condom use amongst the general population, from 42% in 

1999 to 65% in 2000; a sign that sustained education and prevention efforts are bearing 

fruit (UNAUSS, 2005:445). 

As afore mentioned, economic conditions are one of the primary factors leading to the 

spread of the virus in many pa* of the world in Latin America, the situation is no 

different marker, 200254). Among the hctors helping drive the spread of HTVIAIDS in 

the region overall is a combination of unequal socio-economic development and high 

population mobility. Much of the crisis in Central America's worsening AIDS epidemic is 

concentrated mainly among socially marginalised sections of populations, many of whom 

are compelled to  migrate in search o f  work and income ( W A D S ,  2006:60). Unless 

overcome, the economic difficulties plaguing several countries in the region are IikeIy to 

fimher entrench a socio-economic context that facilitates the epidemic's spread. 

The pandemic has demonstrated that it does not only rely on unsafe sex in order for it to 

spread, it a b o  relies on other enabling Bctors that make negotiating condom use difficult 

and complex. Latin America, just like Africa, is plagued by economic and social 

inequalities that have done little to help curb the spread of the virus. In countries where 

sexual relations are governed by poor status and social standing, safe sex is not a 

prominent feature in individual's lives (Barnett & Whiteside, 2002:320), Much of the 

problem in Latin America has to do with the lack of power that women have and the fact 

that they have no status in society. The World Health Organisation has reported that in 

countries and communities where women d o  not enjoy an  equal status to men, women run 

a higher risk o f  being more exposed to the virus (2004:56). It therefore remains to be  said 

rhat while Latin America is  making huge strides in promoting safe sex, there is still a lot o f  



work to be done in terms of empowering women and the poor to take control of their 

sexual lives and insist on using protection. 

2.4 AIDS in Africa: A continent in crisis 

A D S  has been called in many circles an African epidemic. In understanding the extent 

to which the pandemic has gripped Africa, one needs to understand that the threat of the 

AIDS epidemic lies not only in its effects on the population; reduced life expectancy 

and the growing number of A D S  orphans but it also lies just as significantly in how the 

rest of the world feels able to talk and describe Africa now (Jackson, 2002). 

Throughout the world, A D S  is seen as an African epidemic and the continent is seen as 

the Africa of AIDS. 

AIDS has been d i fkul t  to curb in Africa because of the social misrepresentations of the 

disease in the continent (Treichler, 1999: 101). There has been a failure to address race, 

as a result, Africans are seen in very simplistic ways. The typical view of an African is 

someone who is black, p r  and a peasant who survives against all odds. This 

simplistic account of Africans has led to the additional racism of directed against 

people who are defined in other ways -as white, as Asian and as mixed race - and as 

not being African. The problem with this simplistic analysis has led to a situation 

where the more affluent members of African society are assumed immune from the 

clutches of the epidemic. In many circles, in Africa and the world, AIDS is thought to 

be a poor man's disease that cannot transcend social boundaries (Crewe, 2002:447). 

Challenging the HIV/AIDS related racism in all its forms requires the world to address 

HIV/AIDS in all its manifestations as there two are integrally connected. Racism is 

deeply ingrained in all societies and HIV/MDS has shown that it has the ability and 

potential to feed into such racism. Unless such racism is chalkngsd, Africa and the rest 

of the world will continue to build AIDS strategies in response to these views and 

accusations, rather than to the pressing needs of the epidemic and social change 

(Crewe, 2002:449). 



If AIDS is a disease fbr the whole o f  Africa, one would assume h a t  the Afiican 

continent is experiencing the impact of the epidemic in q u a 1  proportions. This view, 

however, is not a proper representation of reality. The epidemic has affected Africa in 

very different patterns, with some regions being more affected than others. While 

North Africa is relatively AIDS Free, sub-Saharan Afiica is currently the epicentre of 

HIV and AIDS (Whiteside and Sunter, 2MX):45$. 

2.4.1 North and West Africa 

North Africa has been fortunate enough not to experience the full might of the virus. 

The UNAIDS & WHO report that in the last ten years there has been a steady increase 

in the infection rates of North Afiican countries even though they have not reached epic 

proportions. Countries such as  Morocco, Libya and Egypt have all reported an increase 

in infection rates from the year 2002 to 2004, suggesting that there is an urgent need to 

curb the epidemic while in its infancy. The one advantage that Nonh and West Afiican 

countries have is that the prevalence rates in the region are less than 5%, making the 

region one of the least infected in the world, 

Other African countries such as Algeria and Tunisia have reported that prevention 

campaigns have been successfiA in so far as promoting condom use and encouraging 

single sex partners. (Bamett & Whiteside, 2002:88). Nigeria, Africa's most populated 

country has also not experienced the full might o f  the virus. While there are poor 

economic conditions and poverty, the spread of the virus has been curtailed. Coherent 

government programs and policies have led to the controlled spread of the virus. One 

would therefore conclude that while AIDS is  predominant in Africa, not all regions in 

Afiica are impacted in the same way. 



2.4.2 A D S  in Sub-Saharan Africa 

While Noah Africa is relatively A D S  Free, in Sub-Saharan Africa the picture is 

different At the end of 2004, the UNADS & WHO estimated that over 25million 

people in sub-saharan Africa have either HlV or AIDS. This means that 70% of the 

world's infections are found in an area with onty 10% of the world's population 

(Shisana, 2004). These figures do not make for very optimistic reading and more 

interestingly; population based surveys that have been conducted in the region suggest 

that infection levels in men are lower than in women (Barnett & Whiteside, 2002: 56; 

Shisana & Simbayi, 2000:35). 

Table 2: Comparative HIV prevalence rates in selected sub-saharan African countries. 

Country HIV prevalence Population 2003 HIV 2005 
in antenatal based survey prevalence rate Prevalence 
clinics (%) (%) (%) rate 

Botswana 38.5 25.2 38.0 24.1 
Burkina Faso 2.5 1.8 4.2 2.1 
Burundi 4.8 3.6 6.0 3.3 
Cameroon 7.3 5.5 7.0 5.5 
Lesotho 28.4 23.5 29 3 23.2 
South Africa 29.5 16.2 20.9 18.8 
Uganda 6.2 7.1 4.1 6.7 

-- - - 

Source: UNALDS epidemic update 2006. 

The table above is a representation of the infection rates of some of the sub-Saharan 

countries h a t  are affecied by the virus, though in different proportions. Zambia is one 

of the most infected countries while Mali pain& a different picture. Although not 

represented in the table, Zimbabwe and Swaziland respectively are said to be amongst 

the countries with the highest prevalence rates in the world, while South Africa is said 

to be the one country with the highest incidence rate. (BER, 2006: t 5). 

Epidemiologically, the incidence rate refers to the number of infections per specified 



unit of a population while the prevalence rate would refer to a percentage of the 

population which exhibits the disease a t  a particular time (Rehle & Shisana 2003:I). 

On average, the 15 studies conducted in both rural and urban areas in nine different 

countries suggest that between 12 and 13 African women are infected for every 10 men 

(Whiteside and Sunter, 2000:89). U N A _ E D M O  estimate that at the end of2004 13.2 

million women and 11, t million men aged 15-49 were living with IUV in sub-Saharan 

Africa. This implies a future skewing of the demography of many African countries 

with men outnumbering women. The change in demographics will lead to decreasing 

population growth in most subSaharan African countries and inevitably, there will be 

economic implications. According to Quattek (2003), South Afiica, Swaziland and 

Botswana will enjoy a reduction in the Growth Domestic Product (GDP) which will 

consequently lead to reduced expenditure. It is evident therefore, that increasing rate of 

infections amongst women will have far-reaching effects than originally envisaged. 

Three countries in sub-Saharan Africa will be discussed in greater detail. These are 

Swaziland, Botswana and Uganda. This is to show how the responses to the epidemic 

in the region have differed, it is atso to show that combating the fight against HlV is not 

easy and there is no one formula that can be said to be a panacea for all the epidemic 

ills. However, there are fundamentat elements that are necessary for any progress to be 

made. Uganda will be used as an example to illustrate this point. 

The kingdom of Swaziland is one o f  the smallest countries in Africa but according to 

reports issued by the Swaziland Network of AlDS Service Organisations (SwaNASO); 

Swaziland is one of the worst hit countries in the wortd (Jackson, 2002290). 

Swaziland mnks in the top four countries to be worst hit by the epidemic, alongside 

South Africa, Botswana and Zimbabwe. In 2005, national prevalence rates at antenatal 

clinics in Swaziland stood at 23% and it is estimated by UNAlDS that by 2010 AIDS 

will increase the crude death rate in Swaziland by more than 200%. The last national 

prevalence rate done by UNAII)S found that in 1998, over 3 1% of women in antenatal 

clinics were HIV positive (1999). The epidemic has also had devastating effects, in 

2000 there were over 25 000 ADS orphans in Swaziland and this figure is expected to 



double by 2010 (UNAfDS, 2000). Migrant labour has been a contributing factor to the 

tising infection rate in Swaziland, remittances from Swazi workers in South African 

mines increase domestically-earned income by as much as 20%. Swaziland is in a very 

difficult position because no national resources have been committed to fighting the 

HIV pandemic. There have been no coherent plans that integrate, education, policies 

and actions plans. Political leadership in HIV/AII)S ravaged cwntries is one of the 

pre-requisites for successfully winning the battle against the epidemic, in Swaziland 

there has been no visible canimitment and as such, there has been no progress in 

advancing the fight against the epidemic. The King has declared AIDS a national crisis 

but nothing much has been done by relevant ministries to address the scourge o f  the 

epidemic. Unless there is a clear commitment from government, Swaziland will 

struggle to secure the external financial and technical assistance it so desperately needs 

~ A r D S ,  2000). 

Swazis are reluctant to talk about HIVJAIDS; i t  is the one subject that has remained a 

taboo and peopIe are not at all encouraged to talk about it. Perhaps this is one of the 

major contributing factors as  to why the epidemic has been on the increase. Education, 

knowledge and behaviour modification are crucial tools in combating the epidemic. It 

is necessary therefore that if education is to be successful there shouid be as much 

talking as possible in order for people to know what should be done in fighting the 

disease (USAID, 2002:l). There have been several attempts made to ensure that the 

scourge of the epidemic is brought under control, people in Swaziland are trying 

everything not be infected. Recent research reports jointly issued by the South African 

Department o f  Health and its French counterpart revealed that circumcision can be 

instrumental in reducing the risk of contracting HW. Since this announcement, 

Swaziland has experienced an increase of over 100% in circumcisions in hospitals. 

Circumcision has been banned in Swaziland for decades but now the practice is gaining 

popularity again because of decreasing the risk of contracting HIV (Harrison, 2006). 

The workforce in Swaziland has also been adversely affected by  the epidemic, the 

denial of the extent of the AIDS epidemic in the small country has meant that 

organisations have taken long to respond. While there are no reliable statistics to refer 



to in terms o f  the total number of workers living with HIV/AIDS, company executives 

have conceded that there has bem an increase in the number o f  deaths and also an 

increase in absenteeism. The Swazi workforce is currently a ticking time bomb because 

companies and organisations have no idea of the real situation and have not, as a result, 

made any contingency plans to deal with the epidemic that is set to disrupt the labour 

market. Foreign investors have indicated &at they are in no way interested in investing 

in Swaziland because they have been reluctant to train workers who will k l l  ill in a 

year or two (Hall, 2006). 

In Botswana, the story is not that much different although the two countries have romlly 

different HIV prevention strategies. In 2005 the national prevalence rate of H N  

infected persons in Botswana stood at 38,5%, making Swaziland and Botswana first 

and second in the world respectively in terms of the highest prevalence rates (UNAIDS, 

2006:35). In response the AtDS epidemic, the Botswana government has dedicated 

over 3 billion pula to deal with the pandemic (Preece and Ntseane, 2004:8). This 

includes making freely available ARV's ro those who are infected while intensively 

driving education programs to reach even the most rural of areas and supplying fiee 

condoms in public places. So far, this approach has not yielded any positive results. 

UNESCO reported that infection rates in Botswana are still on the increase despite 

government's efforts to reduce the spread of the epidemic (200655). The  t o m  of  

Lobatse is one o f  the hardest hit in Botswana, at the beginning of 2004 over 40% of  

pregnant women in antenatal clinics were M V  positive, one would therefore assume 

that this translates into meaning that in h b a t s e  40% or more adults are also HXV 

positive (Botswana Deparhnent o f  Health, 2006:45). 

In Swaziland, the approach has been different The ruling monarchy has not taken a 

finn stance in dealing with the epidemic. In a country where over 40% of its 

population lives in absolute poverty, HIV has not been a priority (Whiteside, Desmond, 

King, Tomlinson & Sithungo, 200236). SwaNASO reports that there is very little 

education focusing on ways to prevent the epidemic, there is still discrimination 

towards those who are openly living with the virus, and as such, there is little exposure 

to the virus as those who are infected shy away from the public domain. The situation 



in Swaziland i s  not getting any better, it was reported that in between 2003 and 2005 

the rate o f  infection went up by 4% (UNAIDS, 2006: 18). This would indicate that the 

infection rates are on the increase instead of declining. Different stages of the epidemic 

around the w r l d  Rave shown that what is most important in combating H N / A D S  is to 

have a political systcnt that is conducive to the success of prevention programs. In a 

GOuntSy like Swaziland, this crucial feature in fighting the virus has been absent. 

2.4.3 Uganda: A success story in Africa 

The battle against the I-UV pandemic has been a very difficult one to win. The  one 

country in Afiica that has made considerable progress in ensuring that war can be wan 

is Uganda. The country has managed to consistently reduce the levels of infection in 

the past five years (UNAIDS, 2006). One of the reasons for the consistent decline in 

infection rates in Uganda has been the increase in condom use. According to the 

United Nations, the rate o f  condom use in Uganda is one of the highest in Africa and 

the world. 

While sub-Saharan Afnca is the hub of the AIDS pandemic, in many West African 

countries the spread of WIALDS seems to be slow and in some countries like Uganda, 

the epidemic has been contained (Elsey, Tolhurst & Theobald, 2005:990). In Uganda, 

the epidemic originally spread rapidly but now seems to have been on the decline. 

Crucial to the success of AIDS campaigns has been the political environment that has 

fully supported prevention programs around the spread, transmission and prevention of 

the virus (Parkhurst & Lush, 2004: 191 5). Political environments, policy formulation 

and government structures can either impede or expedite implementation of effective 

HN prevention, in Uganda the result has been the latter. According to Elsey, Tohurst  

& Theoba!d (2005:990), Uganda has been a success story in Africa because of its multi- 

faceted approach in combating the virus. The country has k e n  a country of many firsts; 

it was one of the first countries in the world to have coherent policies and strategies 

from government regarding the facilitation of HIV prevention programs (Parkhurst & 



Lush, 2004:1915). Uganda was also one of the first countries in the world to conduct 

antiretroviral trials on KN/AIDS sufferers and it was also one of the first countries to 

make anti-retroviml therapy available to its infected citizens (Jackson, 2002: 105). 

While Uganda has had success through antiretroviral therapy, it has also focused 

strongly on behavioural change through education. 

In the beginning, much of the Ugandan focus was on condom use, as time went on 

however, the Ugandan health officials combined condom use with behavioural change 

that was consistent with social networks in the country (Kelly, 2002:l). A vital key to 

the success of any prevention program is the way in which such a program is 

communicated to the intended target group, in order for any prevention programs to be 

effective, communication has to take into cagnisance the social networks and 

communication patterns that govern people's behaviours. As a health worker in 

Uganda pointed out, much of the behaviour that people have is shaped by social 

networks that people are part o f  and as such, behavioural change education needs ta 

chalIenge these networks if it is to be effective (UNESCO, 2006:54). 

Uganda has had the most successhl AlDS prevention campaigns because the country 

has managed to link AIDS programs to social networks which may be associated with 

population behaviour changes and HN prevalence declines. In a comparative 

longitudinal study done by Low-Beer and Stoneburner in countries across sub-Saharan 

Afiica, i t  was found h a t  Uganda had dishct ive  communication characteristics which 

directly impacted behaviour change (2004:2). The communication of AIDS prevention 

programs nmved fiom the formal to he personal. Rather than communication being 

through formal channels such as  the media and health workers, communication moved 

to the personal where friends, the community and the workplace focused on creating 

personal social networks. The significance of this approach is that AIDS prevention 

programs focused on creating a system where HIV prevention & transmission was no 

longer treated as just being a medical issue but it was treated as a disease that was 

dependent on social networks in order for it to spread. 



Another reason why Uganda has been so successful in fighting the virus is that sex 

education became an integral pan of the school curriculum very early on, exposing 

young people to the dangers of the epidemic at a young age. Uganda has experienced 

dramatic declines in the infection rates of young people with secondary school 

education and it was found thar in Uganda a girl who has dropped out of school is 3 

rimes more likely to be HN infected than an age mate that stayed in school. Research 

further showed that girls who remain in school longer are more likely to require male 

partners to use condoms. this contributes to the reduction of HN transmission (Kelly, 

2002:4). This approach has since paid dividends as the UNADS & WHO report that 

Uganda is one of  the few countries in the world where the prevalence rate of people 

younger that 49 is indeed very low (2006). It therefore seems that if other Afiican 

countries wish to turn the tide against the HIV/ATDS epidemic, there are a few lessons 

from Uganda: 

Firstly, in order to curb the epidemic fully Uganda has shown that there needs to be 

a nexus between education and social networks that govern and inform people's 

behaviours. 

Secondly, HIViAIDS can never be h l l y  treated as medical problem that can be 

solved only through the provision of antiretroviralt treatment; instead it should be 

seen as a behavioural and a bio-medical problem that needs a combination of 

solutions from the two fields in order to be overcome 

Thirdly, the establishment of unique communication networks has addressed the 

social aspect of HIV prevention and transmission by creating personal networks 

that create an awareness around W as  a social disease 

Lastly, Uganda has been successfuf because of co-operation between religious 

leaders, government officials, the medical fraternity, the private sector, civic 

organisa~ions and non-governmental organisations. It is thus clear that the success 

that Uganda has enjoyed in terms o f  reducing HIV infections can be attributed to 

treating MV as a social and medical problem. (Jackson, 2002: 104). 



2.5 Theoretical framework: Theo y of reasoned action 

The theory of reasoned action has been used to study human behaviour and develop 

appropriate interventions for such behaviour. The theory has been employed widely in 

the field of social psychology and as a social theory; it has been mainly used to show how 

attitudes impact on behaviour, The ~!~eory grew out of the postulation that attitudes can 

indeed be used to explain human behaviour and examine the role that intentions play in 

determining behaviour. 

O_np://_enxikipedia qr-wiki/theo_ty of reasofl_e~cti,qn). 

The finding in social psychology that intentions often predict behaviour does not provide 

full information about the reasons for the behaviour. Since the interest is in 

understanding human behaviour, the task ahead is thus not only to understand human 

behaviour but also to identify the determinants of behavioural intentions The theory of 

reasoned action is also concerned with the causal experiences of volitional behaviour. 

The name theory of reasoned action is based on the assumption that human beings 

usually behave in a sensible manner, that they take into account available information and 

consider the implications of their actions. The theory then postulates that a person's 

intention to perform behaviour is the immediate determinant of that action. Without any 

unforeseen events, people are expected to act in accordance with their actions. 

The theory o f  reasoned action is divided into three main areas. The first area is intention, 

The main premise of this theory is that a person's intention is the main predictor and 

in fluencer of behaviour. If a person intends to d o  something, they will be more likely to 

do it; if they d o  not intend to do behaviour then they are more likely not to d o  it. The 

theory of reasoned action funher states that there are two main influencers o f  intention; 

these are the attitude towards behaviour and subjective nonns (Terry, Gallois & 

McCamish, 1993:9). 

According to Ajzen and Fishbein (1980:55), individual behaviour is driven by 

behavioural intentions where behavioural intentions are a Function of an individual's 

attitude toward the behaviour and subjective norms surrounding the performance of the 



behaviour. Anitudes in this context would refer to "the individual's positive or negative 

feelings about performing behaviour" while a subjective norm is then defined as "an 

individual's perception of whether people important to the individual think the behaviour 

should be performed (Teny, Gallois & McCamisR, 193:45). The contribution of the 

opinion of any given referent is weighted by the motivation h a t  an individual has to 

comply with the wishes of that referent. Attitudes would then reflect personal 

determinan~ while subjective norms reflect a social influence. Generally speaking, 

people have a rendency to perform behaviour when they evaluate it positively and when 

they believe that significant others think they should perform it, The theory of reasoned 

action further assumes that the relative importance of attitude toward Ihe behaviour and 

subjective norm depends in part on the intention under investigation (Ajzen, 1988:226). 

Figure 1 : The theory of reasoned action 

I Behavioural 1 
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(Source: Teny, Gallois & McCamish, 1993:9) 
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if the person considers a pahicular behaviour, the pressure to comply will invariably 

influence the intention. 

While to some extent an account coutd be rnade for the intentions p p l e  form by 

examining their attitudes toward the behaviour, their subjective norms and also the 

relative importance s f  these two factors. It is atso important however, that in order to 

understand the intentions it is necessary to explore why people hold certain atlitudes and 

subjective norms. 

2.5.1 Antecedents of attitudes toward behaviour 

According to the theory of reasoned action, attitude toward a particular behaviour is 

determined by significant beliefs about that behaviour, these are known as behavioural 

beliefs. Each behavioural belief links the behaviour to a certain outcome or the cost 

incurred in performing the behaviour. The attitude toward the behaviour is d e t e r m i d  

by the person's evaluation of the outcomes associated with the behaviour and by rhe 

sttengths of these associations. This would then mean that if a person has grounded 

beliefs about a certain subject, these beliefs will to a large extent influence how a person 

responds to that particular subject. Conversely, if a person can predict that the 

anticipated result will not be costly, then the person will have a positive attitude towards 

a particular behaviour fien h a t  behaviour will be carried out (Teny, Gallois & 

McCamish, 1993: 12). 

23.2 Antecedefits of subjective norms 

The second major determinant of intentions in the theory of reasoned action is subjective 

norms. These norms are assumed to be a function of belie&; these are "beliefs that 

specific individuals or groups approve or d~sapprove of performing the behaviour" 

(Ajzen, 1988: 121). These individuals or groups serve as a point of reference to guide 

behaviour and such they become referents. For much individual behaviour, referents 

include a person's parent, spouse, colleagues and Friends. The beliefs that underlie 

subjective norms are tenned normative beliefs. Generally speaking, people who believe 

thar most referents with whom they are motivated to comply think they should perform 



the behaviour will perceive social pressure to do so. Conversely, people who believe that 

most referents with whom they are motivated to comply would disapprove of their 

performing the behaviour will have a subjective norm that puts pressure on them to avoid 

performing the behaviour. 

2.5.3 Theory of reasoned action and its application to AIDS preventative behaviour 

Thmry of reasoned action can be applied to A D S  preventative behaviour and it can also 

be used to explain human behaviour that does not occur in vacuum. Human beings 

engage in behaviour that has its motivation in a variety of factors; attitudes, perceptions 

and belie5 play an important role in determining behaviour. The influence of significant 

others also plays a crucial role in terms of how people respond to certain issues and the 

resultant behaviour fiom those responses. The theory can specifically be applied to the 

use of condoms. Understanding AIDS preventative behaviour, particularly condom use, 

using the theory of reasoned action requires one to undentand the attitudes and beliefs 

about condoms. Throughout history, research projects that have sought to understand 

attitudes towards condoms have established that people generajly have a negative attitude 

towards condoms (Ross & McLaws, l993:8 1). There are various reasons for this 

negative attitude, one of them being that condoms are seen to be fuelling promiscuity and 

mistrust in a relationship. There has always been a stigma that is associated with STI's 

and this stigma affects attitudes towards condoms. The negative attitude towards 

condoms can also be attributed to the view Lhat it is often embarrassing and sometimes 

insulting to talk about condom use with a partner, It was further found that people had a 

negative attitude towards condoms because condoms were juvenile, unnatural, lacked 

sensation, intempted sex and &ey were unreliable. This negative attitude is further 

exacerbated by the fact that condoms are by and large said to be used by people who are 

promiscuous. Negative attitudes towards condoms have been based on myths that are 

used as rationalisations to avoid lheir use. 

The theory of reasoned action would explain the above by saying h a t  attitudes towards 

condoms go a long way in determining the intention to use them, The intention to use 

wndoms would then be hnher  influenced by subjective norms as determined by 



significant others. High risk behaviour is considered to be irrational by those who d o  not 

understand but those engage in such behaviour can filly justify it. Behaviour can be 

classified a s  irrational, irresponsible and not properly thought through, but if the person 

who does the behaviour would be asked the behaviour will be fully justifiable. The 

justification would stem from the intention, the attitudes and the nonns informing this 

behaviour. Safe sex practices have been thought to be dependent on the individual; 

taking into account the theory o f  reason action 

2.6 The social epidemiology of HTV/AIl)S 

Social epidemiology is defined as "the study of the distribution of health ou tcome and 

their social determinants" e r k m a n  & Kawachi, 2000:3). In the case of HIV/AmS, 

social epidemiology would thus pertain to the study of social determinants that have led 

to the transmission and the progression of the epidemic. These social determinants 

become aspects of and conduits by which social conditions affect health. In 

understanding HN, social epidemiology is essential in that "it offers an examination of 

how persons become exposed to risk or protective factors and under what social 

conditions individual risk factors are related to the disease" (Poundstone, Strathdee & 

Celentano, 2004:22). Social factors thus become critical in understanding the 

dependent nature of disease transmission; this would mean that in understanding the 

diffusion path of HIV one also needs to understand how one outcome is dependent on 

results and exposures in others, Determinants of HIV transmission can be separated into 

three interdependent levels, namely the individual or  personal, the social and the 

structural. All theses three levels fonn a network that can be used to understand the 

spread of HIV around the world, why the diffusion path has been varied in different 

regions and also help us to understand HIV transmission dynamics. 

Theorising about HN/AIDS and how it has spread in  the world requires a nuance 

understanding o f  the very social processes that have led to the current state of the  

epidemic, It is difficult to build a theoretical framework around HN and AlDS without 



talking about issues such as  polltical stability, social cohesion, social networks, 

economic development and behaviour modification. All these factors have either 

contributed to the decline or increase of infection rates in communities around the 

world. Comparing the epidemic in developing countries with that of the first world 

countries reveals an HTV diffusion path that is characterised by high-risk behaviour, 

socioeconomic inequality and unstable polltical environments that do not know how 

respond to h e  epidemic (Crewe, 2002: 1 00). All these characteristics will be discussed 

in greater depth in trying to comprehend the state the global epidemic. AIDS has 

presented the world with a very unique challenge in terms of being a disease of society. 

It is cannot be disputed that A D S  is a threat to the survival of many societies and the 

hture of those societies. 

2.6.1 PersonaY Individual determinants 

When it comes to HN/AIDS, personal determinants go a long way in determining the 

rapid or slow spread of the epidemic. Personal determinants refer to factors were the 

individual is directly responsible for personal behaviour. Personal determinants would 

thus refer to instances such as high risk behaviour, attitudes and responses to the virus. 

The global epidemic is characterised by a combination of personal and socio-economic 

factors, in African countries individual ignorance and economic Fdctors have propelled 

the epidemic. In Western countries, individual fieedotn of choice and good economic 

conditions have meant that people are choosing to be carehl and heed advice when it 

comes to H W  (Poundstone, S trathdee & Celentano, 2004:22). 

2.6.1.1 High risk behaviour 

It is without a doubt that the epidemic in h e  west has taken a less devastating form as 

compared to the epidemic that has gripped h e  African continen!. Logic would dictare 

that one should first assess the factors that have contributed to this drastic spread of the 

epidemic in Africa and then seek to find solutions that will curtail the spread of 

HN/ALDS. When one speaks of high risk behaviour where HIVIAIDS is concerned, 



one speaks about behaviour that increases a person's chances of contracting the 

HIVi NS. Such behaviour would entail intravenous drug use, having multiple sexual 

partners without the use of wndorns and the use of commercial sex workers without 

protection. 

When one speaks of an KN positive person, a typical image that comes to mind is a 

young Afiican man sitting outside in the sun, taking stock of his life and counting his 

days while waiting for his turn to die. WhiIe this African man is taking stock of his 

life; memories o f  many girlfriends with whom he had unprotected sex come to mind. 

As he tries to  think back he constantly asks himself from whom did he contract the 

disease, after many deliberations he has no assured answer but only speculations he has 

no way of  confirming. 

Unfortunately, the above scenario has become nothing but a reality for many families in 

Africa, most especially in subSaharan Africa. In the absence o f  any cure o r  vaccine 

and with the little enthusiasm shown towards condom use, behaviour modification is 

the only solution to curbing the spread of HIV. All countries in the sub-Saharan region 

have prevention programs that highlight the danger o f  HIV, ways in which the virus is 

transmitted and ways that one can protect himherself against the virus. Such programs 

have hinged on behaviour modification and so far, not many countries can claim that 

this approach is working. High risk behaviour is as prevalent now as it was with the 

advent of HIV. Countries such as lndia are also experiencing increasing infection rates 

that are said to have the potential to reach more than 50 million in the next few yean  

(Pisani, 2000:64). India's epidemic can be attributed to the patterns of sexual 

networking. The sex trade is rife in lndia and much of the new infections are a result of 

the unprotected sex between men and sex workers that they often frequent. Many of 

these men then carry the virus back to their wives who also spread it by having sex with 

other men, This pattern of sexual behaviour has meant that prevention programs in 

India advocate condom use as a means of stopping the I-TTV pandemic. 

In other developing countries such as Brazil and Argentina, the HIV epidemic has been 

exacerbated by high risk behavior in terms of intravenous drug use. In Africa and Asia, 



the epidemic has been spread through heterosexual sex and in other parts of  the world it 

is spread by drug users, An explanation offered by analysts asserlr that people in 

developed countries have different struggles as compared to those in third world 

countries; as such the socio-economic conditions also encourage different modes of 

H N  transmission. 

Comparative research studies done in Africa and the United States have indicated that 

what distinguishes the HIV epidemic from one country another is behaviour and the 

lack of modification thereof. In developed countries it is said thal people listen to 

messages that advocate behaviour modification and this is the reason why there are 

disparities between first wodd and third world wuntries (Essien, Ross, Ezedinachi & 

Meremikwu, 1997:205). In Africa, prevention programs advocating behaviour change 

have not enjoyed much success and they have not managed to inculcate a much needed 

sense of sexual responsibility. According to AFSA one of the main goals of HIV 

prevention has been to promote behaviour change from high risk to low risk sexual 

activities, people are being encouraged to have fewer sexual partners and to use 

condoms during every act of sexual intercourse (2006). There has also been an 

increasing emphasis on abstinence. This call however, this does not take a m u n t  of the 

deep-rooted inequalities in many African societies, which mean that women are often 

unable to negotiate safe sex, are vulnerable to rape and are often in relationships with 

men with multiple pamers. Bamett & Parkhurst (2005:590) state that behaviour 

modification campaigns have failed to take cognisance of environmental, contextual 

factors and individual choices determining why and people choose to have sex. The 

insistence of many a prevention program on behaviour modification alone miher than 

changing the context that allows for high risk behaviour is the main problem that will 

impede the fight against HTV. 

2.6.2 Social factors 

Crucially important in the study of the social epidemiology of  HIVIAIDS are the social 

factors that very much contribute to the spread of the epidemic. When speaking of 



social factors, one speaks of the cultural context, the social networks, neighburhood 

effects and social capital (Poundstone, Strathdee & Celentano, 2004:34). 

Firstly, the cultural context refers to "the complex whole which includes knowledge, 

belief, an, law, morals, custom and any other capabilities and habits acquired by man as 

a member of society" (Berkman & Kawachi, 2000:25). One w u l d  therefore look at the 

cultural context as a structure that inculcates in an individual a sense of understanding 

and a sense of acquiring knowledge. In understanding HIV transmission, one would 

need to understand the culture of each society and study how that culture contributes to 

the stare of the epidemic. Global cultures are different, they pay attention to different 

things and they encourage different behaviours. The culture of polygamy in many 

African, Asian and South American countries encourages men to have more than one 

sexual partner. Initially, polygamy was meant to give a man an allowance of having 

more than one wife but in recent times polygamy has been interpreted to mean the 

allowance of more than one sexual partner. This has led to a situation where men are 

encouraged to have more than one sexual partner because it is a practice that is 

condoned by society as it is culturally acceptable. Multiple sexual partners have then 

meant that the risk of contracting HIV is increased. Western cultures d o  not necessarily 

openly promote polygamy; instead the principle of sexual exclusiveness is promoted 

between partners. 

The wealth o f  nations has been severely affected by epidemic and those countries that 

are disadvantaged economically have been the most vulnerable to the virus. In a 

research study condwted under the auspices o f  the World Bank, ir w a s  found that there 

is an adverse relationship between the economic development of a country and a 

nation's HIV epidemic (World Bank, 2003:4). This would mean that in countries 

where economic development is not sound there would be trouble in controlling the 

epidemic. Western countries such as the United States, the United Kingdom and 

Australia have all managed to contain the epidemic; the burden of this control is now 

placed on developing countries in Africa, South America and Asia. Much has been 

done in terms of educating people about the dangers of the epidemic; little has been 



done though to address the socio-economic conditions that are propelling the spread of 

the epidemic. 

HN is a slow acting virus and the epidemic is also slow acting in lerms of its impact. 

The impacts on countries, societies and communities only start becoming apparent 

years after a sharp increase in prevalence rates and oAen, it is too late for governments 

to respond effectively to the epidemic. Many countries in the subSaharan African 

region have been forced to deal with the impact of an epidemic h a t  took hold two 

decades ago and at kt, their response has been one of confusion. Governments in 

countries like South Africa, Botswana and Swaziland have been trying to fight an 

epidemic that has been quiescent for some time and now it has exploded, laving a trial 

of devastation. According to Gibney el d, for countries with high prevalence rates the 

focus has moved from prevention to curtailing the spread of the disease (1999:35). For 

those countries with low prevalence, the focus has been on prevention. There has been 

a focus on biomedical and behavioun! approaches. The latter has been focused on 

because it has been thought that changing behaviour and high risk practices is the best 

way to curb the spread of the epidemic 

Socially, AIDS is a disease o f  stigma and shame; those who infected with the disease 

are treated as outcasts that deserve no place in the communities. In African countries 

this scenario is made worse by the misperception equating HIV with promiscuity. The 

HTV epidemic has affected countries in totally different ways, perhaps the most visible 

impact that HTV has is on the economic systems of those countries African countries 

in particular, have felt the devastating economic effects of the HIV pandemic. In the 

past ten years, AIDS has subtracted years of achievements in socio-economic 

development in Africa. The pandemic has undermined countries' efforls to  reduce 

poverty and enhance living standards. More rhan anything, the HN pandemic has 

ensured that African countries are set back ten years in reaching their development 

targets (Villameal, 2006: 195). Growth and development have been severely hampered 

by the M D S  epidemic and there is still a momentous task ahead to mitigate the effects 

of the pandemic. Ravaging wars, poverty and underdevelopment cantribute negatively 

towards the success of Africa. Throughout African history, there have been very few 



crises that have threatened the survival and viability of societies like HiV has and this 

bas necessitated vigorous action to address the institutional consequences of the 

epidemic 

2.6.2.1 Poverty 

AIDS affects people o f  all income and education levels; yet the poor are more vulnerable 

to its consequences. The poor are less likely to recover from the shock that the loss of a 

productive adult and the loss of economic resources cause to the household. In Africa, 

the circle of poverty perpetuates the spread of the epidemic in the sense that in poverty- 

stricken homes, economically beneficial relationships are most likely to be pursued at the 

cost of unprotected sex. According to A D S  Foundation Soudl Africa (AFSA) poverty 

creates a risk environment that contributes to the transmission of HW because i t  is linked 

to limited productive assea and gender inequality in access to resources (2006). In turn, 

rural poverty is exacerbated The impact of the HIV/AIDS epidemic is proving to be 

most catastrophic at household level. Increasing levels of HIV/AIDS morbidity and 

mortality pose a serious threat to food security and nutrition in households. Famities lose 

income earners, household expenditure is redirected to cover non-food items such as 

n.~edical costs and hnerals, children are taken out of school for lack of fees or  to care for 

sick relatives, workers have to take time off to provide terminal care, resources may have 

to be  shared with more dependents, and productive assets are sold off (BE% 2006:67). 

The lack of social security and high levels of unemployment in South Africa mean that 

poor households and communities slip further and funher into poverty and deprivation. 

Invariably the burden of coping falls on women, particularly girls and grandmothers. 

Much of this deepening poverty is invisible to donors and policy makers. Local 

organisations find themselves overwhelmed with requests for support at the same time as 

they lose staff and volunteers to the epidemic. 



2.6.22 Access to health services 

People in developing countries d o  not have access to health services like people in the 

west. Advances in health care for those who are HIV positive has meant increased life 

expectancy for many and yet for those in developing countries getting treatment has been 

an uphill battle. Anti-retroviral treatment has been proven to prolong the lives of those 

who infected with HIV and also improve their quality of life. There has been very little 

progress by developing countries to provide ARV treatment for those who are infwted 

with W. There has also been a h i r  amount of reluctance by developing countries to 

commit themselves to providing such treatment. This reluctance can be attributed to a 

number of seasons. Firstly, there has been a contention by a number o f  governments, 

South Africa included, that ARV's are not fit for public consumption. There is a debate 

in the world of science regarding the safety of ARV for the masses. Dissidents argue that 

anti retroviral treatment is  not safe because it compromises the immune system. The 

writention that ARV's are not safe has seen many a government being taken to court, in 

many countries the fight is still on (UNAIDS, 2006:45). 

Secondly, affordability is also an issue that has affected of roll out ARV's in developing 

countries. ARV treatment is expensive and many governmenfs in the south cannot afford 

an extensive roll-out for all those who are infected. The prevention o f  mother child 

transmission is in three phases. The first phase is where the pregnant mother must be 

given anti retroviral treatment that will minimize the chances of the unborn child being 

infected with IUV virus. The second phase is to ensure that the risk of the virus being 

transmitted through body fluids is minimized, hence be cesarean birth is recommended 

for HTV positive mothers The third phase is to make sure that the new born does not 

contract HIV as carried in the mother's milk. The provision of ARV treatment for 

mothers who are infected and have new born intints requires that these mothers also be 

given infant formuIa so as  not to infect their babies through breast milk. In the long run, 

providing ARV treatment as well as formula will prove to be a costly exercise hence the 

option by many governments not to provide treatment (USAID, 2005:45) 



Many African countries are faced with many challenges such as unstable political 

environments, slow economic growth and social disorganisation. Providing HW 

treatment is tantamount 10 ignoring olher important areas of governance that need urgent 

attention. African countries have shown to be unable to wpe with the HIV pandemic. It 

has posed many challenges that many of these countries have been unable to deal with. 

Countries in central Africa are battling civil wars that are belled by the illega1 diamond 

trade, they are hc ing  political battles that are rooted in the distribution of crude oil and 

most countries are dealing with dictatorships that are crippling econonlic development. 

In light of these challenges, most African governments have very little incentive why 

they should make ARV weatment a national priority. With the exception of countries like 

Uganda, South Africa, Botswana and Namibia, ARV treatment is still something h a t  

ollher Afiican countries have not paid much attention to (UNALDS, 2006:56). 

In the West, ARV treatment has proved to have immense positive spin-offs. ARV 

treatment in countries like h e  USA and W has decreased the number of ADS related 

deaths, improved quality of Iife and the impact on organisations has not been as 

devastating as originally envisaged. The availability of ARV's in western countries has 

also meant that those who are infected are nor a burden 16 the state as they g o  on to live 

healthy and productive lives that in turn contribute to the economic development of the 

country (Bamezt & Whiteside, 2002:88). The situation in the West is totally different to 

the situation in Africa and in other developing regions. In developing countries rQRV 

treatment is seen as a luxury only a few should be entitled to while in already developed 

countries ARV's are a basic human right There are imperative matters that need to be 

dealt with in Africa before ARV treatment becomes a priority. There is  infrastructure to 

be developed, tbere is economic stability to  build and there is certainly social equality to 

contend with. The African response to the epidemic has thus been very different from the 

one in the west because of the following reasons: 

Risk bekaviour 

Socia economic determinants 

Access to health services 



2.7 Conclusion 

The worldwide HN epidemic has unquestionably presented a massive challenge for the 

global community. The response to the pandemic has been questionable at times, 

especially From those countries that are the hardest by the epidemic. While there is 

consensus in the global economy regarding the exigent effects of the pandemic on 

developing economies, the same consensus is lacking in dealing with these effects. The 

first world has made repetitive promises of committing more donor h n d s  to fighting 

the H I V  pandemic in developing countries and yet donor funds have trickled in at a 

very slow pace. The challenge therefore is not only facing Africa and other developing 

countries but it facing the world as a whole. Unless more stringent measures are 

adopted in dealing with the already devastating epidemic, growth in the developing 

world will remain a pipe dream. 

This chapter has provided a summary o f  the state o f  the epidemic globally, it has dealt 

with the broad themes that arise from the epidemic and the devastating effects it has 

had on every corner of the globe. What is evident from the discussion above is that 

HW has left no place in the world untouched, each continent has felt it scathing effects 

even though they have been discriminatory in some regards and those effects will 

continue to reverberate for years to  come. Africa in particdar is feeling the effects of 

the epidemic more than any other continent and Africa's development has been 

hampered severely by the rapid spread of the epidemic. Uganda, however, has 

demonstrated that the tide against t-llV can be turned, provided a multihceted approach 

is adopted. There is no end in sight for the spread o f  the virus, as a resuIt economies 

are suffering greatly and the quality of life has been reduced. What can be said though 

is that the world is faced with a monumental task of fighting the war against H W  and i t  

is a war that the world has to win to ensure its own survival. 



CHAPTER 3 

THE SOUTH AFRICAN El'IlW,MIC 

3.1 Introduction 

The world has been presented with the unique challenge of curbing the spread of 

HIV/AIDS; this challenge is even greater in South Africa because of barriers affecting the 

success of prevention campaigns. The destructive impact of AIDS has been enormous in 

South Africa; it has most certainly affected the national and househoid economies while 

wreaking havoc in the workplace. In the 1990's. South Africa was the only country in 

the world which had to contend with the exponential rise in I-W prevalence rates in the 

context of a changing political dispensation (Crewe, 2002:445 ). The failure of the 

apartheid govemment to address HIV prevalence whilst: still in its infancy meant that the 

present government led by the African National Congress ( W C )  inherited an already 

catastrophic pandemic that had become very difficult to control (Treichler, 1999:101). 

The  development of the National ADS Plan by the Department of Health in 1994 was an 

attempt to address the scourge of AIDS with the hope of controlling the spread of the 

infections. A decade on, this h o p  has been dissolved and AIDS has presented the biggest 

threat to South African society since the death of apartheid (Crothers, 200 1 : 1 6). 

3.2 Government's responses to HIV/AIDS 

Crucial to the success of any HIV prevention program is the unconditional political 

support from the highest ofice in the land and the ministry of health. The present South 

African govemment, under the leadership of President Thabo Mbeki has been gravely 

criticised for its responses to the AIDS epidemic. At best, the response by the 

government has been indiff'erent and at worst it has been disgracehl. The recent 

comment made by the special envoy to Africa f ~ o m  the United Nation has confirmed the 

government's response as being lethargic (News24,2006). The history o f  HlV/AIDS in 

South Africa is complex and has been characterised by lack of political leadership, 

incoherent s t n  tegies, no propH policies and inadequate provision of treatment for those 



who are infected. It has been argued by many writers including Parkhurst & Lush (2004). 

Shisana (2004) and Nattrass (2003) that political coinmitment is the most important 

factor in lighting HTV/AU)S in any country. In the case of South Africa, political 

leadership has been less than forthconling. In this complex history of HIV transmission, 

South Africa has experienced major challenges along the way. It is without a doubt that 

the challenge for South Africa was compounded 

In 2001, the head of the Republic President Mbeki questioned the link between HN and 

AIDS. The argument chat was put forth by the president together with his dissident 

advisers was that a virus cannot cause a syndrome and that there had to be other ways for 

the body to acquire ADS. This view did nothing to help the cause of reducing infection 

rates but it managed to confuse the majority of the South African population that was 

already confused about HTV and AIDS; the hrther insistence by the president that there 

had to be a causal link between poverty and AIDS fed into the many doubts hat  people 

already had. Poverty has not been scientifically proven to have a direct causal link with 

AIDS and HIV transmission, rather it can be said that the cycle of poverty does to some 

extent perpetuate the spread of HIV (AFSA, 2006), 

The lack of political leadership in South Africa has done irreparable damage in terms of 

providing solutions. According to the World Bank, in order for political programs to be 

effective they have to get support from the national govemment. South Africa has three 

tiers of govemment; national, provincial and local govemment (World Bank, 2003: xvii). 

Provincial and local stnrctures of government are dependent on the national government 

for HIVIAIDS strategies. The national Ministry of Health under the leadership of the 

minister, has not implemented coherent strategies regarding the prevention, treatment and 

management of HIV/ADS in South Africa The National AIDS Plan has not been 

effective in that it has failed in achieving its primary goal: reducing the number of new 

infections. For the past ten years, the infection rate in South AlFrica has been on the 

increase and it is only in 2006 that the infection rates have stabilised. 



3 3  The current state of the epidemic 

The South African government, business and communities face the significant challenge 

of trying to curb the spread of the virus while bringing about behavioural change. As 

mentioned before, behaviour modification is never dependent on the information 

provided, but rather on how that information is received by the intended target groups. 

There have been different campaigns that have been aimed at different target groups but 

none of those have been effective as the IUV infection rate is still on the increase. 

According to the Rehle and Simbayi (2003:4), infection rates in South Africa will 

continue to be on the increase unless there is a drastic change in behaviour. 

Figure 2: HIV prevalence among pregnant women in South African antenatal clinics. 

Source: Department of Health, 2006. 

HIV infection and prevalence rates in South Africa are mainly obtained from antenatal 

clinics and tiom these statistics conclusions are made regarding the state of the 

pandemic. The graphic representation of the epidemic in South Africa indicates that the 

country is hced with more challenges than initially envisaged. According to the table 

above, there has been a steady increase in I-IlV infections; statistics released in 2005 

indicate that just over 5 million people out of a total of 46 million South Africans were 



HIV positive, this is about 1 1 % of the total population (Dorrington, Bradshaw, Johnson 

and Budlender, 2004:18). The IUV prevalence rate of pregnant women stands at just 

over 35% and this figure is not about to decrease any time soon. Presently, India is the 

one country that the highest number of people living with IUV, with South Ahca 

following closely (UNAIDS 2006: 17). 

Figure 3: HIV prevalence rates by province. 

Source: Department of Health, 2006. 

In South Mica, KwaZulu-Natal is the epicentre of the IUV pandemic. It has been 

recently reported that the prevalence rate varies From 38% to 50% depending on areas 

within the province. In areas of the south coast, prevalence was found to be as high as 

70% and there is no indication that this number will decrease in the near future 

(Medical Research Council, 2006). Gauteng is second with the prevalence rates and it is 

closely followed by Mpumalanga, the Free State and the Eastern Cape. The Northern 

Province, Northern Cape and Western Cape are the only three provinces to have a 

prevalence rate under 29%. 



Demographically, prevalence is higher amongst women than men between the ages of 

15-34 while the prevalence rate is slightly higher for men in the older age categories 

(Shisana er al, 2005:35), The m o d i t y  rates due to the virus are on the increase; 

statistics indicate that in the past ten years over 1.2 million South &cans have died of 

AIDS related illnesses and it is projected that by 201 5 over 5 million South Africans 

would have died because of AIDS. It is further stated that the cumulative number of 

AIDS deaths is expected to rise to a total of 9.3 1 million by 2020. In the next ten years, 

the number of people who are AIDS sick will stand at just over 700 000 and the country 

will have a population growth rate of just 0.3% compared to the current rate of over 

4%. The consequences of the pandemic do not paint a picture of a bright future for 

South Africa as the population will shrink and the economy will be adversely affected 

as a result @orrington er al, 2004). Projections done by the HSRC show that the total 

population of South Africa is expected to be 28% smaller that it would be in a no-AIDS 

scenario. Life expectancy will also be severely affected by the AIDS epidemic, it is 

expected that life expectancy at birth will hit a low of 45.6 years in the period of 2005- 

201 5 which is 22 years less than it would have been in the absence of AJLS (Rehle & 

Shisana, 2003~4). 

In the South Afiican population, there is a discrepancy in the infection patterns. 

Statistics released by the HSRC have indicated that between the ages of 20-34 there are 

more females infected than there are males. The position of women in society puts 

them at a disadvantage because in most cases women are financially dependent on men 

and as such, are in a position to demand the use of protection. Also, the biological 

make up of women makes it easier for women to contract HTV with fewer encounters as 

compared to men. This difference in infection patterns will inadvertently affect the 

demographics of the country and ultimately affect the population growth rate in the 

next 20 years (Rehle & Shisana, 2006:54). 



Figure 4: HlV prevalence by gender. 

Source: Human Sciences Research Council, 2005. 

The graph above presents HIV distribution by gender. Between the ages of twenty to 

thirty HlV is most prevalent in women, Women who are between the ages of 25-29 are 

the most infected because they form part of an age group that comprises a large share of 

the population (BER, 2006:7). 

Racially, Africans have a higher prevalence rate than any other race group. The racial 

distribution is highly skewed; the prevalence rate of Africans is 13.75% while the 

prevalence rate for the other race groups stands between 2.5% and 3%. There is a 

strong correlation between social class, race and HTV infection. Africans are 

predominantly middle class and they are more at risk of contracting HIV than any other 

race group in South Africa. in most cases, race is confounded with social class and any 

discrepancies in the prevalence rate should be interpreted with this hc t  in mind. 

The seriousness of ALDS in South Africa is undoubtedly understood, there are 

prevention programs aimed at raising awareness in the general population and there is a 

growing awareness in government concerning the need to provide health care 

intervention for the infected (Bamett & Whiteside, 2002:220). Despite all these 

concerted efforts, the South Ahcan  epidemic still continues to defy description. As 



Crewe (2002: 446) argues, as Ihe epidemic continues to grow this growth has been 

characterised by three features: 

The rapid and unchecked growth of the epidemic, 

The lack of coherent policy documents on crucial issues 

The hilure of public prevention programs to have an impact 

The observation made is that South Africans are largely an AIDS aware population but 

one that has not seen the necessity to turn this awareness into personal behaviour 

modification. According to Campbell, knowledge and observation in South Africa 

have not translated into action; hence the lack of anticipated behavioural changes 

(2003:44). This is the main problem in South Africa; awareness programs have been 

successhl only in so @r as making aware the general population about HIV but this 

awareness has not been translated into appropriate behaviour modification and 

consequently, prevention. As Crewe points out: 

"Sorrth Africa is a praJoxica1 society that is well infirmed about H I V / A I .  and to 

which was! sums of donor money have been porrred brr~ wi~h  he reszd~ !ha1 !he society 

has little understanding of how to take this awareness and use it to create new 

meanings and pallems of commrrniry behaviolrr " (2OO2:4 50). 

Perhaps the reason for this lack of behaviour modification has been the way in which 

information is transmitted and in turn, received. As Barnett & Whiteside (2002:320) 

point out, communication is never easy because the reception and absorption of 

information provided depends on a lot of factors. In order for information to be 

properly received by the intended group, the following are required: 

The appropriate medium 

The ability of the target audience to access it 

The conceptual framework to understand it and translate it into action 

Legitimacy and a framework for it to be processed. 

(Source: Barnett & Whiteside, 2002:320) 



Possibly, one could say that some of these elements have been missing from the South 

African communications network as information has not been well received as was 

envisaged. Differences between observation and information play a very crucial role in 

explaining the epidemic profile here in South Africa. We live in a country that has high 

levels of poverty; poor people in any society have constrained decision horizons and 

little scientific ideas about the disease. The knowledge and experience of HIV/AIDS is 

related to their own cultural-conceptual 6ameworks and to their material circumstances 

(Campbell, l997:278). Much of the prevention campaigns have been through the mass 

media such as television, newspapers, and recently, billboards. There is a problem with 

such campaigns because television or newspaper advertisements cannot reach 

populations who cannot read and such advertisements cannot reach those who do not 

have access to electricity and as such they are automaticafly deprived of the information 

they are intended to be getting. 

Ln a study done by Peltzer in 2003 among black and white participants in Cape Town, it 

was found that preferences for sources of information were very much based on culture. 

While blacks in the study preferred to get their information on HlV from the radio, 

whites preferred getting the same information from social and health magazines 

(Peltzer, 2003: 17). This would then indicate that if people are not comfortable with the 

way in which the information is presented, there will be resistance to such information. 

It hrlher indicates that designing blanket campaigns does not guarantee that this 

information will be received well by the intended target group. The lesson to be learnt 

in communicating HlV prevention information is to note that the reception of 

information is dependent on many factors, and these factors have to be taken into 

account when new prevention programs are launched. 

Furlhermore, the reason why prevention programs have not had the desired effect is that 

the explanation of HIV/AIDS has been received with very little understanding because 

such a complex disease cannot be simply explained in terns of germ theory in cultures 

where this concept has no meaning (Campbell, 2003:185). FIN has been presented as a 

foreign concept to much of the South African population; no attempt has been made to 



explain the disease in a manner that has been easy to understand to each and every 

person that is at risk of contracting the virus (Bamett & Whiteside, 2002: 322). 

The foremost question asked in many circles is that if people know about the dangers of 

the epidemic, why hasn't this knowledge been translated into appropriate behaviour 

change in order to decrease the spread of the epidemic? Dealing with HIVIAIDS in 

South Africa raises all kinds of social, racial, and cultural issues that have not been 

dealt with. These are issues sucb as the sexual behaviour and sexualities of men, the 

sexualities of women, patriarchal behaviour and domestic violence, the sexualities of 

young people and their perceptions of the future (Crewe, 2002:446). The HlV 

pandemic has also raised serious questions of culture, sex, death and social patterns of 

behaviour (Crothers, 2001 : 12). 

Prevention programs led by both government and the private sector have so far failed to 

develop multi-faceted approaches that will tackle the pandemic successfully, Such 

programs should in fsct not only attempt to provide information about the virus, they 

need to take into cognisance the social communication networks that influence how 

information is receives and they indeed should also be challenging the mindsets and 

stereotypes that people have towards HlVIAIDS. Behaviour is never isolated, it is 

shaped by cemin social repertoires and those repertoires go a long way in shaping how 

people receive and absorb information. Attitudes that also arise from these social 

repertoires have very much contributed to the responses that people have towards the 

virus. Education has played a major role in terms of informing people about the 

medical aspects of HIV, what is now needed is an approach that will challenge the 

beliefs, attitudes and perceptions that people have towards the virus. HlV has long 

ceased to become a medical problem; instead it has become a social and econonlic 

problem that threatens to shake South African foundations to their core (Crewe, 

2002:447). 



3.4 Social responses to  IiIV/AIDS in South Africa 

One way of fully understanding why the South African pandemic has increased so 

rapidly in the past decade is to understand the social responses around the spread of 

HIV/ALDS. In understanding these responses, one needs to firstly intricately examine 

the high levels of racism that surround this epidemic and the impact this racism has had 

on the ability of South Africa to deal with it (Crewe, 2002:446). Secondly, one ought to 

examine poverty and the role that it has played in the spread of the epidemic. Thirdly, 

one should carefully examine the socio-economic status if the country, more 

specifically the migrant labour system that has been one of the enablers of the 

HIV/AIDS pandemic and its spread through South Africa and indeed Southern Africa. 

Lastly, it is imperative that one looks at the social identities, networks and pressures 

that have blocked the reception of information regarding HIV/AtDS prevention and 

consequently, condom use (Campbell, 1997:275). 

3.4. f Race 

The social distributions of HTV infection are complex and at times require a nuance 

understanding of the social processes themselves. On top of the list of these social 

distributions is race. In South Africa HIV/AtDS has been and is still coded as a 

distinctly racialised disease. (Laclerc-Madlala, 2001:39). Amongst the black 

community, HIV/AIDS is seen as a disease given to blacks by whites, while in the 

white community it is viewed as a black disease spread amongst the white community 

by black prostitutes (Crothers, 2001: 14). The hc t  that black South Africans are victims 

to a degree that totally outnumbers that of other groups has done nothing to ease the 

confusion around the disease (Colvin, Connolly, Shisana, and Stoker, 2004:777). 

Perhaps more puzzling in the whole analysis of HIV is that as a disease HIV has 

infected a specific social and racial group the most. 

Research conducted under the auspices of the HSRC and the Nelson Mandela 

Foundation has found that of the African people infmted with HIV, over 90% of them 

have been infected through penetrative sex. This figure is alarming if compared with 

the figure of only 10% amongst the white population (Shisana et al, 2006:33). There 



has been a considerable amount of literature on sexual behaviour, with many reports 

indicating that South Africans generally, (predominantly people in the African sector of 

the population), adopt a nonchalant attitude when it comes to preventative behaviour 

(Crothers, 2001:16). Amongst other findings, levels of Sexually Transmitted Infections 

(STI's) are higher in urban areas, amongst Afiican men and amongst those who are less 

educated. There have been consistent findings that indicate that condom use decreases 

with age, amongst those in non-urban areas, amongst low-educated people and amongst 

Africans. This pattern of condom use is based on the notion that "condoms are for 

spares, not the besties" (Salo, 2002:403). Amongst the African population it was found 

that mutual faithful monogamy was uncommon, as most had multiple sexual pamers, 

condom use was rare and greatly influenced by notions of trust and love (Barnett & 

Whiteside, 2002: 12). 

Understanding sexual behaviour requires not only understanding of choice but also 

understanding sexual culture and lifestyles. Sexual culture refers to the "beliefs, 

expectations and rules for sexual conduct" (Crothers, 2001 : 12). These beliefs tend to 

govern the sorts of activity that are defined as legitimate; the danger being that such 

beliefs are not open to individual scrutiny because such beliefs are dictated by age, race 

and social standing. African culture and belief has been said to be a facilitating factor 

in the spread of the virus. AFrican culture and belief dictates that a man should have 

multiple sexual partners in order to prove virility and sexual prowess, in the process 

preventative measures are not encouraged. It is because of these beliefs that HIVIAIDS 

has continued to spread amongst the African population; individual sexual behaviour 

has been largely dictated by the cultural beliefs held by general society. The diffusion 

path of HIV infection in South Africa can thus be said to be along racial lines because 

of cultural beliefs and ideas that have dictated how individuals within the African 

population group behave. 

3.4.2 Poverty 

Socially, HIVIAIDS is thought to be a disease of poverty, supporting the view that 

there is an inverse relationship between class and HTV infection. In reality however, 



the issue is not as simple. Belonging to the upper class in society does not necessarily 

preclude one from HIV infection. Sexual behaviour is dictated by, amongst other 

things, access to economic resources. Having more economic resources gives those 

with some social standing a greater opportunity to indulge in sexual activity with 

whomever the individual chooses something of a luxury to those who are poor. South 

Africa is plagued by high levels of unemployment and as such, people will do anything 

to find themselves in improved economic conditions. In most cases, men who have 

access to economic resources enjoy greater access to sex and as such, can make 

demands when it comes to using protection (Crothers, 2001:14). The general 

perception held is that high IeveIs of education mean belonging to the upper class in 

society, which in turn translates into lower risks in terms of HIV infection. As people 

have increasingly engaged in risky behaviour because of poor judgment, infection rates 

have been on the increase. 

In 1999, the president of the Republic of South Africa Mr. Thabo Mbeki was greatly 

criticised for raising the debate of whether there is a relationship between HIVIAIDS 

and poverty (Gumede, 2005:135). Scientifically, HTV has been proven to be a 

causative agent for AIDS and to a large extent, no other causative agents have been 

identified (Rehle & Shisana, 2003: 18). South Africa is a country characterised by high 

levels of poverty, malnutrition and disease; one would have therefore seen it fitting for 

scientists to explore other fhctors that might be instrumental in the rising spread of HIV. 

Since the statement made by the president there has been a number of research projects 

that have attempted to elucidate the link between AIDS and poverty further. The 

Medical Research Council (MRC), under the leadership of Dr Malegapuru Mokgoba 

found poverty to be contributing to the spread of HlV but was not a causative agent for 

AIDS (2001 24). While poverty as a social factor contributes to the spread of H N  in 

South Africa, there is yet to be scientific evidence that suggests that poverty causes 

AIDS. 



3.4.3 Level of education 

Generally, people believe that educated people make informed choices when it comes 

to sexual behaviour. To illustrate the above point, a study conducted among the 

workforce of a major South African company showed that 13.9% of blacks, 2.1% of  

whites, 2,3% of coloureds and 3.6% of Lndians were infected with HIV (Colvin, 

2002: 13). Those with lower infection rates were in the middle and top management 

structures of the company. The danger however is when members of the senera1 

population begin to think that education and class automatically disqualify one from 

being infected. This misperception often leads to individuals being casual about 

protection and in the process increasing their exposure to the virus (Crothers, 2001 and 

Shisana, 2004). In studies conducted by the HSRC, it has been shown that there is a 

definite link between the level of education and risk of contracting HIV. For many 

people with little education, HlV has been explained in a manner that is often too 

abstract to comprehend. The result of that has been a general lack of understanding o f  

W and the consequent lack of behaviour change. 

3.5 Factors affecting condom use 

Much of the preventative campaigns around HlV in South Africa have hinged on 

condom use as being the most useh l  tool against fighting I-IW transmission. Condoms 

have been around for a very long time; in the past they were primarily used as a method 

of contraception and with the advent of HIV/AIDS their use shifted toward being used 

for the prevention of sexually transmitted diseases. As an external method of  

contraception, condoms were not very popular because of a variety of reasons such as 

being uncomfortable, reduced pleasure and imtation (Ross & McLaws, 1 993:83). 

Attitudes regarding condoms have not changed much; most people who use them do so 

out of the need to protect themselves more than anything else. 

Generally, condoms evoke feelings of suspicion amongst both males and females; this 

suspicion is largely due to the way in which condoms were first presented to the general 



public. The majority of males regard condoms as fbelling promiscuity and the rationale 

behind this thinking is this: if a female partner asks to use a condom it is because that 

partner is having an extra marital affair and the insistence on the use of condoms is to 

make sure that both partners are safe. People in the rural areas are informed mainly by 

their traditional beliefs and social constructions of gender roles, these beliefi inexorably 

shape their behaviours and attitudes towards condoms. As Maharaj states, "culturally 

defined gender roles, wbich reinforce male dominance and female submissiveness 

influence sexual decision making and significantly limit communication between 

partners on sexual matters" (2001 :254). In many communities; condoms are associated 

with illicit sex and promiscuity and as such women's requests to use them are highly 

emotive. Negotiating condom use is never based only on the quest for safety, but is also 

on the impression that is being given by the partner making such a request (Crothers, 

2001 : 18). This is one of the primary reasons why there is low condom use in South 

Africa, despite the knowledge that condoms are highly effective in preventing HTV 

From one partner to another. 

According to the theory of reasoned action, human be ing  go through certain thought 

processes before they reach a particular decision. In sexual matters, it can also be said 

that individuals go through certain processes before they reach a particular decision. 

The theory o f  reasoned action can be used to understand condom use, in applying this 

theory one would need to understand the motivation behind the use or  non-use of 

condoms through various thought processes. The theory of reasoned action can be 

further used to understand attitudes people towards condoms and how these attitudes 

become deternlinants of condom use (Ross & McLaws, 1993:81). Over the past three 

decades, there have a number of research studies that have attempted to understand the 

attitudes that people have towards condoms. In a study done by Harl in 1974, i t  was 

found that a judgment as to risk of infection appears to be a part of the judgment 

process with known partners being considered safe. The Hart study was done 32 years 

ago but the perceptions that people towards condoms have not changed. In a study 

done by Maharaj in KwaZulu-Natal, it was found that condoms are only considered 

when the partner is not known or when the relationship is still new (2001 :254). In 



another study by Gibney et a1 in 1999, it was found that participants thought that using 

a condom implies that the other person is dirty; the same finding was reported by 

Maharaj in his 2001 study. Such findings suggest that the stigma associated with 

HTV/ALDS and other STI's affects attitudes toward condoms. 

In most of the studies such as that done by Maharaj (2001), there also seems to be an 

inconsistency between people's attitudes towards condoms and their use. The above 

studies reported that participants who reported that they have faith in condoms did not 

necessarily use them in their lives. This would then indicate that positive attitudes 

towards condoms do not necessarily indicate the intention to use them. 

Condom use in relationships is based on power relations and power games. In most 

instances, the power scales are tipped in favour of the male in the relationship. This is 

due to the fact that in most societies, especially African societies, the male is seen to be 

the only party fit to make decision on any matters relating to sexual behaviour. 

Campbell (1997:274) has found that in instances where women are economically 

dependent on their sexual partners, such women are never in a position request that a 

partner use a condom. In these instances, economic gain is thought to be a high enough 

price to pay for risking HTV infection. Several other studies have also found that where 

one partner lacks the power to negotiate condom use, such negotiations are often in 

favour of the party that has the economic means (Shisana & Simbayi, 2001 ; Crothers, 

200 1 and Maharaj, 2001). The position of women in society and their lack of economic 

power has necessitated that condom use be at the discretion of the sexual partner and in 

the process putting the woman at risk. 

One thing that has become evident is that no matter how accessible condoms are to 

women in general, as long as the woman still decides to bargain for more money 

instead of safe sex, education programs that focus on condom use will be unsuccessful 

(Wojcicki & Malala, 2001 : 100). One of the factors that have facilitated the spread of 

HIV in South Africa is economic inequality; in understanding this inequality, one 

would first need to understand that the position of women in sexual matters is 

dependent on economic freedom. In s o  long as women lack the economic power to 



bargain for the use of condoms in relationships, then HIVIAIDS will continue to 

spread. 

In a study done by Peltzer to investigate HIV knowledge and attitudes in a rural 

population, it was found that condom use is seldom a straightforward transaction. It is 

dependent on a large number of factors such as marital: status, power relations and most 

importantly, it is dependent on perceptions held by individuals. In this study, female 

participants stated that condom use is entirely dependent on the willingness of the man 

to use a condom and how a man felt about using a condom. It was also found that 

participants who were married had a negative attitude towards condoms; instead they 

encouraged their children to use them (Pelmr,  2003 : 354). 

There has been a pervasive misconception amongst blacks that condoms are for single, 

young people who are not in committed relationships, this misconception has continued 

to inform people's behaviour as the study found that even when a married man has 

extra-marital affairs he  does not consider it fit to use a condom with his wife. This 

attitude towards condoms can also be attributed to the level o f  risk attached to 

promiscuity. Many married men still see themselves as being not being at risk of 

contracting the virus even though they are engaging in unsafe sexual practices with 

multiple partners, The study further revealed that married rural women do not have 

power over their reproductive lives and sexual decisions are made by their husbands 

even when they have extra-marital affairs (Peltzer, 2003: 354). 

Prevention programs that have been initiated by government, communities and the 

private sector have very much advocated the use of condoms as the main tool against 

which the fight on HIV transmission can be won. In light of the above evidence, it 

seems clear that negotiating condom use can never be divorced from social networks 

that dictate that men should have the final decision making powers. In understanding 

the failure of condoms to prevent HIV/AIDS, one should implicitly understand the 

social repertoires that inform people's attitudes and to a large extent shape their 

behaviour, The failure of people to use condoms should be understood in the context 

within which it occurs; one would therefore to understand that negotiating the use of 



condom use is a power based transaction that does not serve the needs of both parties in 

a relationship. To re-iterate, the fight against HIVIAIDS should be based on changing 

people's beliefs, attitudes and perceptions of what condom use means. 

3.6 Migranl labour and HlV transmission 

As with race, HIV has a particular diffusion path in South Mrica and has not affected 

regions equally. To some considerable extent, HIV/AIDS was imported into Southern 

Africa and has tended to go From north to south; examination of the provincial infection 

rates in South Afiica still shows this path (Crothers, 2001: 14). Early in the pandemic, 

transport routes and communities in which posts of soldiers or others with mobile 

occupations were located attracted high infection rates (Shell, 2000). Migration 

between settlements has been an instrumental factor in spreading the disease. In light 

of poor infrastructural and economic development in rural areas, migrant labour has 

become a way of life for thousands of working men in South Africa in rural areas with 

almost 60% of those employed being migrant labourers (Shell, 2000). 

Migrant miners and truck drivers have been researched extensively in the South African 

context and as such inform most of the literature written on migrant workers and the 

sociology of HlV transmission. As such, research studies from the mining sector will be 

used to illustrate the various factors that influence high rates of HlV/AIDS amongst 

migrant tabourers. The local government sector is mainly rnade up of migrant labourers 

from the most rural of places in South Africa; their beliefs, perceptions, attitudes and 

social identities can be said to be similar to those of migrants in the mining sector. It is 

for the reason that the researcher has chosen to examine research done on migrants in 

the mining sector as a backdrop against which this study can be understood. 

Researchers have postulated that the HIV/AIDS epidemic in South Africa is 

exacerbated by the migrant labour system that separates men from their female partners 

for long periods of time (Dladla, Hiner, Qwana and Lurie, 2001 :80). These men are 

most likely to have an additional sexual partner, which puts both them and their sexual 



partners at risk for HIV infection (Dladla ef a!, 2001 :80). It is often assumed that the 

route of transmission is uni-direct-ional, from migrant men in the city to their partners 

back home. There have been very few studies that have examined the female half of 

the migration equation and the potential role of these female partners in the spread of 

HTV/AIDS. 

One study that has sought to examine how partners of migrants behave was done in the 

Hlabisa district of KwaZulu-Natal. In this study, Dladla et a! attempted to understand 

the sexual behaviours and different types of relationships female partners of migrants 

have and how they behave in each relationship in terms of communication and condom 

use (2001 :80). Researchers found that women recognised that sexual partnerships with 

migrant workers put them at high risk of HIV infection and this risk is attributed to 

their partner's behaviour. Conventionally, it has always been thought that it is only 

men who have extra-marital sexual partners and not the women. Therefore the 

traditional belief has been that the men bring HW to their wives, the research done in 

Hlabisa indicates that the converse also applies. HIV transmission can never be fully 

understood without taking into cognisance the social networks and social pressures that 

shape and dictate people's behaviour, attitudes and perceptions towards the virus. In 

Hlabisa, women involved in extra marital relationships do so because of social 

pressures, the need to have an intimate relationship with someone and also because of 

being economically dependent on their migrant husbands. Women who were 

interviewed for the study admitted that whiIe they did have extra-marital relationships 

because of the social pressure of proving that one is desirable to other men other than 

her husband, the economic benefits o f  such relationships were also a motivating factor. 

Another finding was that the women of Hlabisa attributed their extra-marital 

relationships to missing the intimacy they have with their husbands, to them, having a 

casual sex partner satisfies this need for intimacy (Dladla et al, 2001 :8 1). 

In 1997, Campbell conducted a study on migrant labour and HIV infection seeking to 

understand the factors that have made migrant labourers to be one of the most highly 



HIV infected social groups within society. Of particular sipificance to the study is the 

life situation of migrant workers in a range of contexts which render them particularly 

vulnerable to FIN. Levels of HIV infection are high among migrant labourers, with 

heterosexual sex being the main form of transmission (Campbell, 1997:274). There are 

various reasons why migrant labourers are the one group that is highly susceptible to 

HIV infection, one of those reasons being that sexual behaviour is inextricably linked 

with the norms typical of the social group with which people identify themselves, these 

norms often shape the boundaries of permissible behaviour and define the limits of 

deviance (Campbell & Williams, 2001 : 46). 

Often, explanations of why people engage in high-risk behaviours involve an 

understanding of their social identities and also an understanding of the social 

conditions within which such identities are constructed. As such, condom use or non 

use can never be understood without taking into account the context in which men see 

their virility as compromised by using condoms and women are reluctant to insist on 

their use. Within social settings that do not support the use of condoms, telling people 

to use them will have very little effect because social contexts that act as barriers to 

condom use will still be standing and preaching the use of condoms "will be ignonng 

the broader social context of masculine and feminine identities which make the 

negotiation of condom use very difficult and complex" (Campbell, 1999~274). 

Tshivhase (2003) also conducted a study in a South African gold mine in a bid to 

understand the social and individual contexts that act as enablers to the rapid spread of 

HN/AIDS in mining communities. One of the findings of the study was that all miners 

that were interviewed for the study did in fact know about HIV and AIDS, the manner 

in which HIV is transmitted and also how it can be prevented. One would assume that 

if people have proper knowledge about the disease, they would indeed modify 

behaviour in an attempt not to contract the virus or in the case of those who are already 

positive, not to transmit it to other people. Findings by Tshivhase in fact suggested the 

opposite, individual knowledge about the virus did not necessarily translate into 

behaviour modification nor did it mean that the men had newfound attitudes and 

perceptions about the virus (2003:76). 



The above findings would thus suggest if HIV prevention programs are to be effective, 

they must take into account local beliefs and knowledge into which target audience will 

insert and evaluate the information that the programs will seek to impart (Campbell, 

l997:274). 

Part of the problem with existing educational programs on HIV prevention has been 

that most of them have not taken into account the beliefs and attitudes that people have 

towards the virus and by so  doing, ignoring the important behavioural determinants that 

dictate how people respond to h e  virus. An issue of concem in gold mines is that a 

particular set of living conditions make unprotected sex with multiple partners a 

compelling behavioural option for migrants; these conditions being both physical and 

the en~otional (Campbell & Williams, 2001: 136). Physically, mine compounds are not 

hygienic; in most cases they are overcrowded with very little room for personal space 

and emotionally there is very little that miners can do to fulfill their intimacy needs 

(Campbell, 1997:277), 

Another issue of concern in the migrant labour system is the informative repertoires 

used by migrants in accounting for their experiences of sexuality and HIVIAIDS since 

it is these repertoires that form the filter through which workers interpret and respond to 

health educators' attempts to change their behaviours (Lurie, Harrison, Wilkinson & 

Karim, 1997:7). Migrants are particularly vulnerable to HIV infection because of the 

ways in which their social identities are constructed. Migrants identify themselves as 

being real men and real men do not use condoms (Campbell, 1997:277). Suggesting to 

a real man that he should use a condom is to compromise his virility and demean 

everything that defines a real man. It is in this context that researchers have found that 

H N  prevention measures by means of condoms and educational programs are 

ineffective if they ignore socially constructed identities, which are in fact very powerfir1 

behaviour determinants. 

The above evidence points out the basic fundamentals of human nature; that men are 

ruled by the need for instant gratification. Often this need clouds judgment and thus 

leads to individuals behaving in a manner that they normally would not. As King 



(1 999: 1 15) repotts, the desire for sex is more often than not an attempt to show one's 

virility and sexual prowess. The further non-use of condoms seems to be an affirmation 

that real men do not use protection in order to enjoy sex. 

In order to successfully eradicate HIV in South Africa and other parts of the world, HIV 

can never be seen as a biomedical problem that can be treated with medicine; instead 

HW/AIDS should indeed be seen as a challenge that requires changes to the very social 

processes that facilitate and encourage its spread. 

What the above literature suggests is that in order for HTV prevention programs to be 

effective, they should by all means attempt to adopt a multi-faceted approach that will 

not only provide information but also seek to ensure that knowledge is translated into 

behaviour modification, Migrant labourers and their partners are more at risk because 

o f  the factors mentioned above, moreover, they are especially at risk because if the 

social conditions that make it easier for then1 to have extra-marital sexual relations. 

Statistics have estimated that for very migrant labourer that is HIV positive there are 

about four more people that will get infected as a result (Department of Health, 2004). 

These people include the sexual partner of the migrant labourers, the spouse back 

home, the sexual panner that the wife has and the spouse of that pamer .  If one was to 

design a perfect HIV prevention program, such a program would not only provide 

information about the virus but it would first seek to change attitudes, perceptions and 

beliefs that people have towards the virus. Such a program would funher take into 

account the social context and identities within which this information is provided and 

received, identifiing the barriers that might block the proper processing of this 

information. This would not necessarily mean that people will automatically change 

their behaviour, but it would mean that people will be willing to re-examine their stance 

on the issue and as such make the appropriate behaviour modifications. 



3.7 The economic impact of W J A I D S  in Souih Africa 

Research has indicated that of all the AIDS related deaths in South Africa, 70% of those 

deaths are of people in the age group of 24-45 (Connolly, Colvin, Shisana and Stoker, 

2004:777). This means that the most economically active group in the population is the 

hardest hit, this has implications for the economy, the state and privately owned 

organisations. AIDS related deaths will without a doubt affect the economic growth of 

the country. In a study that was aimed at investigating at how the AIDS epidemic 

affects economic growth, Corrigan, Glomm & Mendez, (2005:107) found that AIDS 

related deaths will have very negative impact on developing countries including South 

Afnca. There are several channels through which the AIDS ep~demic can potentially 

influence economic growth: 

A D S  decreases life expectancy and hence the incentive to invest 

The AIDS epidemic creates a huge number of orphans. In all likelihood human 

capital accumulation by orphans faces more obstacles than if parents were present 

Potentially large medical costs associated with treatment of A D S  patients can 

divert public resources from productivity enhancing public expenditures such as 

education or infrastructure developments 

Firms might be reluctant to hire and invest in training of workers if there is a high 

likelihood of workers dying because of AlDS 

To  the exlent that AIDS is more prevalent among highly skilled workers and that 

highly skilled labour is complimentary to capital, the AIDS epidemic can influence 

the rate of return on investment and in turn savings and capital accumulation. 

(Source: Corrigan, Glomm & Mendez, 2005: 107) 

The elements mentioned above are by no means exhaustive but they are aimed at 

highlighting some of the major repercussions that countries will experience as a result 

of the growing AIDS epidemic. As a developing country, South Africa is not immune 

from these effects. According to Barker, in the next 5 years there will be an increase in 

lost productivity and production costs because there has been a steady increase in 



absenteeism as a result of AIDS. Of the adults who ALDS will affect, over 90% will be 

between the key productive ages of 20-50years. Although A D S  will lead to large 

losses of labour, a high proportion will be semi-skilled or unskilled workers that can be 

replaced. Highly skilled workers will be affected to a greater degree than less skilled 

workers or unemployed persons as they command the higher salaries that enable them 

to purchase sex and they are also more mobile. Production costs will also be increased 

because of the higher costs of group life insurance, pensions and medical aids (Barker, 

2002: 53). 

There are also macroeconomic effects; the consequences of AIDS over the medium 

term have not been as devastating, although they may pose serious threats to ongoing 

economic growth if the infection rates continue to be on the increase. Regarding the 

long-term effects, it has been estimated that the GDP growth rate in sub-Saharan Africa 

between 1995 & 2025 could be cut by 1.47 percentage poinrs. largely due to the costs 

of diverting savings into treating AIDS patients (Barker, 2002:53). In South Africa, 

Quattek estimates that there could be a decline of about 4, 7% in the real gross domestic 

growth due to increasing infections (2004:45). This will result in lowered disposable 

household incomes and as such, decreases expenditure. In a research report compiled 

by the Bureau of Market Research in 2004, it was indicated that there will a decline in 

total final consumption expenditure on durable goods by 2015 due to I-WIAIDS 

(BMR, 2004:35). 

The insurance industry is said to be the one industry that will feel the effects of the 

epidemic. Insurers are increasingly exposed to increasing liabilities on existing policies 

and as such, insurers are forced to increase premiums, this invariably has an adverse 

effect on the economy as it means less disposable income to insurance holders and 

consequently less expenditure (Barker, 2002: 54). More significantly, the HIVIAIDS 

epidemic will result in South Africa experiencing a negative population growth rate, 

down to -0. 3% from the 1 . I %  to 2.3% it would have been without AIDS (Stanecki, 

2000: 12). It is estimated that with the labour force continuing to grow, job creation will 

become an imperative in this country. A D S  will result in an increase in mortality in 

the 25-40 year age group and this will negatively affect the dependency ratio as a large 



number of orphans and elderly will lose their adult children and thus their support 

structure (Barker, 200255). Poverty will also have a significant impact on 

communities. Many households will face financial difficulty as income earners fall il l  

and die and household incomes are diverted for care of HIV/A.DS infected persons. 

According to the Bureau of Economic Research, the economic impact of HIV will be 

monumental. Projections into the next 10 years indicate that the economy will shrink 

and there will be much pressure placed on fiscal spending as there will be a high 

dependency on social grants by those who are infected and affected (BER, 2006:45). 

Research conducted by Cross in 2001 in rural KwaZulu-Natal revealed that the A D S  

pandemic presented something of an economic shock to rural households since many of 

the people that were economically active died of ALDS related illnesses, leaving their 

unemployed survivors to support their young children with very few, if any, economic 

and social resources. According to this study, rural livelihood has been threatened 

because people who are critical to family functioning die young (2001 : I  33). This kind 

of scenario perpetuates the poverty that has been said to be the main contributing factor 

towards the spread o f  HTV/ADS in South Africa. Business analysts and economists 

alike have argued that it will become increasingly difficult for the government to keep 

up with the demands o f  social Grants, particularly those necessitated by the high AIDS 

mortality rate (Moodley, 2006). 

With government expenditure on the increase due to the devastating effects of the 

epidemic, the healthcare industry will also be severely affected by the epidemic. The 

impact of AIDS on health services will be profound and may well be devastating 

Parker ,  2002:57). The recent introduction of ARV treatment in public health care has 

meant that the health department should now be awarded a greater share of the budget 

in order to sustain rollout programs that have already started. This has, however, had a 

negative impact on the economy as it has meant that government now has to reduce the 

budget for other departments that are crucial in facilitating the economic growth of the 

country. The rise in AIDS patients who require hospital care has meant that the 



majority of public hospitals are c l o a e d  up with AIDS patients, thus reducing effective 

health care for the public. 

The above section has tried to highlight that the HN/ALDS has far more reaching 

e&cts than ever envisaged. While the economy is said to be growing at a uniform rate 

in the past five years, AIDS mortality rates will undoubtedly have an adverse effect on 

this trend in the near hture.  The one conclusion that can be reached is that AIDS will 

not only plunder South Africa into economic quandary but it will also result in the 

attrition of basic needs, due to channeling resources to controlling i ts  spread. 

3.8 HIV/AIDS in the workplace 

In the workplace, HIV/ADS raises many very serious issues. One of those issues is the 

way in which HIV positive workers are viewed and treated by their colleagues. 

Traditional perceptions and belief systems have very much informed people's attitudes 

stin continue to shape their responses towards people who are living with HIV/ALDS 

(PWLHA). Another issue of concern is how employers respond to their employees 

who are infected with the virus. Over the past ten years, organizations have incurred 

major costs due to HTVtAIDS impacts on employees. In addition, the HTV/ALDS 

epidemic has brought on profound social and economic effects which will impact on 

the organisations. How HlV/AIDS is viewed in the workplace can be looked at from 

the employers and employees viewpoints, in some areas their needs overlap and in 

others they diverge. A case in point would be employees' need for medical care, sick 

leave benefits, death in service and pension benefits while employers will be concerned 

about decreased productivity, increased medical costs and the need to limit expenditure. 

As a result o f  this, organisations and employees are faced with serious risks because of 

the increased impact o f  the epidemic within the workplace. Employers are faced with a 

particularly hard challenge because HIV/AIDS does not only cause illness, disability 

and death for employees and severe economic and emotional disruption for their 

families - it also increases the cost of doing business. (UNAIDS, 1998a) For 



employers and managers in sectors with high I-ITL'/AIDS prevalence, the following risks 

can be expected: 

Increased absenteeism due to i l l  health, looking after relatives and attending 

funerals 

Increased deaths among the workforce at all levels 

Escalating costs of occupational benefits such as sick leave and compassionate 

leave, life assurance and health care 

Higher costs of recruitment, training and retraining as a result of reduced 

investment in human resources 

Higher staff turnover, loss of skills, experience and institutional memory 

Lowered morale, reduced efficiency and output 

Increased strain on personnel staff 

(Source: Barker, 2002:57) 

The economic impact of HlV/AIDS on organisations is titanic, it is estimated that in the 

next ten years HIV/AIDS will be the single biggest challenge facing organisations in 

South Africa. Apart from the anticipated direct costs to be incurred by organisations, 

there are also indirect costs that will heavily burden organisations. Indirect costs such 

as absenteeism, morbidity on the job and drainage of management resources will also 

have an adverse effect on how organisations function. 

According to a report in the Business Report, South Afiican companies are reaching 

into their pockets to invest in HIV and Aids treatment programs for staff as the high 

costs of ignoring the epidemic start to be felt. Absenteeism costs directly related to HIV 

and AlDS are between Ri  .8 billion and R2.2 billion annually. Employers have been 

reluctant to accept responsibility for HIV positive employees and now they are feeling 

the effects of carrying these workers. South Africa lost up to R12 billion a year due to 

absenteeism, with between R1.8 billion and R2.2 billion being directly attributed to 

Aids. it has been estimated (Moodley, 2006). 



Legislation in South Africa prohibits any employer from dismissing an employee on 

any grounds that are related to hisher HIV status. This has resulted in employers 

having to carry the burden of treatment for such employees. A study conducted by 

2005 has found that companies in South Afiica are increasingly feeling the pinch due to 

increased absenteeism and high staff turnover as the pandemic is gaining impetus in 

most companies. Anglo-American happens to be one of the biggest employers in South 

Africa and is at the moment faced with a crisis of having over 145 000 HN positive 

employees on board with 9 000 of them needing treatment urgently (Moodley, 2006). 

Barnett & Whiteside state that there are various direct and indirect costs of W I N D S  

in the workplace and direct labour costs that are attributable to W I N D S .  

Figure 5: Distribution of increased labour costs due to HIVIAIDS 

Source: Stats SA, 2006 

The tahle above illustrates the increased labour costs that organisations will incur as a 

result of the epidemic. Absenteeism due to W I N D S  is the main cost that 

organisations will have to deal with, as there have been an increasing number of 

employees being infected with the virus. Costs emanating from factors such as funeral 

attendance and burials should not be incurred by organisations but in reality they are 



and they also contribute to decreasing productivity levels due to shortage of staff. 

Within the workplace, increasing levels of HIV infection and AIDS gradually impact 

on the security and sustainability of employment from both the perspective of the 

employer and employee. Employees however, remain the most adversely affected by 

the problems AIDS creates directly for management and employers. As the business 

becomes less productive and as the business environment deteriorates, jobs are lost and 

employee security decreases. While employers are faced mainly with economic and 

social responsibility challenges, employees are faced with a daunting challenge of 

having to deal with the virus on daily basis. Individual employees face many potential 

difficulties at work if they have HlV/AIDS. These are: 

Loss of confidentiality 

Discrimination, including possible non-recruitment, lack of access to training or 

promotion, denlotion and being fired 

Stigma, isolation or rejection by colleagues and workmates 

Difficulty in changing jobs 

Increas in~ difficulty managing a job as health declines, increased absenteeism and 

non-reliability, reduced probability 

Loss o f  occupational benefits, including access to life insurance, pension and death 

benefits 

Loss of medical aid if sickness leads to i l l  health retirement 

Loss of income just as health costs escalate, risks of family impoverishment to 

meet medical costs. 

(Source: Jackson, 2002:294) 

A thomy issue in both labour and business circles has been the issue of disclosure by 

those who are Hn, positive, According to Dickinson (2004:54), lack of disclosure is 

due to the uncertainty of responses that such a disclosure would elicit. Thus, a major 

challenge for employees living with the virus has been to deal with colleagues that are 

not fully informed about the virus and as such are discriminatory against them. Since 

the employer has a fiduciary duty to protect employees in service, one would assert 



therefore that employers have a duty to ensure that these employees in their service are 

not stigmatised within the workplace and they receive all the necessary support. This 

however, has not been the case since many employers have no idea on how to formulate 

to this effect. So far, employers have concentrated on offering training and information 

about preventing the transmission of the virus. 

3.8.1 HIV prevention programs in the workplace 

A worrying factor that has been a consistent issue in business circles is the extent to 

which corporate organisations have taken ownership of HIV prevention programs in the 

workplace. More worrying is the fact that many organisations have no information 

about the infection rates among workers. In a study done by Sanlam in 2002, as much 

as 75% of the organisations surveyed admitted to keeping no records about HIV 

infected employees, this was due to ignorance rather than the consideration of 

employee confidentiality (Dickinson, 2004:628). This in turn meant that these 

organisations had no coherent HNIAIDS policies and prevention programs in place 

that wuld address the problems encountered by those who are infected within the 

organisation. All in all, corporate organisations have offered a very slow response in 

dealing with the epidemic within the workforce. Dickinson (2004330) asserts that if 

employers were indeed concerned about their employees' well being, such employers 

would take ownership of controlling HIVIAIDS within the workplace. 

Of those organisations that have initiated prevention programs, they have done very 

little up to so far in understanding the intricacies of designing effective prevention 

programs that will lead to the desired results of behavior modification. It has been 

argued throughout this chapter that no prevention program can ever be successful if i t  

does not take into wgnisance the social networks that inform and shape people's 

attitudes and responses to the virus. !A7hile there have been attempts to provide 

employees with training and information in so  far as HIV transmission is concerned, 



there have been very few programs that have sought to challenge and modify how 

people view and feel about the virus. 

Recently, there has been a rapid shift from the view that was held by employers that 

HIV/AIDS is none of their responsibility. Having a productive business relies on stable 

and sustainable productivity that can only be achieved through a healthy workforce; it 

is this realisation that has led to the rapid shift of perception by employers. Labour 

market commentators such as Barker (2002) and Grawitzsky (2002) have argued that if 

employers want to see a decreased rate of infection within their organisations, they 

should assume responsibility of prevention initiatives. 

In sectors such as mining, the military and education; the focus has been on promoting 

the use of condoms as a preventative measure without encouraging behaviour change. 

Condom use is in itself dependent on social identities and networks that govem how 

people behave, without challenging these networks such preventative measures yield very 

little success. Prevention programs that have gone down this route have been criticised 

by the likes of Shisana (2004:28), Crewe (2002:447) and Crothers (2001:13) for not 

addressing the most important aspect of HIV prevention and transmission, which is 

behaviour. In an evaluation of prevention programs in the mining sector it was found that 

most of the programs were failing because of not taking into cognisance the social 

identities that dictate sexual behaviour. Campbell (20033) found asserted that in order to 

successfully infonn people HIV/ALDS within the workplace, the social networks within 

which these workers exist should be given preference. It therefore can be said that 

prevention programs aimed at giving employees information and training regarding the 

virus should not only dwell on the medical aspects but rather on behaviour modification. 

3.9 Local government in South Africa 

Governance in South AEnca is made up of three distinctive yet interdependent and 

interrelated spheres of government on national, provincial and local level. The most 

important sphere of government is local government as it is the sphere closest to the 

people and can thus be said to be the most effective rneans to fight HIV/AIDS. 



Municipalities in South Afiica are divided into different categories; there are category A 

municipalities which are metropolitan councils, there are also category B municipalities 

which are local municipality areas and there are also category C councils which are 

district councils (Swartz & Roux, 2004: 100). Emfuleni Local Municipality is classified 

as a category B municipality, which would then make it a local municipality area. 

Municipalities in South Africa have long existed but changes in the political dispensation 

of the country also brought about changes in the way in which municipalities function. In 

the different spheres of government, municipalities can be said to be the most important 

components as they are tasked with the responsibility of delivering basic services to the 

communities they serve. Increasingly, municipalities have been mandated to play a more 

central and development role in the fight against HTV. As the level closest to 

communities, they are responsible for ensuring a good quality of life for citizens and for 

promoting sustainable development. In order to fulfill this mandate, municipalities need 

a healthy and productive workforce. 

Recent reports have indicated that there has been a steady increase in HN infections in 

the public sector (Moodley, 2006). This increase in infections has its own repercussions 

such as increased absenteeism, decreased productivity and rising health costs for 

employers (Barker, 200256). As pafl o f  the public sector, municipalities have not been 

exempted fiom the calamitous results of the epidemic (Swartz & Roux, 2004: 99). The 

economic impact of HIVIAIDS on municipalities will be huge, there are issues of service 

delivery to be taken in to account, there will be ramifications because of the loss of 

skilled labour and there will be the challenge of fulfilling the mandate that local 

governments have been given. The important role that local governments have to play in 

reducing the rate of HIVIAIDS in the workplace and in the community has been met with 

little enthusiasm since there have no sustainable HIVIAIDS programs within the local 

government sector (Swartz & Roux, 2004: 100). 

3.9.1. HIV prevention progmms in local governnient 

The researcher has decided to focus on a municipality for this study because HIVIALDS 

will affect each and every municipality in South Africa one way or another. It has been 



pointed that HIVIAIDS presents a scenario where local municipalities will be faced with 

a multitude of problems due to the loss of staff, due to the growing number of H N  

infections within the public sector. In a study done by the HSRC, it was found that 

HIVIAIDS was on the increase in most sections of the public sector and this will 

invariably present a problem as there will be a drastic loss of labour, this will place added 

pressure on already stretched resources. This increase in HlV infections will further 

undermine the capacity o f  local governments to carry out their core functions of local 

service delivery. In recent years, municipalities have been expected to assume greater 

responsibility for mounting a range of AIDS prevention programs, both for employees 

and communities. Municipalities are increasingly expected to perform a more central role 

in responding to the HIVIAIDS epidemic. Although local responses to HIVIALDS have 

been highlighted as an important component in the fight against the disease, little has thus 

been done to understand the challenges local governments face in dealing with 

HIVI AIDS. 

Municipalities also fall under the public sector, which in the past decade has experienced 

problems in terms of increasing HlV infection rates in the workforce. The growing 

number of infections at the disease will escalate the socio economic and health needs 

while at the same time undermining municipalities' capacity to provide such needs 

It is very unfortunate that research in the local government sector with regards to 

HIVIAIDS has not been forthcoming. Local government plays a very pivotal role in 

South Africa as it is the first port of call for many of the service delivery issues. Much of 

the service delivery problems that municipalities have been facing have been due to lack 

of resources, be it human or  financial although the latter has been treated as the main 

reason behind service delivery back logs. In the preceding sections, it has been discussed 

that one of the effects of HNIAIDS will be reduced productivity both in the private and 

public sectors; it appears that the public sector has felt the most devastating effects. In a 

study done by S w a m  & Roux (2004) to investigate local govern~nents AIDS projects in 

South Africa, it was found that very few municipalities in the country have established or 

sustainable AIDS projects. 



According to the World Bank (2003: xi) there is an imperative need for local government 

to respond to swiftly to the IUVIAIDS epidemic. The World Bank suggests that an 

effective local government response to IUV should have the following elements: 

It should be consistent in what it does with National ALDS Policy 

It should be informed by an understanding of local realities, norms and trends 

The response should be multisectoral, recognising that the impact of IUV/A.DS and 

the response require a multi-pronged approach 

It should be comprehensive in assessing how best to deal with prevention, 

treatmendcare and impact mitigation 

The response should be committed to address issues related to stigma and 

discrimination as well as the gender dimensions of the epidemic 

(Source: World Bank, ZOO3 : xi) 

There has been a problem in South Africa in terms of designing local government 

responses to AIDS; most municipalities do not have programs for dealing with HIV in the 

workplace, This can be attributed to the lack of financial resources as the focus has been 

on service delivery rather than IUV educational programs. The World Bank further 

attributes this failure to the fact that local governments are not receiving sufficient 

support in dealing with the pandemic (World Bank 2003:22). So far, municipalities have 

been slow to respond to the epidemic, as Swartz and Roux (2004: 100) argue. In a study 

done in 2002, it was found that of a total of 284 municipalities in South Africa; only 44 

municipalities had HIVIAIDS projects running. Most of the municipalities who did have 

HIVIAIDS programs focused on prevention rather on mitigating the impact of the 

epidemic and providing support for those infected. The reason behind this was lack of 

funding and the lack of human resources that could drive such projects. The study 

revealed that IUV pandemic raises serious issues around the provision of human and 

capital resources for the fight against HIVIAIDS in municipalities. Much of the research 

that has been done in the public sector has not focused on local governments and yet they 

fill a very important role in the provision of basic services to the community. One of the 

greatest challenges that have to be dealt with at local government level is the balancing of 



the greater need for service delivery with an equally important responsibility towards 

employees. 

3.10 Conclusion 

South Africa is faced with the task of reducing HIV infection rates across the population. 

This challenge has proven to be a difficult one because each year, infection rates are on 

the increase. Successfully dealing with the HTV pandemic has been a very intricate 

process in this country, more so because there has been no clear strategies and 

comlnitment from government regarding the provision of treatment for those who are 

already infected. Prevention programs have so far been the main form of fighting the 

pandemic; in light of the recent statistics, this approach has not produced the desired 

results. The discussion on the impact of HTV on the economy has highlighted some of 

the challenges that the country will be facing should the current trend in infection rates 

continue. Economic grow-th and development largely depends on winning the war 

against HIV; i t  is almost impossible to talk about the hture  of the country without having 

to tackle the pandemic. It is therefore absolutely imperative that the war against HIV be 

won in order to talk about building a future with a solid economy. 

This chapter has dealt with the broad themes that arise from the epidemic and the 

devastating effects it has. The general state of the epidemic as i t  stands now in the 

country was discussed; the social systems that govern and inform people's behaviour 

were also discussed in greater detail. A section on the economic impact of the epidemic 

was included in order to highlight the far-reaching effects that the epidemic will have for 

South Africa. Several case studies have been included, these were meant to be a 

backdrop against which this study can be understood and as such put into context. Lastly, 

HIV in the workplace was discussed in an attempt to expound some of the issues that 

have risen as the epidemic continues to spread and having adverse effects on employers 

and employees. 



CHAPTER 4 

RESEARCH METHOD 

4.1 Introduction 

The two preceding chapters provided a theoretical background to the study. The 

literature review dealt with the global epidemic while highlighting the different 

infection patterns the virus has taken around the world. The chapter on the state of the 

South African epidemic was meant to show the ravaging effects HIV/AIDS has had on 

all spheres of life. The research studies reviewed were an attempt to elucidate some of 

the perceptions, attitudes and behaviours that people have and how these influence their 

response to the epidemic. 

This study is qualitative in nature, it is meant to paint a clear picture of what labourers 

think about HIV; the study is intended to give a clear understanding of their knowledge, 

perceptions and attitudes towards the virus. 

In this chapter, a broad overview of how the study was carried out will be provided; the 

school of thought within which the study was conducted, research methodology used, 

data collection processes and the advantages of qualitative research. 

4.2 School of thought 

Social research is about generating knowledge that will improve people's understanding 

of society and human behaviour. Such research however is never done in vacuity; it is 

done in a world where there are different perspectives, philosophies and ideas that 

influence our way of thinking. ln social research, philosophy plays a crucial role as 

philosophical underpinnings shape our understanding of research and research practices 

(Maykut & Morehouse, 1994: 1). Adopting a philosophic orientation to inquiry enables 

the researcher to form a point of reference about the nature of the qualitative inquiry. A 

philosophic Eranlework is panicularly important as it enables the researcher to 



understand the assumptions that underline research observations (Maykut & 

Morehouse, l994:2). There are different schools of thought that point the researcher 

towards a particular direction; each o f  those schools of thought has its own philosophic 

underpinnings and points of reference. Positivism, for example, is based on the 

postulate of cause and effect. It assumes that human behaviour is a direct consequence 

of the environment and that human beings play no conscious role in their own 

behaviour. Subjectivity, however assumes that human beings are fully conscious of 

their actions and they give meaning to their environments instead of being 

unquestionably influenced by them, Within the subjective school of thought, i t  is 

assumed that human beings are very much aware of their environment and the decisions 

that they make. Subjectivity also attempts to understand the thought processes of those 

being research in order to understand the motivations for their behaviour, 

For this particular study, subjectivity has been chosen as the preferred school o f  

thought. This is due to a number of reasons; firstly, subjectivity pays attention to 

people's consciousness and focuses on the meanings that people give their environment 

(May, 1997:I 3). The central interest of subjectivity is to focus on people's 

understandings, and interprets tions of their social environments (May, 1 997: 1 3). 

Human beings have the ability to decide for themselves what to do, in so doing they 

choose what behaviours to engage in and what behaviours to avoid. This choice of 

behaviour is however, subject to environmental influences that human beings are very 

much aware of but at times find themselves very susceptible to them. Unlike other 

schools of thou&t that assume that human beings are made by their environments, 

subjectivity assumes that human beings are conscious of their environment and they 

attach meaning to this environment. Subjectivity is thus an attempt to understand the 

social reality as experienced by those who form the subject of the study. Since the 

study is concerned with attitudes and perceptions that the workers have, subjectivity is 

the most suitable school of thought to adopt. It is especially advantageous as it will 

allow the researcher to be part of the research process while understanding the views 

and opinions held by the individuals is the study. 



4 3  Research methodology 

The study is concerned with investigating the attitudes, perceptions and behaviours of 

labourers in the Emfuleni Local Municipality. Since the study will be located within a 

subjective perspective, the study will be qualitative in nature In an attempt to 

thoroughly understand what informs the labourer's attitudes and perceptions regarding 

the HIV. Neuman states that whenever a researcher is investigating people's opinions, 

qualitative research is the best option (2000:45). Qualitative research methods are data 

enhancers in the sense that they allow for key aspects of the cases to be seen clearly. 

Furthermore, qualitative studies yield in depth and holistic insight into a phenomenon 

because the process of data collection is intensive and creates a mental picture of what 

is being studied. In qualitative research, the researcher is able to share in the 

understandings and perceptions of others as well as understand how people give 

meaning to their daily lives (Neuman, 2000: 13). Researchers also enjoy the advantage 

of adopting an empathic understanding of various social settings and the individuals 

who are within those social settings (Berg, 1998:6). It has been established that 

responses to HIVIAIDS are at most times determined by the social environment and are 

seldom based on logic or rational thinking. The aim of the researcher is therefore to get 

a very vivid picture of how these labourers' attitudes, perceptions and social 

constructions of the virus inform their behaviours, more particularly sexual behaviour. 

Much of the studies that have been done in an attempt to understand the diffusion path 

of HTV transmission have relied of the Knowledge, Attitudes, Beliefs and 

Perceptions (KABP's) that people have with regards to the virus. This study will also 

follow the same route. Campbell & Williams (2001) conducted a study on mine 

workers using the KAP model; Maharaj (2002) also used the same model when he did a 

study in KwaZulu-Natal regarding the use of condoms. In both these studies, and many 

others, it was found that people's attitudes and perceptions are not only influenced by 

the level of knowledge they have but rather by their traditional belief systems and social 

settings. This study also aims to understand the relationship between the knowledge 

that people have and how this knowledge influences the way in which they respond to 

HTVIAIDS. 



As mentioned in the literature review, very limited research has been done in local 

municipalities regarding the attitudes and perceptions of labourers on HN and AIDS. 

As a result, this will be an exploratory study. Amrd ing  to Maykut and Morehouse 

(1994:12), exploratory research is usually conducted to unpack issues that are either 

new or have been mininlally investigated. Neuman (2000) further argues that 

exploratory studies are also used to formulate questions that future research can answer. 

This study will serve as a platform for policy planning and designing efTective 

prevention programs that will contribute towards the reduction of H N  infection within 

the local government sector. 

4.4 Data collection 

This section will deal with the collection of primary data from the chosen sample. 

4.4.1 Population, sampling frame and sample 

The municipality is one of the biggest employers of unskilled labour in the region. As, 

such there are various classification categories of workers within the municipality. The 

aim of this research is to examine the knowledge, perceptions and attitudes of those 

workers who are said to be in high risk categories. These categories are those people 

with little education, who are migrant labourers and have very little formal skills. For 

the purposes of this research, the study population was thus seen to be fit to comprise of 

workers within the unskilled and semi-skilled levels of employment within the 

municipality. The population for this study will thus consist of employees who are 

classified as level 18/19 in the local municipality. These levels comprise manual 

labourers in the municipality. 

The municipality has different departments in which semi-skilled workers are 

employed. In total, there are 1500 employees that are in the lower strata of the 

municipal hierarchy. In choosing the sample for the study, the researcher had to depend 

on those employees who were prepared to answer questions and who did not feel 

ashamed of voicing their opinions. Talking about AIDS elicits feelings of shame for 



some people; i t  is understandable therefore that there were some individuals who did 

not feel comfonable about talking HIV and AIDS openly, the researcher therefore had 

to relied on available subjects; the sampling method was therefore a convenient sample. 

A total of 110 participants formed part of the study and they were the sources of 

primary data. 

4.4.2 Questionnaire 

Keeping in line with the subjective school of thought and qualitative research, a 

questionnaire was used as the primary research tool. There are several factors that 

motivated the researcher to use questionnaires as primary tools for data collection. 

Firstly, a questionnaire has been proven as the best means to collect information where 

the data collected still needs to be classified and analysed (Neuman, 2000:45). 

Secondly, questionnaires allow for interaction between the researcher and the 

participants. This interaction allows for better understanding of those who are 

providing the data and it also allows for the researcher to probe deeper. This research 

tool has proven to be advantageous for the researcher because interviews allow the 

participants to voice their opinions freely without feeling constrained. In situations 

where a deeper understanding of attitudes is needed, in-depth structured interviews are 

the best tool. 

For the purposes of this study, a questionnaire with a combination of close ended and 

open questions was used and this enabled the researcher to get standard information 

while also paying attention to the opinions and views that will be expressed in order to 

get the necessary data. Neuman (2000:46) argues that having these two types of 

questions allows the researcher to have uniformity in the study while gaining in depth 

knowledge about the opinions held by the participants. 

A covering letter was attached explaining the nature of the study (see annexure I) .  

According to Baker ( 1  9881, a covering letter is important in any research as it  infornls 

the participants about the primary objective of the study, to request their participation 



and to assure participants of confidentiality, A covering letter is also important as it 

gives credibility to the whole process of data collection. In many instances, participants 

are weary of research projects and every possible assurance in confidentiality should be 

glven. 

The questionnaire compromised of three sections, these were: 

Section A consisted of biographical information. This pertains to the socio- 

economic elements of the workers such as age, marital status, level of education 

and place of current residence. 

Questions relating to the knowledge, attitudes and practices on HIVIAIDS were in 

Section B. The questions dealt with level of knowledge regarding the HIV/AIDS, 

belief systems and sexual behaviours. 

The last section of the questionnaire dealt with training levels regarding 

W / A I D S .  The primary aim of this section was to see to what extent is the 

training provided by the local municipality in terms of changing already existing 

perceptions of the virus. 

4.5 Interviewing 

The study used semi-standardised questionnaires to conduct interviews with the 

participants. The researcher on a one-on-one basis administered the questionnaires 

with the participants, the primary aim being to collect qualitative data. In depth 

interviews were particularly relevant for this study as the aim was to explore, rather 

than calculate responses. The primary aim of the study was to determine the 

knowledge, attitudes and perceptions of workers regarding HIV, and the best way to 

gain a deeper underscanding was to use interviews where participants could in Fdct 

voice their opinions freely, 

One of the major problems in the study was the willingness to talk openly about 

IUV/AIDS. Initially, many of the participants were sceptical of discussing their views 

and opinions about HIV as they didn't feel comfortable. As time went on however, the 



participants felt quite comfortable in sharing their opinions, their level of knowledge and 

their practices regarding HIV. In most societies, especially black societies, HNIATDS is 

still a very difficult topic to discuss more especially when the discussion centres on one's 

views and attitudes regarding the subject matter. Perhaps one can attribute this difficulty 

to the fact that in general sexual matters are regarded as taboo and they are never 

discussed in the open. They are only discussed in reaction to some thing that has 

happened or as a response to a comment. It can be said that maybe people do not talk 

freely about XJIVIAIDS because of the fear of being judged or ridiculed, whatever the 

case maybe, there is not enough talk when it comes to HIVIALDS. 

4.5.1 Administration of interviews 

The interviews were done on a one to one basis; this was to ensure confidentiality and to 

give the participants the freedom to express themselves without feeling inhibited as 

would be the case if there are other people in a room. As much as possible, the 

participants were put at ease and assured that their views are confidential and they will 

not be judged based on their views, The interviews themselves prompted the participants 

to think about issues around HIV/AIDS, their attitude towards the virus and how their 

perceptions shaped their response to the epidemic. At times, responding to questions 

relating to HIV requires one to think about socially acceptable responses and whether to 

be honest or give a response that sounds responsible. The researcher encouraged 

participants to voice their own opinions and not feel pressured to give socially 

responsible answers. Time constraints necessitated that interviews be conducted during 

lunch breaks as this was the only time that most of the participants were available for the 

whole interview. Semi-standardised questionnaires were used for this study and this 

enabled the researcher to have the freedom to probe hrther in order to clearly the 

participants. 

4.6 Analysis of data 

The data was gathered in the form of text, this data was then organised into categories 

based on specific themes identified and those themes were able to illustrate how the 



participants' knowledge, attitudes and perceptions regarding HIV/AIDS. This process of 

organising data into categories that can be easily managed is called coding (Babbie and 

Mouton, 200 1 :4 16). Coding is in qualitative research is very much based on grounded 

theory; this refers to "the discovery of regularities as the identification of categories of 

elements and the establishment of their connections" (Babbie and Mouton, 2001 :498). In 

grounded theory, it is not necessary that a researcher begin with a theory and then prove 

it, rather one begins with an area of study and what is relevant to that are is allowed to 

emerge (Strauss & Corbin, 1990:23). In other words. grounded theory allows researchers 

to study a relatively unknown social phenomenon around which no specific theory may 

exist yet. As  with the study at hand, there is no theory on how knowledge influences 

people's attitude and perceptions where W/AIDS is concerned, grounded theory will 

thus enable the researcher to use coding methods that are particular to the topic being 

researched. Grounded theory allows for data analysis using two procedures, namely 

coding procedures and adjunctive procedures. In this study, coding was the procedure 

adopted for data analysis. 

4.6.1 Open coding 

Raw data does not make much sense if it is not organised into categories that have 

meaning. Coding is important in the data analysis process as it allows specific categories 

that have meaning to be created and allow for data to be organised more effectively, In 

the coding process, the data was organised into categories that where themes were 

identified using certain segments of texts. This process is known as open coding (Babbie 

& Mouton, 2001 :499). The data was transcribed and then responses with similar themes 

were grouped together according to the themes identified. During this stage of coding, 

themes are created according to the range of responses that are drawn from the initial 

research questions and the vocabulary used by the participants. Coding can be a complex 

process as it requires the proper understanding of what is being said and cateogorise all 

the data without losing the original ~neaning. The advantage o f  coding data is that one is 

able to compress mass data into categories that are easy to manage and work with, Once 

categories have been formed, it becomes easier to manipulate data. 



4.6.2 Axial coding 

Open coding simplifies that data analysis process as it  allows the researcher to manipulate 

information. Axial coding is the second stage in the coding process; this is where the 

researcher puts back the data in new ways after open coding (Strauss and Corbin, 

1990:25). In axial coding, the focus is on specifying a category in tenns of the conditions 

that give rise to it, the context within which i t  is embedded, the strategies in which it  is 

carried out and the consequences of those strategies. The end product of axial coding is 

the development of subcategories that will create the link between causal conditions and 

consequence. In this study, axial coding was used to fbrther compress data into 

subcategories that painted a more holistic picture of how the environment and 

information impact on the participants' attitudes and perceptions regarding the epidemic. 

(Babbie, 2002:45). 

After the coding process was finished, broad themes that could be used to analyse the 

data effectively were identified. These themes are: 

The level of awareness of HlViAIDS 

Importance attached to condom use 

Respondent's attitudes about working with people who are infected with HIV 

Risk behaviour 

Perceptions regarding training about HIV/AIDS 

4.7 Conclusion 

This chapter served as a broad overview of how the study was carried out. Research 

methodolo~g provides a scientific basis for any qualitative study and gives studies 

credibility. In any research study having a scientific method of finding information 

provides the study with a degree of validity and reliability. In this section of the research, 

philosophic influences were discussed, the methodology used has also been discussed at 

length and the researcher has attempted to show how the coding was done. In the next 

chapter, the findings of the study will be discussed, in along with the themes that have 

been identified and presented in this chapter. 





There were a total of one hundred and ten participants in the study and as per intention, 

all the participants were male. Of these participants, 10.8% were below the age of thirty; 

27.1 % of the participants who between the ages of thirty to thirty-nine, a hrther 41.4% 

were between the age of forty and forty-nine and 20.7% of the participants were over the 

age of fifty. In terms of language, only 1.8% of the participants spoke Tswana as a 

mother tongue, 44.4% indicated that Sotho is a mother tongue, 30.6% spoke Xhosa and 

23.2% spoke Zulu as a first language. In the sample, 39.6Y0 of the participants lived in a 

hostel, 32.4% lived in their own house and there were 28% of the participants were 

renting their place of residence. 

There is a trend for municipal workers to work for the same employer for a long time and 

in this study 35.1% of the participants had worked for the municipality for more than 

twenty years. About 15.3% had worked for tnore than fifteen but less than twenty years, 

37.8% had workers for more than five years but less than fifteen years and 1 1  3% of the 

participants had worked for municipality for less than five years. 

53 SECTION B: Knowledge, Attitudes, Practices on AIDS 

This section of the questionnaire attempted to gather the participant's knowledge, 

attitudes, and practices on ALDS. Five broad themes were identifies in this section, these 

are: 

The level of awareness of IUV/AIDS 

r Importance attached to condom use 

Risk behaviour 

Respondent's attitudes about working witb people who are infected with HIV 

Perceptions regarding training about HNfAIDS 

53.1 Level of awareness of AIDS 

The first broad theme identified in the questionnaire was the Ievel of awareness that 

participants have about HTV/AIDS. The first question that was posed to the participants 

is whether they knew a b u t  AIDS. All of the participants said that hey did know about 



AIDS even though their degrees of knowledge differed. The degree to which they knew 

about AILIS depended on where they had first heard about the disease and as such, the 

level of awareness regarding AIDS varied. There were some participants who had 

negligible knowledge about the disease, mainly because they thought it will not affect 

them in any way while others had considerable knowledge since they had been personally 

affected by the disease. Zargel y, the respondent's perceptions about HTVIAIDS attitudes 

determined their perceptions and consequen tty, responses to the disease. Participants who 

had personal experiences with the disease had different attitudes than those participants 

who did not have any personal exposure w the disease. 

53.1 .I Participants knowledge about AIDS. 

Participants were asked how they know about AIDS, in answering this question many of 

the participants referred to the media, word of mouth and even health workers as their 

initial sources of information. In the study, 36.9% of the participants had heard about 

A D S  through the media; these participants said that AIDS is all over the place and it is 

the one topic that has constantly dominated news headlines in recent years. 

A response from one respondent: 

"MD.' is all over Zhe news, it iS d o ~ h z t i n g  every aspd of our lives dnd people 

talk about it as i f i t  is going the end world" 

Another respondent who has also heard about AIDS from the media had this to say: 

"I have heard a b u t  AIDSfrom various sources, I've heard mahouf if from fire 

news, in varwus newspapers and magazines. It's a very hard topic lo miss" 

One respondent said h i s  about A D S  and the media: 

"AIDS iv  all aver the rrews, it is the only thing f lat  Itas been making /~eadlines" 

Another respondent had this to say about A D S  in the media: 

"I know abouf AIDSfirn the radia, the presenter in the mrn ing  talk slmv 

a h y s  tells people that AIDS k2h  a d  peuple should ahvays use condoms." 



There has been considerable attention given to AIDS by the media, in South Afiica and 

across the globe. The way in which AIDS has been portrayed has in fact petrified and at 

the same time baffled a lot of people because the message that has been sent to the 

general population is that A I D S  is nothing but a disease that kills. This would mean that 

the minute a person contracts HIV then that person has received a death sentence. There 

has not been considerable attention paid to ordinary people who have managed to live 

positiveIy despite the burden of the disease in their lives. The one thing that people have 

taken away from the media is that AIDS means nothing but death. The message that has 

been dispensed herefore has been one that has bordered on negativity instead of hope. 

The high level of negativity has thus meant that people afiaid of talking about AIDS and 

they are also very weary of any future prospects when one is infected with the virus. 

H N / A K ) S  prevmtion programs in South Africa have not had a positive contribution in 

so far as informing the public. The image that has been burnt onto people's minds is of a 

killer disease that knows no boundaries. In order for prevention prognms to be effective, 

they should instead be focusing on giving people the right tools to make informed 

decisions, informed decisions that will lead them to making positive choices. 

In the study sample, 27% of the pamcipants wtto heard about AIDS from other peop!e 

and they often painted a very ominous picture about AIDS. Most often than not, 

information acquired from those who have little knowledge about the subject matter leads 

to the recipients of the information getting inaccurate information from ill-advised 

sources. As a result, there were participants who heard about HIVIAIDS from ordinary 

people in the street and they often had the wrong information a b ~ u t  W A D S .  A 

typical response from someone who has heard about AIDS from other people would 

sound thus: 

'7 /ward from u bf  ofpeopie that A i m  kills puple who sleep around with 

maany women. So I think fhaf means AIDS aflecb t h e  who Iwve many 

purln ers " 



Another respondent had this to say: 

"How con one not knmv about AIM? It's the only thing that people talk about 

lotell. Wherever you go, people are afways talking about AILW and how il kills 

p o p k  " 

Another respondent added: 

"1 can say 1 &now about AIDS becaws one a bays hews people ialkhg abou! it 

and there is ahvaj~s a rumow about someone in the hostei who I r a  iL  I've o h  

been lord that Vyou sleep around you will get AImE. " 

Another participant had this to say 

"I have heard that AIDS is a disease that Rilk p p k  who have many partners. 

In my opinion, if you sleep mound and not take care of yourself then you 

deserve everyrhing that is coming to you. Tiiose sick peopk are now gelting 

wfut they have ahvays wanted " 

Most people have a distorted view of HIV, of AIDS and its sufferers, to them AIDS kills 

promiscuous people who sleep around with many partners without using condoms. This 

view is often held true by many members of society because that is how A D S  sufferers 

have been portrayed. They have been portrayed as shameless people who have been 

promiscuous and deserve everything that is coming to them. However, there are often 

personal stories to be told by AIDS and they paint a totally different picture than the one 

often presented, The primary misconception with most people is that HN and AIDS are 

one and the same thing. Most of the participants used the terms HN and A D S  

interchangeably, an indication that there is still misunderstanding about which comes 

first, the virus or the syndrome. Much of this confusion can also be attributed to  the little 

knowledge that people have regarding the scientific intricacies of the illness. In most 

black communities being HIV positive already means that one has full blown ADS and 

this is the message that is being passed from one person to the next. The responses from 

the participants therefore indicate that there is still a lot of work to be done in terms of 

giving people the correct information regarding the epidemic. 



There were nine participants (8.1 %) who said that they knew about AIDS from visits to 

the clinics where the nurses mentioned HWfAIDS and told them how it is transmitted. 

One respondent who went to the clinic and on his visit there the nurse told him about 

HIV: 

"Yes, the nurse at  the clinic tuid us abouf it, slze told us that m e  can get it in 

dinerent ways, one can get it tlwouglr -change ofbadyflu3dJ, sharing needles 

and the nurses also bld us that rue skuuld ahvays be careful and use condom. )' 

Another respondent said this: 

"Tlte nurses at t1t.e clinic Cnlk about AIDS and I11ey always tell us that we should 

use sfways cmdinns if we want to be safe" 

This is another response: 

"At the clinic the nurses totd us a b u t  the dangers ofMDS, t h y  tokl us that it 

kills und that we should always he careful. Personally, I am tired of being told 

about AIDS, everpvlrere f go peuple are talking about AIlX.  I don't know 

l~hat  to believe anymore. " 

The health department is supposed to be at the forefront of dispensing information and 

yet it seems like the only message being preached is that of death. There were other 

participants who indicated that h e y  never get the correct information from the nurses at 

the clinics, all that they are told is that AIDS is real, it kills and the people should be 

careful. AlDS has been on the agenda of the public healrh system for the past ten years 

and yet the people at the grassroots level who are supposed to be dispensing the correct 

information are not. 

There were only sixteen participants (14.5%) who had personally experienced the effects 

of AlDS and this is the one group that had change of attitude because they got to know 

first hand that KlV/AIDS really does exist. There has been an argument that most of the 

people that have changed their minds about AIDS have done so because of being exposed 

to the virus and its harrowing effects. 



One respondent put it this way: 

"My younger brother is infected with HIV and tJtat is how I've come to know 

a b u t  AIDS. He is frying fo Nve a prjlive li/e but il is d~@kukfor h im He 

came back from the mines in Rustenburg bbecause Ira could no Iongsr wwk" 

There was also another respondent who knew about AIDS from personal experience and 

had been ttaumatised by the effects o f  the epidemic on his family. This is his response: 

"I Iosl my on& daughter due to AIDS, 1 didn't know anything about 2, and now 

my one child is dead because of ?Iris thing" 

Another respondent said this about the virus: 

"My musin's BaugJrter passed away in 2004 because of AIDS, that 5 hmu 1 

know about k She was poung and beautijiul; somerilt~e~ 1 can't believe that she 

is gone" 

It has been said by many a researcher that the most convincing way for people to know 

that AlDS exists is to be exposed to the virus in order to know that it is a real disease. The 

participants in the study who had been exposed to the virus had r u m 4  from their belie& 

that HTV did not exist and they believed that H V  is reat. 

53.12 Modes of HIV transmission 

There has been some mnhsion around the issue of how H V  is rransmitred because 

people generally associate promiscuity with HN transmission. For many people, when a 

person has multiple sexual partners this automatically means that the person will be 

infected with the virus. It is not surprising therefore that the primary mode of KIV 

transmission that people mentioned is sex. For some people, it has been hard ro reconcile 

sex and HIV transmission since many people believe that sex is natural and i t  cannot 

therefore be responsible for transmitting such a deadIy disease. 

One respondent said: 

"I have heard that H7V is transmitt& tltrough s a ,  it is sad that such a 

dangerous thing is transmitted tlwough one of the mosi enjoyalile things ~vhiclr 

SJsaJ '  



Another responded added by saying: 

"The nurses said that you can get P Ihrougli having sex without u condom 1 

don ' f  know how true that is, it just does not make sense fo nte because sex Itas 

&en around for a Iotrg him Why now? " 
There was another response addressing the same issue: 

"HIV is just a stupid idea, how can sex kill? After all, sspx is there for pleasure 

andpeopk say you get HI V from sex " 
There also seems to be a perception that if one person who has multiple partners does not 

get infected then it means that HIV is not transmitted ihrough sex or does not exist at all. 

There was one respondent who brought up this issue: 

"Yes, I know /row ii rransmitfed. Tlzey say tlid it is transmitted dirough sex and 

I don't betime that because there is a guy I know wlw changes girlJriends aN 

the time and he is not sick. Iftliat guy does nof get sick then there is no such 

thing as HIK " 

The above statement suggests chat people do not have the necessary information to 

inform their perceptions about the virus. To assume that a person is not infected because 

of the absence of physical symptoms is to say that people who have HIV look differently 

from other people. This has led to pwple believing that if a person is not physically 

strained then that means the absence of infection. 

Amongst the black population, weight loss has been more or less a determining symptom 

of whether someone has h e  virus or not. As a resdr, when someone has lost weight the 

only logical conclusion that people reach is to say that the person is HW positive. 

In all the time that HIV has been brought to the fore, condoms have been said to be the 

one thing that can prevent the spread of the virus. This has led to same people being 

sceptical about the importance of condoms, one respondent pointed out that there are 

many peopb who do not use condoms and yet they are not infected witb HN despite 

having many sexual partners. 



"Yes, p q k  say HIV is fransmined through sex with& condoms. I still don't 

believe C because monypeqle ilralJ know do not use cundomr but tlrey are sfdl 

alive and well, " 
This has in many ways planted a seed of doubt for a lot of people because of the 

demonstration effect: if someone that is openly promiscuous and does not use condoms 

does not get infected, people suddenly think that HIVIATDS does not exist. This they do 

without taking any other Factors into consideration. In many bIack communities, open 

promiscuity guarantees nothing but HIV infection. 

There were few participants who knew that there are different modes of HIV 

transmission, one respondent mentioned all the possible sources of infection: 

7 know !tow HIV is lransmtibd, llre sister at the clinic said that H .  is 

transmitted rlzrough unprotected sex, through achonge of body fluids and an 

infected motlw can also pass it to her unborn child" 

Another respondent mentioned body fluids as another mode of transmission: 

"I've lrwrrd somewhere that a person can get HIV tlr'lrtough body fluids but I 

don 5 knoiv how that wuld work because llrey a h  soy that you cnnnor get HJV 

porn saliva " 

There was another respondent who added: 

"HW is tronsmilted through blood and h"yfluMs, my daughter told me that 

she got it from sharing a razor blade with her room mate at university. " 

The above response dispels many of the myths that surround HIV. The majority of 

people, specially in black communities, assume that only promiscuous people get 

infected with W .  Zfcommunities were to learn that HN is transmitted in many ways, 

there would be less discrimination and stigma against hose who are infected with the 

disease. 



53.13 Extent to which participanls bttieve that AIDS exists. 

The extent to which participants believed AIDS existed depended on a variety of factors 

such as messages in the media, the perception participants had about AIDS and the must 

influential f'actor being exposed to people who are infected with the virus. 

One respondent gave this reply when asked about whether he believes AlDS exists: 

"My daughter is HIVpit ive and die mid one day slrc will have AIDS, before 

this I nevw thought tho! AIDS existed k t  now It is h my jamity and I om 

forced to aocep! !ha! it i s  real" 

A response from someone who experienced HIVIAIDS first hand: 

"Refire my daughter tofd me thal she was sick 1 never befimed !hut AIDS 

d t s ;  now I believe tha-t il &st " 

Another respondent also had personal exposure to AIDS through the dea& of his family. 

"I believe J h ~ l  it erists becuwe h & ~ o f m y f i i i l y  diedflom AIDS. It is a pi@ 

because oll the people who died from AIDS didn '! take their live seriously 

bemuse they did not believe thui AIDS existed. " 

One respondent who is from the rural areas had this to say about the disease: 

"Yes I do believe thnt AIDS rxists, peopk we dying. You should see in the 

rural areas, there are funerals every week h u s e  of !Ire youngsters who are 

dying of AIDS. 

The other said: 

"Yes AlDS does &st, I have been expased lo it beinuse so many people I know 

lrave the virus and s m  of them haw died of AIDX Where I urn from in Nulal, 

people ore dying bccouse of this thing. " 

From the responses given above, the exposure to those who have been infected by the 

virus is convincing to the participants that HN is real. To some of the participants, the 

harsh reality of people dying and dose relatives being infected with tbe virus presents the 

world of those who are trying to deal 

Exposure to the virus is but one way of ensuring that people understand the reality that 

virus does exist and that it is real. Those who have personal stories to tell about the virus 

attest to its existence and also recognise the need to take HIV seriously. 



Many of the participants indicated that they knew about AIDS because people always talk 

a b u t  it. One respondent said this: 

"At first i did not beligve that ii aided but p p k  are ahajw talking about it so 

ir must be true. " 

Some OF the participants do not believe that HIV/AIIDS exists; to them HIV/AlDS is a 

conspiracy to reduce the black population across the world. This belief has been belled 

by the fact that Africa is the one continent that has been most ravaged by the epidemic. 

Most of the participants who did not believe rhat A D S  exist said rhat because they have 

not seen anyone who has died from the disease. 

One respondent summed it up this way: 

"Personally, I don 't think tJtat AILS d l i r .  It i s  just a play by white people tu 

stop prs from having sex, having babies and muNip&ing. Besides, i have never 

seen anyone dying oJAIDS" 

Another respondent gave this response: 

"No, AIDS dues not euist. It tk just there lo scure people; i have never met 

onyone wlro says he itas iL. " 
The AIDS epidemic has been met with a lot of scepticism from many people, even 

though aU of the participants know about it, there was still a lot of suspicion about the 

origin of the virus and its purpose. There was one respondent in particular who took 

special interest in reading about the virus and the various conspiracy theories around it. 

"I Rave been reading a lot a b u t  AIDS in my spare time, and we are n d  being 

told the f t r ~ l f ~  nrere are so many things we don't know aborci where MV and 

AIDS are concerned Scienfists are not telling us the red story about AIDS. In 

America AIDS was merrn! to kill gays and here in Africa il was man! to kill 

black people." 

Another respondent hrther said: 

"Ye, AIDS does erist &cause it was manuJactur.lcrrpd in an American laboratory 

to kill black people. Aprtlreid agents got Iruld of il Irere in S o h  Africa and 



thty distribukd it so fI& black may die in huge numbers, Why is tlce majority 

of those infected with AIDS found in Africa?" 

There was another respondent who gave this response: 

"Ym, HHIVdoes &st but the wlritepople use U to their own advantage I read 

sommlwre thd Askaris (apartheid spies) paid prosfituta lo spread it in 

Hillbrow k ~ I 4 S e  tliey knew that it is hard for people lo refuse sap '  

The above statements who a sentiment that is held by many members of the African 

p~pulation who believe that in South Afiica HIVIAIDS was deliberately spread by 

apartheid forces in order to reduce the black population. An admission made by 

apartheid operatives at the Truth and Reconciliation Commission regarding the matter has 

been used by people to justify their belief that HIV was especially made for the 

destruction of the black population. 

53.13 Participants beliefs on whether HIV/AIDS can be cured. 

There has been a continuous debate in h e  medical fraternity regarding the prospects of a 

cure for HIV/AIDS. Here in South Nrica, there has Been a lot of confusion on whether 

HIV can be cured; traditional healers are pitted against western doctors with their claims 

that they have herbs that can cure AIDS. Staunch believers in traditional medicine 

strongly believe in traditional healers and a recent claim by some traditional healers that 

they can cure HIV/AIDS has made this belief even stronger. 

In the study, there were sixty one participants (55.4%) who believed that AIDS cannot be 

cured, albeit they had different reasons; there were sixteen participants (14.5%) who said 

that AIDS can be cured by traditional healers and the remaining thirty three participants 

(30.1%) did not know whether HIV can be cured or not. While the majority of the 

participants did not believe that A I D S  can be cured, their reasons differed significantly. 

Of those participants who believed that W / A I D S  cannot be cured, very few of them 

understood the medical reasons for this as  many believed that traditional healers can cure 

m s .  



One of the participants said: 

"Everything can be cured, wlrat is so special a b u t  AIDS? ? t lrhk traditionat 

doctors can sure d lDS k t  p p l e  do not believe ir " 
Another respondent echoed the same sentiment: 

"Tradifhnol Itealers say t l r q  Irave herbs that can cure AIDS and I believe tlrat. 

Western dfxturs dispute that because they don't und&and badifhna! kerb." 

There was another respondent who added: 

"I don't now about western docturs but I know R very good fradifbnal healer 

k k  home in Nata! that can cure Aim using tradirSorurl herbs" 

There were other participants who did believe that HTV cannot be cured because of the 

complexity of the V~NS.  There was one respondent made this statement: 

"No, MDS cannot b+? cured Many people are misled into believing that it can 

be cured bjl traditional healers but it cannot. Even doctors cannot cure AIDS." 

Another respondent held the same view: 

"Unfmtunately, there is no k n o w  cure for HIV. I f  is such a pity &muse most 

peop!e belteve tlrat A I M  can be cured by fraditional Irealers. " 

There was another respondent added: 

"AIDS cannot be cured but HIV can be nuuraged, one of my friendr died 

because Ire never did hake care of bimsel/and the otlrsr one died because he 

realized too late that Ire was in fedd. Tliere is no cure" 

Many of the participants who believed that AIDS cannot be cured cited unwillingness 

from Western doctors as the main reason why there was no cure for HN. There still is 

suspicion regarding the fact that HN is incurable, there were participants who stated that 

if western doctors wanted HIV to be curable it would be, 

"HIV is nothing but a ploy from white p p l e ,  who has ever beard of a disease 

tlral cannot be cured?" 

Another respondent added: 

"AILIS can be c u r d  its just Uiat white doctors ond scientists realize what a 

money spinner AIDS i v  so they fell the ~vltole world there is no cure. why? 

Because mi) Africans are dying in large numbers" 



There was another respondent who voiced his discontent about the controversy regarding 

whether HN b e  cured, He said: 

" M Y  is a very strange dheose because we are told that it cannot be cured but 

&her diseases can be. If you ark me, it is just (I way of ensuring ?/rat black 

p p l e  are eliminated in tlre world. Have you ever seen o vvlcite person wlco Itas 

HI V? Everyday cm the news they show on& biack peuj~ie, I think tlmt it is just a 

wuy of killing block p p i e "  

Another respondent added by saying: 

"Dmturs cannot fmd a cure for HW bccouse it does not airt  in the f i s t  place. 

I'IIIV did &t d m ~ ~  would /raw a cure by nuw. " 
What is evident from the above responses is that there is still enormous confusion 

regarding whether HTV can be cured. The fact that African people are the most infected 

group in the world has done nothing to alleviate the confusion around HlV. Part of the 

problem is the way in which information is conveyed to people. There has been no 

proper channeling of information, there has been very little or  no challenge made as f i r  as 

traditional beliefs are concerned and there is a dichotomy between traditional and western 

doctors. This has led to many people being confused and at fie moment, there is no 

solution in sight to ease the confision. 

53.2. Importance attached to condom use 

The second broad theme identified was the importance participants atached to wndom 

use. Participants were asked whether they believed condoms could stop the spread of 

AIDS. There were mixed responses regarding the matter with a total of sixty four 

participants not believing h a t  condoms work and they cited various reasons for this. 

There were twelve o f  participants (10.9%) who believed that the spread of HIV could 

only be stopped through behaviour modification, these participants stated h a t  condoms 

alone cannot save the life of a person because people have to take care of themselves. 

"No, c o n h  slroufd be used us u safety measure. The only way that people 

can stop tlw spread of HIV i s  by being carefil and taking care of tltemsehes. 

Trust yorrrseyand not a wndom" 



One respondent also expressed his distrust where condoms are concerned: 

"It's very funny that you shmtd ask t a t  bemuse doctors talk abut condams as 

rytltey are the on& solution bid I believe thd onty beltaviour can stop AIIDS" 

Another respondent added by saying: 

"No, condoms have just spoiled people, tltey think tlmt they can just be 

irresponsible and t f ~ q  think condomt will do ir for tltem instead of trustifig 

tit mehres. Condom shou M never replace sereual responsibi!i@" 

Out of the hundred and ten participants, there were sixteen participants (14.5%) who 

believed that condoms were helpfbl in stopping the spread of HIV. These participants 

seemed to demonstrate m understanding of the role that condoms play in terms of 

protection. 

One respondent had this to say: 

"Cbndorn~ definiiel'y do he@ as t h y  are a form ofprotection and I think that 

every one should use tltem " 

Another respondent said: 

"Yes, condom.~ should be used as a s a f e  measure but the problem is that 

people are being care\.s became they h o w  will use condom." 

There was also another respondent who added: 

"Yes, to a certain exfent they do. Iftltere is means of protection then I think 

that pap& shuuid use them" 

There are a variety of reasons why people do not believe in condoms; one of those 

reasons is that condoms are seen to be fuelling promiscuity. When condoms were first 

introduced, they were said to be the only solution against HIV. This led to many people 

believing that even if they were careless as long as they used condoms As a result, many 

people associate condoms with pron~iscuity and thus refrain from using them. 

There is one respondent who added: 

"I don't bekve in condom because i jmy wiJe says we should use o condom 

#Iten I would tlrink #hat she is being unfaithful when I am not around." 



Another respondent said this: 

"I don't know, Ipersonally don't believe in using condom because witen you 

use a condom witit your partner ii seem as ifyou have other partners. " 

There was another respondent who said: 

"I h ' t  be& in using condomr, candums are only /or people who skep 

around" 

There was also another group among the participants who believed that condoms do not 

work at all, These participants added that condoms could not be trusted at all. One of 

the participants said: 

"Condom do not work, they burst, and they kak so it is very easy to get HIK " 
Another respondent added by saying: 

"Condoms are not 100% Jmlprooj; white people knew that by saying that we 

should wse condoms more people will be careless, instead people should have 

been tdd to  k carefil. " 

Negotiating condom use is never an easy issue, as can be seen fioin the above responses. 

One of the things that have been constant is that those who do not trust wndorns have 

their own specific reasons as to why they do not think condoms can help stop the spread 

of IUV. One thing remains clear; condom use is very much dependent on the perceptions 

and knowledge that people have. If condoms are to be used effectively in the fight 

against, the strategy used to convey information has to recognise the perceptions that 

infom and dichte people's behaviour. 

Participants were also asked whether they knew any co-workers who used condoms. The 

majority of the participants, seventy five in total (68.2%), indicated that they did not 

know if their co-workers used condoms, there were 17 participants (15.5%) who stated 

explicitly that none of their w-workers use condoms and there were eighteen participanb 

(1  6.3%) that they know some of their co-workers who do use condoms. 



533 Risk behaviour 

Risk behaviour is that behaviour which puts a person at a greater risk of contracting HN 

from an infected person. Risk behaviours vary and they include non-use of  condoms, 

sharing needles for intravenous drug use, having multiple sexual partners and he  frequent 

use of commercial sex workers without protection. 

In terms of risk behaviour, participants were first asked if they used condoms regularly. 

There were twenty six participants who replied that they do use condoms regularly and 

there were eighty four participants who said that they do not use condoms. Those who 

answered that they do condoms were further asked about the frequency at which they 

used condoms and there were only sixteen participants (14.5%) who said h e y  always 

used condoms; a further four participants (3.6%) said they only used condoms sometimes 

and the remaining six participants (5.5%) said that they seldom use condoms. 

Participants were further asked if they had multiple sexual partners and if they used 

condoms with all their sexual partners. A total number of forty nine participants (44.5%) 

indicated that they do have multiple sexual partners and sixty one participants (55.5%) 

indicated ha t  they did not have multiple partners. Of the forty nine participants that do 

have multiple sexual partners, only eleven (14%) of them used condoms wirh all their 

sexual partners. 

The participants were then asked if they have they have used the services of a commercial 

sex worker (CSW). There were only twelve participants (10.9?/0) who admitled to ever 

having used the services of a CSW and the remaining ninety eight participants (89.1%) 

indicated that they have never used their services, Of those who proclaimed that they 

have used CSW's before, h e y  had different reasons why they used their services. 

This is what one respondent said: 

"Its amazing what money can buy, it can buy even seu, I do use them 

maswnal& when I want a change You know tirat a man cannot eat pap 

everyday. " 



Another respondent added: 

"Sontclimes I do use them My w f i  is in !!re rural areas, I am o man and X 

have neds that need to befU1fiIed" 

There was another response on this matter: 

"I am single, I am working and I am free Once i~ a while X use tlrem when I 

have urges" 

Another respondent added by saying: 

"Yes I do use them We grew up being fu?d tlrut a man has an insahbk 

+ite and u womun is there to satisjj." 

There were also various reasons why the participants have never used their services: 

One respondent said: 

"NO, I lmve never wed fliem because I am married and I love my wfi .  I see no 

reason lo go outs& fm sex" 

Another respondent gave this reason: 

('NO I dun 'I need lo use tlrem, I have !wo girlfriends and they ore faithful b me 

so there is no wedf i r  me to go to them " 

The use of CSW's is usually a practice that is frowned upon by society and people who 

use them are sometimes inclined to deny that they use them for fear o doing something 

that is frowned upon by society. 

h many cases, people will not openly admit that they use CSW's but they will know 

someone who does. In the study, participants were hrther asked if they know of any ca- 

workers that do use commercial sex workers. A total of 39 (35.5%) participants said that 

they did know coworkers who use GSW's, especially hose who stay in the hostels. The 

reason given for this is that many of the hostel dwellen are migrants who left their wives 

or partners back home and they use CSW's for their needs. Interestingly, research has 

indicated that migrants are most likely to use CSW's because if the loneliness they feel as 

a result of being away from home (Campbell, 1997: 145). 



One respondent said: 

"I live in tlre hostel wifh my wife but most ofthese guys Irere use them kcause 

f l t g  don ' f  hove Il~eir wives here so they w e  them all the tint& " 

Another respondent further added: 

"Yes, m s f  of $Ire guys that live in the hostel use convtterciul s a  workers 

kcunse their wives are u ~ v ~ y  in the rural areas" 

Another respondent said: 

"I do know some oltltem buy f I t q  ahvays hide themekes because they don 'I 

want us to know." 

The use of commerciat sex workers in hostels is a very COmmOn practice and while there 

were participants who indicated that they used to buy their services in the past, they 

stopped because it was becoming dangerous. This did not mean that they stopped having 

multiple sexual partners but it meant that they kept "steady" sexual partners other than 

their wives, This type of behaviour would very much qualify as risk behaviour because 

the participants indicated that they did not use condoms with all their sexual partners. 

53.4 Participants attitudes regarding working with people who are infected with 

HIV 

The final broad theme in Section B dealt with the attitudes participants have regarding 

working with people who are infected with HIV. The first question that the participants 

were asked is if they knew any co-workers who were infected with H N ;  an 

overwhelming majority, 80 participants, 73% in total, said &at they did not know of any 

co-workers that were infected. There were only 7 participants (6.4%) who said that they 

did know of co-workers who were infected and eight participants said that they do  not 

know what a penon with HTV looks like so they would not be in a position to  say 

whether they knew of any co-worker that was infected with the virus. Participants also 

said that there were w-workers that were suspected of being infected with the virus but 

because of the srigma attached ta HTV these co-workers were not willing to reveal their 

status. 



One respondent said: 

"There are some peq& here at work that I d  sick but do no1 want to disclose 

their status because they are scared " 

Another respondent added: 

"We d m  't know anyone h e  at work titat has the disease because people hi& 

tlremehes if they /rave this diseuse. People think that it is shameful to have 

HIVbecurusepeopIe say those who get HI V are p p l e  wlw sleep around" 

Peaple are at times reluctant to talk about their private lives with their co-workers, if a 

person is infected it becomes very difficult to reveal to co-workers because they feel that 

their private lives do not spill into the workplace. 

There was another respondent who said this: 

"I don 't know anyone t h t  is injiwted with the virus; peuple don't just discuss 

their private lives with everyone. " 
It is oRen difficult &r people to know if other co-workers are infected because of the 

stigma attached to KIV, people who are infected would rather keep quite about their 

status in order to avoid being ostracised. 

The second question that participants were asked is wherher it is safe to work with people 

who are KN positive. A total of fifty three participants (48.2%) said that it was safe, 

whib  there were thirteen participants (1 1.8%) who said that for them it was not safe and 

there were forty four participants (4Ph) who did not know whether it was safe to work 

with someone who is infected with W.  The group of participants who did not know 

whether it is safe added that they did not have suficienl information to make a 

conclusion regarding their safety. 

This is one response; 

"I don't know if it safe or not. 1 am scared to work wit11 someone who is HI V 

pif ive because t?ure & u clrance that I rvalgd infected " 



There was another respondent: 

"I don 'I real& know how safe il is but to me there is ahuays ffie fear of uccidenb 

because peopk do nut reveal that r hq  ow sick so you never know. Personal&, I 

do get worried somerimes.'" 

Lastly, participants were asked if co-workers that are HIV positive should continue 

working. There were fifty six participants (51%) that said that co-workers that are KIV 

positive should continue working provided they are still strong, there were eleven 

participants (10%) who said that they should stop working, while a hrther twenty one 

participants (1 9%) said that it should remain the individual's personal choice to work and 

the remaining twenty two participants (20%) said that they don't know. 

53.5 Participants perceptions regarding HTV training 

The last section of the questionnaire dealt with the training that the participants had 

received regarding HN. There were only eleven participants (10'36) who had received 

training and they did not specify when they had received the training. Nine of the 

participants (8,1%) who received the training said it was usehl to them, seven 

participants (6.3%) indicated that the training did in fact change their perceptions 

regarding HN and there were eighty participants (72.m) who said that they thought the 

training should be offered to all employees in the council. 

This is what participants said: 

"Yes I think more people should be m& aware ofH1 Y and bow ro prevent if. " 

Another respondent added by saying: 

Wiew is u need for ?raining because most of Iliepeqde who work here are not 

informed abuuf HI V so they need to &now about ir" 

There was another respondent who added: 

L4No one has evcr told us ahuf AIDS so it rvoufd be k e  to gel the wliole afory 

a h u t  it " 



There is an overwhelming need for the training of workers in the local government sector. 

The majority of the participants have indicated that they would not be opposed to training 

as it would give them the necessary knowledge that they need in order to equip 

Ihemselves. 

5.4 Conclusion 

IUV/AIDS is a subject difficult to comprehend; this is due to a number of complex and 

often intertwined factors. It has always been thought that providing education will ensure 

that those who are exposed to the information will modify their behaviour accordingly 

but the findings o f  the study show that this is not guaranteed. Education, exposure to 

those who are infected with HIV and individual choice seem to present the best 

combination in enmuraging behaviour modification. Also, condom use has been shown 

to be dependent on a variety o f  facton that have very little to do with individual choice. 

Subjective norms in society, attitudes of significant others and the way in which condoms 

have been misrepresented are the crucial Fdctors that need to be addressed in order to 

change the attitudes towards condoms. High risk behaviour is also a factor in terms of 

putting a person at risk of contracting HIV. 

This chapter has been a summary o f  the research findings. The empirical part of the study 

was designed to be qualitative in nature. The findings o f  the research were given in 

qualitative nature in order to give the reader a lucid picture of the knowledge, attitudes 

and perceptions that the participants about the issues put before. Also, the aim o f  the 

qualitative presentation was to show that HIV/AIDS is real and it affmts real people. The 

knowledge that people about HIV/AIDS have goes a long way in forming their attitudes 

rowards the virus. It was therefore essential to represent their views as accurately as 

possible. 



CHAPTER 6 

NTEPRETATION OF' THE FINDINGS 

6.1 Introduction 

The previous chapter dealt with the findings of the study. The study is qualitative in 

nature and as such. the responses findings were presented in the words of the participants 

so as to paint a clear picture concerning the knowledge, attitudes and perceptions of 

workers regarding HIV/ADS. 

In this chapter, these findings will be analysed using a model discussed in chapter 3. To 

recap, the model is based on the social and environmental influences that shape and 

determine one's behaviour. 

Figure 6: Theory of  reasoned action (see also chapter 2) 
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(Source: Terry, Gallois & McCamish, 1993:9) 
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6.2 Knowledge about HIV/AIDS 

Knowledge about HIVIAIDS is based on so many factors and this knowledge can be 

manifested in different ways. 1t can be manifested through behaviour modification and in 

some cases it can be manifested through disregarding all the mrnings that come along 

with the knowledge. There are varying levels of knowledge a b u t  the disease and this 

was evident from the findings of the study. All of the participants knew about AIDS but 

the manner in which they demonstrated this knowledge varied greatly, Knowledge about 

a particular subject is based on many factors, for the participants, knowledge about 

HIVIAIDS depended on what they had heard about the virus and also on what they have 

seen. It has been said hat  South Africa is a Iargely AIDS aware population but this 

knowledge is at times distorted because of the manner in which information is presented. 

One would assume that knowledge about the virus would translate into an 

acknowledgement that AIDS is real and it does exist, What is evident form the findings 

is that while the participants admitted to having some level of knowledge on W A I D S ,  

acknowledging its existence was not guaranteed. 

Many of the participants who pointed out that they know about AIDS from other people 

demonstrated to have limited knowledge about the vinrs, including the modes of 

transmission and the curability of the disease. The parhipants who heard about AlDS 

from other people also doubted the existence of AIDS. It has been said by researchers 

such as Treichler (1999:lOl) that people who are not exposed to ihe virus do not believe 

it exists because they have not seen anyone with the virus. One of the worrying factors 

about the South African epidemic is that while there are millions of people who are 

infected with the virus, there are pwple who say that they have never seen anyone with 

HIV and thus do not believe that it does exist. The existence of HIV has been disputed 

by many people because H N  has been said to be a disease that affects the promiscuous 

and h e  sexually careless. There has been an expectation amongst communities that hose  

that are deemed to be promiscuous should undoubtdy be infected with the virus. 

this does not transpire people go back to their doubtful states and begin to say that HIV 

does not exist. This has meant that the belief that W exists is based on being exposed 

to someone that is living with the virus. 



One factor that has remained puzzling through out the study is that the municipality has a 

highly visible campaign against MV/AIDS. There are pamphlets, booklets, posters and 

condoms in highly visible places that all council employees have access to. Perhaps the 

problem has been the manner in which this prevention campaign has been handled. It has 

been argued through out this research that in order for prevention campaigns to be 

effective, they need to cater for the audience that they are being aimed at. It is not 

enough to make visible the information; the audience should clearly understand the 

content in order to make the envisaged behaviour modification. 

The one aspect of HlV that has continued to confuse is whether ir  is curable. Participants 

were very particular about the issue as they doubted whether there is indeed a known 

disease !.hat cannot be cured, South Africa is made up of people who have different 

cultural belief systems and these systems indubitably influence the way in which they 

perceive things. One can safely say that there is a huge majority of black people who 

strongly believe in the use of traditional medicine and they believe that traditional healers 

can cure everything, HN included. It is this belief that has continued to inform people's 

perceptions about the curability of W .  Participants strongly kl ieved that there is  no 

disease that cannot be cured and they believed that AIDS can also be cured. To a certain 

extent, participants based this perception on cultural beliefs instead o f  medical reasoning. 

Prevention campaigns have always sought to explain to people the dangers o f  AIDS from 

a medical perspective instead of taking into consideration account the social repertoires 

inform people's responses to the virus. It is very unfortunate that all the prevention 

campaigns have not seen the need to challenge peuple's responses to the virus because 

ultimately, it is these responses that shape how p p l e  behave. 

The way in which I-W is transmitted has been a source o f  many a debate, participants 

also brought up this issue. According to the HSRC, here in South Africa 90% of HTV 

infections are due to penetrative sexuaI intercourse. This would mean that sexual 

transmission, both homo- and heterosexual, can be said to be the primary mode of 

transmission; to many of the participants this represented something of a contradiction. 

Sex has been around since the creation of man, HIV is relatively new phenomenon that 



became prevalent late in the 20' century and yet it has managed to kill more people than 

any epidemic in recent history. What many of the participants did not understand is that 

if sex has been around since the dawn of time, why is HIV only beginning to kill people 

now? To many participants, sex is viewed as a source of pleasure and a form of 

entertainment, especially for those workers who are migrants and whose families do not 

live with them. For some of h e  participants, it has became very difficult to accept that 

sex can also lead to such a painful death. 

There were few panicipants who understood that sex was not the only mode of 

~ansmission when it came to HIV. Very few references. however, were made to mother 

to child transmission as a possible mode of transmitting H W .  The way in which HIV has 

been presented in the media and by other people in general has been that HIV is a sexual 

disease and as a result participants did not see the need to know other modes of 

transmission because to  them sexual transmission is the most emphasised. 

By and large, the impression obtained fTom the participants regarding their knowledge 

about HIV/AIDS was a twofold one, The first one pertains to the view that H N / A I D S  is 

a fatal disease that is incurable. This view stems from the information provided by the 

media, information passed on by word of mouth and also information gathered from 

health professionals. h e  thing that can be said is that even tough participants had 

information at their disposa!, this has not lead to the desired behaviour modification and 

reasons for this will be discussed in subsequent sections of this chapter. 

The second view pertains to those panicipants who did not acknowledge AIDS as a 

disease h a t  is real, that kills and that is incurable. The reason for this was that for the 

participants, AIDS is something that is far horn them and does not form part of their daily 

lives. This lack of acknowledgement also led to panicipants not taking any precautionary 

measures when it comes to sexual behaviour mainly because many of the panicipants did 

not see themselves as being at risk of contracting the virus. 



6.3 HIV/AIDS prevention and sexual behaviour 

HIV is a fairly recent disease, up until 25 years ago there were very few confirmed cases 

around the world. HW has not been around since the dawn of time and yet it has 

managed to have lthe most devastating effect across the globe. Sex, on the other hand has 

been around since creation, many of the participants pointed out that people have been 

having sex since h e  Biblical times and there was no danger. It is therefore dificult for 

them to understand how sex can bring so much pain and devastation in the world. 

It has oflen been assumed that if one is made aware of the dangers surrounding a 

particular thing, one would take the necessary precautionary measures required for 

protection. The same thing applies when i t  comes to HTV/ATDS; it has been assumed that 

once people are made aware of the dangers of the disease and been provided with the 

necessary tools to prevent transmission, people will use these tools in order to protect 

themselves. This rationale has informed many of the prevention campaigns that are 

aimed at curbing the spread s f  HN/AIDS. The results however, are very different from 

the anticipated ones. Parficipants were h l ly  aware of how NIV is transmitted and the 

possible things that one can do to avoid being infected. Limiting unsafe sexual 

behaviour, avoiding contact of body fluids and sharing of needles are some of the 

precautionary measures in this context that can be taken in order to mmjmise one's 

exposure to the virus. Participants were indeed knowledgeable about what to and not do 

in order to prevent Hnr transmission. This knowledge however did not translate into the 

appropriate behaviour modification as only sixteen participants admitted to using 

condoms. There were participants who had multiple sexual partners and yet they did not 

use condoms with any of their partners. 

Condom use is very rarely an individual choice; it is based on many hctors such social 

pressures, socially constructed sexual identities, sexual power relations and to some 

extent cultural influences. 

When talking about self-efficacy, one implies that an individual has the power to make 

decisions based on individual preferences. When talking about sexual behaviour, self- 



efficacy rarely plays a role. At most times, sexual behaviour is not shaped by individual 

choices but rather by social pressures. Socially, the idea that men are virile beings that 

should at all times vatidate their masculinity is the motivating fhctor behind many of the 

participants having multiple partners and not use condoms with those partners. It has 

been said that a real man shows his virility by having many sexual partners and making 

sure that all of those partners are satisfied. Satisfaction, at most times, is not associated 

with condom use. The participants pointed out that condoms take away sexual pleasure 

and having sex with a condom can never be the same as having it flesh-on-flesh. It is this 

notion that has led to many of the pariicipants disregarding condoms as an important part 

of their sexual routine. Also, amongst the participants themselves a man that uses a 

wndom is not seen as a real man, a real man would never eat a banana that is unpeeled, 

thus the fear of being ridiculed discourages men From using condoms. This goes to 

demonstrate that social repertoires play a very important role in shaping and dictating 

how people respond ta condom use. 

It has always been thought that promoting wndom use would alone ensure that peopk 

take sexual responsibility for their health by using protection. What has been evident 

however is the opposite; condom use has not been on the agenda for the majority of the 

sexually active population. This lack of condom use can be attributed to many fhctors, 

the primary one being the resulting undertones in relation to the use of condoms in 

relationships. Condoms have been portrayed as things to be used only by promiscuous 

people and not by those in sbble and loving relationships, As Maharaj shtes (2004:250), 

the issue condom use in relationships brings forth feelings of mistrust between partners, it 

gives the impression the partner insisting on the use of condoms is being unfaithhl. This 

has been the impression that has been created in communities and consequently, this is 

the view that the participants also subscribe to. Social forces play an important and often 

underestimated role in shaping people's beliefs, perceptions and ultimately behaviour. 

What has been clear in this study that the participants are very much influenced by the 

socially constructed views about HN/AIDS and they would rather conform to those 

views that decide for themselves what to do. In order to be effective, prevention 



campaigns should in future be designed in such a way that that they take into account the 

social networks that put pressure on individuals to behave in a certain way. 

Condom use, to a large extent is also based on power relations. In sexual relationships it 

is the man that has the power and if the female insists on using a condom the insistence 

often falls on deaf ears. There have been many occasions where male partners have 

refused r t ,  use condoms with their wives by virtue of the Fdct that they are married, to 

these male partners the very fact that they are married automatically means that condoms 

will never be part of the sexual routine. Participants in the study indicated that the man 

should be the man that decides a b u t  condoms, the woman has no say in the matter. 

A typical labourer in the municipality is someone that is unskilled, has very little 

education and subscribes to traditional beliefs. It is in this context that responses to 

condom use should be understood. Understanding these responses does not mean that 

they are justifiable; instead it means that one can understand the reasoning behind some 

of these responses. Many participants still hold on to their traditional roles of being real 

men; these traditional culturaI roles dictate that real men wear the pants in relationships 

and dominate every aspect thereof The issue of power relations in terms of condom use 

is one that has been discussed at length by researchers such as Wojcicki & Malala (20041, 

Maharaj (2004) and Shisana (20Q4); these researchers posit that in a society that is still 

largely patriarchal, women do not have any say regarding their sexual lives and it remains 

the prerogative of the men to make all the decisions. It is clear from this study that this 

view holds true as the participants see themselves as being the sole decision makers as far 

as sexuaI matters are concerned. The disadvantaged position of women in society is that 

which forces them to tolerate situations that put their lives in danger, situations that force 

them to conform to discriminatory gender roles and situations that furher entrench male 

dominance in society. 

Looking at the responses offered in this study, one can deduce that messages and 

education campaigns regarding condoms should never be seen as being clear. Their 

reception depends on a number of factors as mentioned above. 



6.4 Insight regarding those who are infected with HIV/AlDS 

Stigma and discrimination has followed those who are infected with HIV since the 

disease became common two decades ego. The stigma arises from the fact that HIV was 

initially said to be a disease that exclusively affects the gay community, it was later said 

to be a disease for the promiscuous and this is the perception h a t  many people still have 

regarding those who are infected with the virus. In the study, what became evident is that 

stigma and discrimination are not as high as originally anticipated; this is not because 

people are informed but rather a result of being used to the disease. HlV is the one 

subject thar has continued to dominate the news in every aspect, the participants indicated 

that while they do have doubts about the disease, they are now used to talking about the 

virus and they no longer discriminate against those who are infected as, much as they used 

to. 

One of the recumng responses in the study was that those people who are infected with 

the disease do not feel the need to disclose their status because of the fear of being 

discriminated against. Revealing one's HIV status is never easy and the person who is 

infected e x p e a  support fiorn those around him. More often than not, support is instead 

replaced by rejection; this has led to many people not revealing their status to those that 

they work with. In the workplace, HlV pits the employer against the employee because 

of conflicting interests that arise from the situation. In I w l  government, service delivery 

is very much dependent on the productivity of labourers and any decline in such means 

that service delivery is affected. Participants raised the concern that even though the law 

prohibits dismissals based on one's HIV status; labourers who are infected seldom reveal 

their status because of the fear that they will be dismissed, There is still of work to be 

done in educating people about the protection that the labour legislation offers and the 

legal recounes they have in terms ofdismissals based on one's HIV status. 

Safety in the workplace is one of the most contentious issues thar HN brings up; people 

are persistently worried a b u t  accidents that might happen and the possible consequences 

thereof In the study, participants worried about their health; mainly because they did not 



have the necessary information regarding the possible modes of transmission within the 

workplace. Awareness in the workplace has not focused on possible accidents that might 

happen which will require people to take the necessary pre-cautionary measures. To the 

labourers, HW is transmitted through sex and that is all they know. There were very few 

labourers that had the knowledge that HIV can also be transmitted through body fluids 

and blood. Campbell argues that ordinary labourers in the South African context have 

distorted inforrnation about HIV, the modes of transmission and the precautionary 

measures that they need to take in order to protect themselves (1997:66). The ordinary 

labourer in a municipality is someone who has very litde education and in some cases, is 

a migrant. Such a person has been told by the media, by those in the health fraternity and 

by those around him that I-W is a sexual disease transmitted through unprotected sex, it 

is therefore difficult to reconcile this information with the reality that HIV can be 

transmitted in other ways. Applicable l~rerature has always suggeskd that workers are 

afraid of contracting HN from their co-workers; in this study the exact opposite is true. 

The majority workers h this study were not: afraid of contracting MV fiom their infected 

as it had not occurred to them that there were other modes of transmission besides sex. 

This would suggest that there needs to be a focus in educating about other possible means 

of contracting the virus. 

Lastly, offering training in the workplace is one of the ways to ensure that people the 

necessary information regarding the virus. The majority of the participants in the study 

had never received training from the employer. Lack of financial and human resources 

due to budgetary constraints have made it difficult for the health workers within the 

council to offer proper training to all workers. It is clear that there is a dire need for 

training as the participants have said so themselves, they need to be given proper training 

in order for them to make infonned choices and protect themselves accordingly. There 

are many reasons why there is a need for training for all workers within the municipality, 

not only those who formed part of the study. 

Firstly, it is clear from the responses given that the participants have very little awareness 

about the virus. Information that the pariicipants is based on conversations they have 



heard with other people, for some of the participants it is based on what they have heard 

From health professionals and for the select few that have had personal experiences with 

the virus. The level of knowledge that the participants have indicates that there is still a 

lot of work to be done in terms of educating the participants about the dangers of  the 

epidemic and myths that cause misperceptions, It is wilhout a doubt that the participants 

have some knowledge a b u t  the virus but this information does not warrant them to be in 

a position to make informed decisions. 

One rking that is clear from this study is that information that is provided on HIV is not 

h a v i n ~  the desired effects. By and large, prevention programs are meant to enlighten 

those that the information is aimed at, in return, the recipients of the information are 

supposed to make suitable changes. Looking that the model that depicts the determinants 

of individual behaviour, it can be said that not all the factors are being dealt with. In 

saying that HIV/AIDS can be prevented through proper education is to say that human 

beings are immune to social realities around them and they absorb information without 

questioning. 

6.5 Conclusion 

In the interests of behaviour modification, Lhis study has sought to better understand the 

attitudes that inform behaviour. In most instances, these attitudes are infonned by 

knowledge, beliefs and perceptions. In trying to understand behaviour me should 

therefore try to  understand antecedents to attitudes. It has been demonstrated in the 

interpretation of the findings that the participants' attitudes towards W / A l D S  dictate, to 

a large extent, how they respond to the epidemic. The level of knowledge h a t  the 

participants had about HIV/AIDS reflects the confusion that has characterised the 

understanding of  the epidemic by simple people in the street. While there were 

participants who were well informed about the disease, the majority of participants relied 

on word of mouth and distorted messages from the media for information. The 

participants' attitudes towards condoms also reflect the societal norms that discourage the 

use o f  condoms among real men. The perceptions about what is considered to be risk 



behaviour are also dependent on subjective social norms that do not frown up011 

extramarital affairs. 



CHAPTER 7 

OVERVLEW AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

7.1 Overview 

Throughout this study, it has been argued that prevention programs are failing because 

they do not take into account the social and environmental influences that shape people's 

behaviour. Sexual behaviour is at the very core of  the AIDS epidemic; it has been 

assumed that by giving people information that they need, they will then be in a position 

to make the appropriate behaviour modification. Unfortunately, this has not been the 

case. Many a prevention program have focused on medical information about the virus 

without taking into account the perceptions, attitudes and beliefs that shape how people 

respond to the virus. It has been established in this study that there is still a lot of 

confusion regarding HIV, its different modes of transmission and also whether it is 

curable. The level of awareness about HTV amongst the participants indicated that there 

is still a lot of  work to be done in terms of properly informing people about HIV. This is 

in itself a paradox because information about AIDS is readily available and widely 

accessible to all sectors of  the population and yet there is no progress made in changing 

people's a ~ i t u d e s  and perceptions towards the virus. 

There are two questions that have consistently been asked in the South African context 

and they have yet to be answered. 

Why do  people knowingly engage in sexual behaviour that could lead to a slow and 

premature death? Why do the best intentioned attempts to stem the tide of the W 

epidemic have so  little impact? These are questions raised by Campbell (2004: 183) and 

they desperately need answers. In understanding the social and individual responses to 

AIDS, one firstly needs to understand that sexual behaviour and the possibility of sexual 

behaviour change are determined by an intertwining series of multi-level processes which 

are often not under the control of an individual. It has been shown in this study that 

sexual behaviour is very seldom determined by rational decisions but rather by irrational 

justifications that make sense for the individual. In most cases, these irrational 



justifications have their roots in the social construction of sexual identities. It is 

therefore necessary to challenge the social construction of gender, sexuality and 

appropriate behaviour in order to hl ly  tackle HN/ALDS pandemic. 

The theory of reasoned action has been used to explain the motivators for human 

behaviour and according to this theory; self efficacy seldom plays a role where sexual 

behaviour is concerned. An intention to engage in a particular act is influenced by not 

only individual choice but also by individual attitude towards the behaviour and also 

subjective norms. The presupposition that human beings are sensible beings that act in a 

rational manner does not always apply in cases of sexual behaviour. Assuming that 

rationality applies in any given situation is to disregard the basic drives of the human 

psyche and to imply that reasoned action applies to each individual. In the study, i t  has 

been shown that subjective norms and personal attitudes override rationality in matters of 

sexuality. It is not always possible to engage in rational behaviour when norms 

encourage unsafe sex, multiple sex partners and the general disregard of HIV prevention 

messages. 

It is a very challenging task to attempt to change the attitudes and perceptions that people 

have; i t  is even more challenging when those attitudes and perceptions have to do with 

HlV. It is never easy trying to convince adults to change their way of thinking 

particularly when those ways of thinking are based on strong cultural beliefs and social 

networks. Initially, prevention programs were aimed at giving people information and 

seldom addressed the social factors that act as hindrances by virtue of being very 

influential on people's behaviours. The challenge for those involved in designing HIV 

prevention programs is to understand social repertoires through which information is 

received and filtered. 

In the interests of better understanding sexual behaviour, this study has illustrated that 

behaviour is influenced by many Factors and if behaviour change is anticipated, these 

factors should be taken into account. The theory of reasoned action has been used to 

demonstrate that intention, attitude and subjective norms are important determinants of 



behaviour. Generally, i t  remains a mystery why those involved in training people about 

HIV have not seen it fit to challenge social stereotypes that have led to the spread of the 

disease. 

7.2 Recommendations 

In light of the findings, the following recommendations are proposed. 

7.2.1 Future Research 

There has been limited research done in the world of municipal workers and HN/AIDS, 

as such further KAP studies should be undertaken on a wider scale in order to fully 

comprehend the motivating factors behind individual behaviour. The hostel system has 

been influential in the spread of HZV/ADS in South Africa and in the Vaal Triangle 

region. Residents in single sex hostels are lonely, their fhmilies have stayed behind in the 

rural areas and for company, they have a choice between their colleagues and 

extramarital partners. Most of the time, extran~arital partners are chosen. It would be 

fruitful therefore to conduct comprehensive research that will holistically deal with the 

many factors that influence attitudes and consequently, behaviour. Those who live in 

hostels without their families should at least be given the opportunity of living with their 

families if they so choose. Those who are married and having sexual partners outside of 

marriage should be discouraged, in light of the risks involved. 

It has been shown in this study that attitudes and perceptions are very influential in 

shaping behaviour, if the fight against HIV is to be won, there should be challenged and 

changed. The researcher recommends that future research within the local government 

sector should focus more on factors influencing behaviour in order to devise appropriate 

behaviour programs. 

7.2.2 HIV prevention programs 

Des ip ing  effective prevention programs is not easy. It is a process that involves 

understanding the audience that the message is aimed and furthermore, it is a process that 

involves understanding the social networks through which information filters. Many a 



prevention program has been created without taking into cognisance the factors that will 

influence how this information is received. One cannot convey a message to a 50 year 

old man in exactly the same manner as to an 18 year old, Attitudes, world experiences 

and perceptions are different; they would thus form different social filters. It is therefore 

appropriate that training and prevention programs should be particular to the audience 

being targeted. Having a nuance understanding of the social networks, repertoires and 

pressures, is therefore crucial in having successfid prevention programs. In light of the 

findings of the study, the following are recommended: 

That the municipality institutes a continuous training program aimed at providing 

HIVIAIDS information. 

Such a program should not only focus on enlightening people but it should also seek 

to challenge the very attitudes, perceptions and beliefs that shape how the workers 

respond to the virus. 

It is also recotnmended that training programs to be instituted should be sensitive to 

the social networks that shape people's behaviour, such networks do not dictate only 

how a person responds to the virus, but they also g o  a long way in determining ho a 

person behaves in relation to prevention. 

Another issue of concern is the manner in which information is being distributed. It 

has been assumed that just because the information is there then the employees will 

be interested in the information, It is therefore recommended that there should be a 

follow up process to assess whether the information provided is indeed being used as 

was intended. 

Limitations of the study 

It can never be easy understanding attitudes and perceptions in one seating. The 

researcher attempted as much as possible to convey the responses as they were. Human 

behaviour is complex and it cannot be totally understood, the study therefore does not 

claim to be the absolute in terms of representing the views and perceptions of the 

respondents. The study does, however, provide valuable insight into the minds of the 

participants who form an important part of the economy. 



The one limitation o f  the study is that time constraints made it impossible for the study to 

be conducted on a wider scale. It would have been very insightful for the study to be 

done in more than one municipality, The study is helphl in identifying the most crucial 

elements o f  prevention programs in municipalities that will need to be revisited in order 

for those programs to be effective. 

7.4 Conclusion 

HTV/AIDS has presented the world with a very challenging war. Each and every part of 

the world has been affected, some countries more affected than others. Sub-Saharan 

Africa is the one region that is the hardest hit by the epidemic and recent statistics 

indicate that this is not about to change anytime soon. Various efforts in the sub-Saharan 

region have been directed at fighting the war against the epidemic, this is now time that 

these efforts be intensified in order to win this battle. 

The challenge presented by the HIV epidemic is even greater in South Ahca because of 

the misunderstanding and confusion that surrounds the epidemic. Changing behaviour, 

challenging existing perceptions, beliefs and attitudes is an alrnost impossible task to 

perform but if the world is to win the war against W ,  it is a task that has to be 

performed. The study o f  W ,  its social epidemiology and path of diffusion shows that 

behavioural change is the one approach that is most likely to be successhl in turning the 

tide. It has been argued throughout this research that behaviour modification can only be 

attained through the proper use of communication channels, understanding social 

networks and social repertoires that shape and dictate individual behaviour. At the very 

centre of the HTV pandemic is the lack of understanding of how social processes impact 

and influence attitudes and ultimately, behaviour. In order for the battle to be won, there 

should be visible behaviour modification which will ultimately lead to reduced infections. 

The fight against is does not belong to the government alone, it rests with each person 

that wants to see an end to the epidemic. Individual behaviour will ultimately dicrate 

whether the fight is won; in the meantime, each possible avenue should be exhausted in 

finding a solution. 





Dear Respondent 

I am a Masters student registered in the Vaal Triangle Campus of the North West 

University. I am currently conducting a study into the knowledge, attitudes and 

perceptions of workers in this Municipality. It would be greatly appreciated if you could 

form part of this study. Confidentiality is guaranteed and everything that is said will be 

treated with the strictest confidence. 

I thank you again for being in my study. 

Wongiwe Zanele Ludidi 



1 Res~ondent no. 

QUESTIONNAIRE: KNOWLEDGE, ATTITUDES AND PERCEPTIONS ABOUT 

m / I D s  

SECTiON A: B i O G W H I C A L  INORMATION 

Sex 

I Male I Female I 1 

Marital Status 

Home language 
I 

Single Married 

Highest school qualification 

Number ofyears with current employer 

I 
. - -  

Yean I 

Standard 1 

Type of dwelling 

Widowed 

Other I 

Own 
House 

Divorced 

Flat Hostel Renting 



SECIYON B: KNOWLEDGE, ATTITUDES AND PRACTICES ON AIDS 

1. Do you know anything about AIDS? 
1 Yes I No 

If yes please explain 

2. Do you know HN is transmitted? 

3. When was the first time you heard of AIDS? 

4. Do you believe that AIDS exists? 

5. Do you think that ATDS can be cured? 



6. In your opinion, do condoms help stop the spread of AIDS? 

7. Do you use condoms rebwlarly? 

8. If yes, how often? 
I Always I 1 Seldom 1 I Sometimes I 

9. Do your co-workers use condoms? 

- 

10. Do you have more than one sexual partner? 

I I .  If yes, do you use condoms with all your partners? 

Yes 

1 Always I 1 Seldom 1 I Sometimes I ] 

No 

-- 

12. Have you ever used the services of a commercial sex worker? 

13. Do you now of any of your colleagues that use comn~ercial sex workers? 



14. Do you know any of your co-workers that are HIV positive? 

15. Do you think i t  is safe to work with people who have W/AIDS? 

16. Do you think co-workers with HlVlAIDS should continue working? 

SECTION C: TRAINING 

1. In the years that you worked here, have you received any HIV training? 

( Yes 1 I No 

2. If yes, when last did you receive training? 

3. Was the training useful to you? Please explain your answer. 



4. Did the training change your views about HIV/AIDS? 

- - -  

5. Should the municipality provide training for all workers? 



ABSTRACT 

HIVIAXDS: KNOWLEDGE, A'ITITUDES AND PERCEPTIONS OF WORKERS 

IN A LOCAL MUNICIPALITY. 

INTRODUCTION 

The world has been presented with a challenge of curbing the spread of H N  and the 

subsequent killer, AIDS. In the past twenty years, the epidemic has spread through out 

the world at a very rapid pace and so fir, over 20 million people have died from ADS.  

Sub-Saharan Africa has been the hardest hit region; currently there are over 25 million 

people who are infected with the virus in this region and 10 million have died. In South 

M i c a ,  the spread of the epidemic has also been rife. As i t  now stands, there are 5 

million South Africans who are HN positive with the virus and 1 million people die 

every year due to AIDS. South Africa presents a unique case in that there are particular 

factors that facilitate the spread of the epidemic. Migrant labour, high levels of illiteracy, 

poverty and very unequal socio-economic conditions are some of the factors that have led 

to the spread of the epidemic. Since the collapse of apar~heid, HNIAIDS has proven to 

be South Africa's greatest challenge. 

Within the workplace, the pandemic is bound to cause chaos. To date, South Africa has 

felt the very devastating efiects of the epidemic and millions of rands have been lost in 

productivity. It is without a doubt h a t  in the workplace, HIVIAIDS presents various 

challenges for both management and employees. Both parties have specific interests and 

these interests should be protected at all times. Prevention programs that are in place 

have failed to have the desired effects mainly because they have not sought to challenge 

the attitudes and perceptions of those people they are targeting. 

OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY 

The aim of the study is to examine the attitudes, perceptions of workers in a local 

municipality. 



SPECIHC OBJECTIVES CAN BE SUMMARISED AS FOLLOWS: 

To investigate the extent to which traditional belief systems inform attitudes, 

perceptions and behaviours of employees towards HIV/AIDS. 

To explore how people's attitudes and perceptions regarding the virus influence 

their responses towards HIV. 

To investigate the effectiveness of the awareness program run by the municipality 

in raising awareness about the epidemic, 

To assist the municipality in identifying training needs of its workers when it 

comes to HXV education and to make recommendations based on the outcomes of 

the study. 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

The research is divided into pans, namely the literature review and the empirical study. 

The literature review hialighted the state of the epidemic worldwide and in South 

AFrica. A theoretical background was also provided in order to put behaviour into 

perspective. The empirical study was deigned to be qualitative in nature and a 

questionnaire was developed for this purpose. The researcher used semi-structured 

personal interviews to collect data. Once all data was collected, open and axial coding 

were used to categorise data that has been collected. Data was then analysed according to 

the categories identified in the codins process. 

MAJOR FINDINGS 

There were several key findings of the study and they can be summarized as follows: 

Knowledge about HIV/ALDS did not necessarily mean that those who are exposed to 

information will make appropriate behaviour modification. Limited knowledge about 

the virus also meant that people were not able to make correctly informed decisions. 

There seems to be conhsion about whether or not HXV is curable. There is a 

perception amongst the majority of the participants that MV is curable by traditional 

doctors and there was also a group of participants who believe that HTV not curable. 

This finding indicates that there is still a lot of work to be done in disseminatins the 

correct information. 



Condom use is very rarely an individual choice; it is based on many factors such as 

social pressures, socially constructed sexual identities, sexual power relations and to 

some extent cultural influences. At most times, sexual behaviour is not shaped by 

individual choices but rather by social pressures. Furthermore, condom use is to a 

large extent based on power relations. In sexual relationships, it is the prerogative of 

the man to decide on whether to use a condom and the woman has very little choice in 

such situations. 

There is still stigma and discrimination following those who are infected with 

H-IV/AIDS since the disease public two decades ago. HIV has always been thought to 

be a disease for the promiscuous and this is the perception that many of the 

participants still have regarding who are infected with the virus. 

Lastly, offering training in the workplace is one area that is lacking and is one of the 

things that the participants alluded to. The majority of the majority of the participants 

in the study had never received training from the employer. The participants indicated 

they indeed need training. 

CONCLUSION 

HlV/AIDS is a subject that is very difficult to comprehend; it has been difficult to curb its 

spread and it has brought the world to its knees. It has always been thought that 

providing education will ensure that those who are exposed to the information will 

modifjl their behaviour accordingly but the findings of the study show that this is not 

guaranteed. Education, exposure to those who are infected with HIV and individual 

choice seem to present the best combination in encouraging behaviour modification. 

Also, condom use has been shown to be dependent on a variety of bctors that have very 

little to do  with individual choice. Subjective norms in society, attitudes of significant 

others and the way in which condoms have been misrepresented are the crucial factors 

that need to be addressed in order to change the attitudes towards condoms. In order to 

win the battle against the epidemic, all possible resources should be directed towards 

fighting the epidemic. 



OPSOMMINC 

MTVMCS:  KENNIS, HOUDINCS EN PERSEPSES  VAN WERKiiEMERS BY 

'N PLAALIKE MUNISIPALITEIT. 

INLEIDING 

Die wereld word gekonfionteer met die uitdaging om die verspreidng van MIV en die 

gevoglike dodelike VIGS-virus te probeer keer. In die afgelope twintig jam, het die 

epidemie deur die wereld verspei teen n snelle pas, en tot-op-datum het meer as 20- 

lniljoen rnense gesterf duer, van VIGS. Sub-Sahara Af?ika is die streek wat die ergste 

getref is, tans is daar meer as 25 ndjoen mense besmet met die virus en meer as 10 

miljoen het gesterE In Suid Afrika is die verspeiding van die epidemie kommerwekend. 

Soos dit tans die geval is, is daar 5 miljoen Suid Afrikaners wat MIV positief is en 1 

miljoen mense sterf elek jaar van VIGS. Suid Afrika se situasie is uniek in die sin dat 

daar spesifiek faktore is wat die verspreiding van die epidieme fasiliteer en aanhelp. Lae- 

vlak arbeid, hoe vlakke van ongeletterheid, armoede en ongelyke sosio-ekonomiese 

toestande is slegs enkele van die Fdktore wat resuheer in 'n verspreiding van die 

epidemie. Sedert die afskafing van apartheid is, kan W N I G S  gesien word as Suid 

Af~ika se grootse enkel uitdaging. 

Binne die werkplek kan hierdie pandemie resulteer in chaos. Tot-op-datum het Suid 

Afrika die vernietigende effek van die epidemie ~ e v o e l  en mijoene rande is verloor teen 

opsigte van produktiwiteit. Dit is sonder twyfel dat W N I G S  verskeie uitdagings b i d  

vir beide werkgewers en werknemers. Beide partye het spesifiek belange behoort teen 

alle tye beskerm te word. Voorkomingsprogramme het nie geslaag om die verwagte 

resultate te behaal nie, hoofsaaklik omdat hierdie programme nie fokus op die houdings 

en die perspepsies van die persone wat geteiken word nie. 

DOELWITTlE VAN D m  STUDIE 

Die hoofdoelwit van hierdie navorsinbpojek is om die houdings en persepsies van die 

werknemers by 'n plaaslike nlunisipalireit te ondersoek, 



SPESIFIEKE DOELWITTE KAN SOOS VOLG OPGESOM WORD: 

Om ondersoek in te stel na die effect wat tradisionele gewoontes bet op die vorming 

van hoidings, persepsies en gedrag rakende werknemers met MTVNIGS. 

Om ondersoek in te stel hoe mense se houdings en persepsies rakende die virus 'n 

invloed uitoefen teen opsigte van hulle response teenoor MIV. 

Om ondersoek in te stel tot watter mate die bewutheidsproyram plaasgevind by die 

munisipaliteit. 

On die munisipaliteit by te staan om die opedingsbehoeftes van die werknemers te 

identifiseer rakende MIV-opleiding, en om annbevelings te maak gebaseer op die 

resultate van die studie. 

NAVORSINGBEVINDlNGS 

Hierdie navorsing beslaan twee afdelings, nammlike 'n literatuurstudie enerdys asook 

empiriese navorsing andersyds. Die literatuurstudie fokus op die stand van die epidemie 

werelwyd en in Suid Afrika. 'n Teoretiese agtergrond was ook voorsien ten einde gedrag 

in perspektief te plaas. Die empiriese studie was ontwerp on kwalitatief van aard te wees 

en 'n vraelys is vir die doe1 ontwikkel. Die navorser het semi-gestruktureerde 

persoonlike onderhoude gebruik om die data te dokumenteer. Nadat die date ingesamel 

is, is dit gekodifiseer asook gekategoriseer. Die data is gevolglik ontleed na gelang die 

kategoriee wat gebruik is in die kodifiseringsproses. 

BELANGRLKSTE BEVNDINGS 

Daar is sekere kern-bevindings wat soos volg opgesom kan word: 

Kennis rakende IMNNIGS beteken noe dat die persone wat blootges tel is daaraan die 

regte gedrag aangeleer het nie. Beperkte kennis van die virus beteken ook dat mense 

nie in 'n posisie is on die regte ingeligte besluite te neem nie. 

Dit lyk day daar verwarriny heers of MIV genees kan word. Daar bestaan 'n persepsie 

onder die meerderheid van die respondente dat MIV genees kan word deur tradisionele 

genesers en daar was ook 'n groep respondente wat glo dat MIV nie genees kan word 



nie, Die bevindings dui dat daar nog heelwat werkverwante inliging is wat voorsien 

moet word on1 de korrekte afleidings te maak. 

Kondoom-gebruik is by kans nooit 'n individuele keuse nie; dit is gebaseer op 

verskeie h b o r e  soos byvoorbeeld sosiale druk, sosiaal-gestruktureerde seksuele 

identiteite, seksuele mag-verhoudings en tot 'n sekere mate kulturele invloede. In die 

meeste gevalle word seksuele gedrag nie gevorm deur individuele keuses nie maar 

eerder duer sosiale druk. Voorts is kondoom-gebruik tot 'n yroot mate gebaseer op 

magsverhoudinge. In seksuele verhoudings, is dit die prerogatief van die man om te 

besluit of 'n kondoorn gebruik word of nie en dat die vrou min o f  Seen 

besluitnemingsmagte in sulke situasies. 

Stigmatisering en diskriminasie ontstaan teenoor die persone wat besmet is met die 

MVMGS-virus sedert die openbaar gemaak is twee decades gelede. MIV is altyd 

nog gesien as 'n siekte vir promiskue persone en dit die persepsie wat tans nog bestaan 

onder baie van die respondente teenoor die persone wat besmet is met die virus. 

Lastens, deur opleiding in 'n werksplek aan te bide is die een terrain wat as 'n leemte 

uitgewys is deur die respondente. Die meerheid van die respondente in die navorsing 

het nooit enige opleiding in die verband van hul werkgewer ontvang nie. Die 

respondente het aangedui dat hulle 'n behoefte het aan in hierdie verband. 

SAMEVATrrNG 

MlVNIGS is 'n moeilike ondenverp on1 te verstaan; dit is moeilik on die verspreiding 

daarvan te keer of te stop, en kan die wereld op sy kniee bring. Die standpunt was nog 

altyd gehulding dat die aanbied van opleiding hulle gedrag saI aanpas, maar die navorsing 

dui dat opleiding nie 'n waarborg is nie. Opleiding, blootstelling tor doe persone wat 

besmet is met MlV en individuele keuse lyk die beste kombinasie te wees om 

gedragsverandering te ondersteun. Kondoom-gebuik is in die navorsing uitgewys as 



ondergeskik aan 'n verskeidenheid faktore wat baie min te doen het met individuele 

keuse. 

Subjektiewe norme van die gemeenskap, houdings van rolspelers en die wyse hoe 

kondoom-verspreiding verkeerdelik gehanteer is, is van die belangri kste aspekte wat 

aandag moet geniet o m  die houdings teenoor kondoom-gebruik te verander. Om die 

geveg teen die epidemie te wen behoort alle moontlike hulpbronne gefokus te word teen 

om die epidemie. 
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